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ABSTRACT

Analytical and empirical studies were co.iducted to define and investigate
problems associated with restartable solid propellant rocket nozzles.

Thermal analysis covered the complete temperature history from startup
through cooldown of the duty cycle. In addition to conventional convec-
tion, conduction, and radiation, the effects of the pyrolysis gases of
charring ablators were included. The structural a,i.lysis included the
investigation of the thermo-elastic behavior nf cy indrical and washer
inserts, the existence of plastic zones, the effects of contact pressures
in stacked washer inserts, and the effects of property degradation of
tungsten due to grain growth. T!,e materials investigation included tungsten-
carbon reactions, tungsten grain growth and the resulting effects on prop-
erties, anJ the high temperature c-direction compressive deformation of
pyrolytic graphite. Rocket nozzle firings were used for verification of
analyses and further problem definition. It was found that the strength
of tungsten is degraded by 50 percent or more with very slight grain
growth. Lirge permanent c-direction compressive deformations are attain-
able in pyrolytic graphite above 2600 0 C with stresses of 7000 psi in 30
seconds. Ablation of char-forming insulators [ ovides the principal mode
of cooldown by the pyrolysis process and by heat transfer to the result-
ing gases as they leave the nozzle. Radiation was foLnd to be an order
of magnitude lower in significance. Higher thermal Icids result from
initial uniform ambient temperature conditions than frc'm restarting from

any point during cooldown. Thermal stress design charts have been con-
structed for the candidate throat materials. A very simple design chart
based on brittle fracture and yielding wh'ch requires knowledge of only

the chamber pressure and throat diameter has been devised. Tests showed
the analysis techniques developed to be satisfactory. With these analyti-
cal techniques, limitations on duty cycles can be determined. These
limitations are couplings of firing times and cooldown times. The results
of rocket firing tests are presented. The current capability of analyzing
restartable nozzles is assessed and major problems which require further
investigation are defined.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This Air Force program was initiated to define the problems associated
with nozzles underguing restart and cyclical operations, to investigate
these problems, and to demonstrate with actual firings that such nozzles
can be successfully designed and tested. An approach which emphasized
analytical studies was uaidertaken combining thermal, structural, and cor-
rosion analyses supporced by laboratory studies of materials and by rocket
motor tests. The scope of the program was limited to an initial effort;
it was :ealized that all problems could not be investigated in a single
12-month effort. Definition of problems which require further investiga-
tion was also included within the scope.

The underlying philosophy to the analytical approach taken was that a
better understanding of the behavior of the nozzle could be achieved.
The influences of the many parameters involved could be assessed, and
judicious variations in these quantities could be made in order to design
nozzles with a higher probability of survival. This is contrasted with the
build-and-test approach from which a success or failure data point is ob-
tained. If the point comes up failure, some basis for making design
changes is necessary. It was the philosophy of this program that analysis
formed the proper basis.

The program emphasis was placed on the restartable aspects of the subject.
This naturally points to the cyclical nature of the nozzle operation. Some
problems are common to both single firing and restartable nozzles; for
instance a restart-ble nozzle will respond exactly the same as a single
firing nozzle, the only difference being in the numbe: of times the same
events occur. Thus, it immediately appearsthat there may be some problems

nwich can be attacked independently of the cyclic phenomenon. On the other
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hand, it some residual effects remain-after a firing or a series of firings,
the prior history becomes important to the investigation. In this case,
some problons unique to restartable nozzles may be defined. Such unique
problems may arise from changed initial conditions. As a result of previ-
ous firings, some preload may exist on the nozzle components- or the temp-
erature distribution may be different from a uniform ambient temperature.
Alteration of material properties as a result of prior firings presents a
material wVich will respond differently in subsequent firings.

It can be appreciated that, althcigh the investigations were conducted in
several disciplines, a great deal of interplay was necessary between these
in order to bring tht- program into a coherent and unified effort. The
operating conditions and nozzle contour dictate the input conditions to
the thermal investigation. 'The thermal output becomes the input to Lae
structural analysis. Material propert.Les both influence and limit the
responses obtained from both the thermal and sLructural disciplines.
Temperature limits established frgia corros'.on considerations limit the
firing time. The cooldown history influences the loadings and the allow-
able firing times for subsequent operation. Thus, a great many inter-
disciplinary influences exist.

For purposes of the analytical investigations, the entrance and exit sec-
tions were considered to be cone frustums. Moreover, for the structural
analyses, the throat was considered to -e a cylindrical secti--. Addi-
tivnal limitations placed on the scope of this study included the operat-
ing conditions which were: 700 psia chamber pressure, 6200°F stagnation
temperature, and a total firing time of 200 second& with up to 40 restarts.
Later in the program, the 40 restart requirement was reduced by the Air
Force to approximately 20 since this reflected a more realistic requirement.
The final demonstration test consisted of 18 restarts. CYI-75, an alumi-
nized propellant, was chosen for simulation in the nozzle firing tests.

A limited number of materials was selected for investigation within this
program. Since many of the problems in a nozzle are associated with
particular materials and since different materials require different
analytical considerations, it was necessary to couple the materials with
the analyses in order to maintain the program perspective. The M.terials
investigated were reinforced plastics, tungsLen, pyrolytic graphite, and
polycrystalline graphite. These materials have been the most widely
used in nozzles and are deemed at present to be the most important for
this application. The reinforced plastics were limited to use as backup
insulators :.d as flame surface material in the conical portions of the
nozzle. Tungsten was limited to use as a throat insert material.
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ATJ graphite~was chosen as a representative polycrystalline graphite even
though there are more, erosion resistant grades availaLle. ATJ lends it-

_self nicely to analysis since, relatively speaking, most of its properties
are known. Thus, it is used to represent a class of materials. Fýr
tungsten, two types were studied: arc cast and Allied Chemical Corpora-
tion's gas pressure bonded microspheres. These are considered tc' be repre-
"sentative grades of this material. Pyrolytic graphite in several forms
was investigated: the shell of revolution (c-direction normal to the
surface) and the edge grain washer configuration utilizing as-deposited,
annealed, and heat treated material. The scope of the study was thus
limited to those problems which may be encountered in using these classes

- of materials.

Some of the problems investigated in this program were: tungsten grain
growth and the effects on nozzle performance; alumina depositicn and its
influence on thermal behavior; plastic deformation of pyrolytic graphite
and the effects of nozzle shape and performance; char layer growth of
ablating plastics and the effects of pyrolysis and convection of the
pyrolysis gases oai the heat transfer analysis; the relative effects of
radiation, conduction, and pyrolysis on nozzle cooling; the effect of
lonC- heat soak times on nozzle materials; the thermoelastic response of
nozzle components; the plastic behavior of throat inserts; and the relative
performances of nozzle materials when fired under identical conditions. The
end product of these investigations will be a compilation of analytical
techniques from which operational duty cycles can be defined. Combinations
of firing times and cooldown times for other given operating conditions
define a duty cycle.

This report summarizes the work accomplished during the program. Reference
is made to muh of the effort contained in the Quarterly Technical
ReportsI1II'2,1"3. A complete description of the three rocket test series
and a comparison of the analytical and experimental results are given.
Problem areas which were felt to be important initially in the program were
investigated. Some of these were not as serious as originally contemplated.
Also, new problems weee uncovered. These are discussed in the summary and
conclusion sections of this report.
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SECTION 2

THERMAL AND CORROSION ANALYSIS

I-

This section describes the analytical treatment of the thermal problem
encount3red in nozzles for restartable sulid rocket motors. A description
of the analytical techniques used is given, with some of the details con-

Stained in appendices. A comparison of the results of these analyses or
predicted performance with tiose results obtained during the test phases of
this program are given in e separated section (Section 8) for continuity.

2.1 CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER

'7 2.1.1 INTRODUCTION
Although the large number of turbulent boundary layer heat transfer theories
employed in the past have indicated a high level of interest among
researchers, no particular theory has given a suitable correlation to high
temperature (Te> 30000 F) rocket nozzle heat transfer data. In the develop-
ment of nozzle systems for use with advanced solid propellants, failure is
often traced to inadequate thermal design, especially in the inlet section
just upstream of the throat. Althoiugh such failures are structural, it can
be inferred that an accurate knowledge of the thermal loading in the region
of failure is a prerequisite to the performance of structural analysis or
redesign. Clearly, cyclic operation of the nozzle will have a tendency to
magnify any inaccuracies which are introduced by the thermal analysis. It
is currently believed that convective heat transfer theory may be deficient
in its treatment of (1) pressure gradient influence, (2) thermochemistry
effects, (3) inviscid flow field characterization, (4) skin friction, (5) the
local similarity assumption, (6) Reynolds' heat transfer analogy, and (7) sur-
face roughnets effects. It is also recognized that the adequacy of existing
theory is ltmited by the incomplete understanding of turbulence, combustion,
and two phase flow phenomena in rockets.
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Early in this program it wasconcluded that the boundary layer theory of
Elliott, Bartz, and Silver 2 . 1 could be extended :o improve the treatment
of effects (1) through (4). Effects (5), (6), ond (7) are of such a nature
that an entire reprogramming of the analysis would be necessary; such an
expenditure of time and effort was not considered werranted at the time.
It should be noted that in-house analytical work has been undertaken in
recent months to investigate these topics, &nd in addition, the effects of
injectant gas mass transport is also under 3ome scrutiny. The primary
objective of implementing effects (1) through (4) i1 to improve the agree-
ment of theory with available experimental data. When necessary, the cal-
culation technique of Reference 2.1 was used in its unrevised form.

2.1.2 THERMOCHMICAL EQUILIBRII14 PROGRAM

Because of the very high flow tempei•atures it was deemed that inclusion of
effect (2) would be the most important; consequently, much of the effort
was directed towards the combLnatiun of a suitable equilibrium thermo-
chemistry program with a properly modified adapLion of the Reference 2.1
analysis. In order to discuss tfis combindtion it is necessary to discuss
the Aeronutronic equflibr~um program.

Determination of the various equilibrium propellant state properties as a
function of two assignei conditions is accomplished by applicatica of the
minimum free energy ( - h-pip- TS) technique originally derived by White,
et al. (Reference 2.2), and extended to multiphase flow by Oliver, e. al.
(Reference 2.3). Calculation of the aquilibrium composition requires the
finding of a non-negative set of mole fractions which will minimize the
total free energy of the system while satisfying the mass balance requirement.

There are two ways of applying this program in the calculation of thermo-
dynamic properties for use in the heat transfer analysis. First, an unburned
propellant composition is assigned, and the resulting state properties,
mole fractions, mixture molecular weight, etc., are computed at a number of
selected temperatures and pressures. figures 2-1 and 2-2 illustrate the
static enthalpy and gas constant, respectively, as a function of temperature
and pressure for the CYI-75 propellant. The boundary layer theory, described
in Paragraph 2.1.3 and in Appendix A, requires as input data, the specification
of wall temperature, enthalpy (h), and gas constant (RIWm). It is assumed
that chemical equilibrium is maintained at the wall surface, and in the
definition of a suitable density versus enthalpy expression, throughout the
entire boundary layer thickness. With the arbitrary selection of the wall
temperature, the local wall pressure (and thus HL and R/Wmw), may be hand
calculated by a simple one-dimensiunal perfect gas analysis based on the
chamber specific heat ratio (as calculated by the equilibrium program at
the chamber state point). This method of calculating the pressure dependence
on the nozzle contour is accurate enough because enthalpy and gas constant
are nearly insensitive to changes in pressure over a wide range of tempera-
tures (Figures 2-1 and 2-2). The accuracy of this method in determining the
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local wall values of h and i/wm is somewhat reduced in the low and high
temperature ranges; however, it is still assumed to be suitable over these
ranges.

Figure 2-3 illustrates a plotting of equilibrium density versus enthalpy
over a range of conditions between the wall values (Tw - 2000°R) and the
inviscid stream. Various authors, in particular Fay a~id Riddell, 2 .4 have

.K assumed analytic density - enthalpy fits; it is assumed in these calcula-

tions that a linear correlation between the wall and inviscid stream is
suitable, so that

4(2.1)

the linear correlations are also shown in Figure 2-3. It is seen that the
linear approximation is quite accurate, at least for the propellant in
question. The Pe/P and (h-hw/(he-hw) values were computed at five different
temperatures for a single pressu.-e, the boundary layer edge temperature
(subscript e) having been dete.mined by travelling along an isentrope from
the assuned chamber condition. It should be mentioned that recent correla-
tions have been performed with Be propellant formulations, with these
equilibrium compositions also exhibiting a near-linear density-enthalpy
dependence. This method thus shows some generality.

1. The second application of the equilibrium program involves the evaluation of
the inviscid stream state properties along an isentrope starting at the
assumed chamber conditions. This procedure solves for the local flow con-
ditions along an individual streamline; the relaLing of this streamline to
the actual flow geometry in the nozzle is achieved by specifying additional
fluid dynamic conservation relations (Appendix A). A series of pressures are
chosen at which the state properties are evaluated; use of these properties
in the conservation relations is made by linear interpoiation between the
adjacent state points.

2.1.3 DETERMINATION OF THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

D)iscussed in Appendix A are the features of the gasdyraamic boundary layer
analysis developed during this contract. In this paragraph is presented

t a calculated gas side heat transfer coefficient distribution along the sur-

face of the 1.25-inch throat diameter nozzle. The input conditions are the
wall temperature, enthalpy, and gas constant distributions, the chamber
conditions with the resulting equilibrium table evaluated over a range cf
pressures down to the exit condition, an assumed initial momentum thickness
at the start of boundary layer growth (a small but non-zero facror), and
various constant parameters, such as the Prantdl number, viscosity power,
etc. Except for the addition of enthalpy and gas constant versus axiAl
I..nath distrikutfans. and choice of one- or ti-di~eniena feese
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solutions, the irnut format is virtually identical to the one given In
Refe.ence 2.1. Figure 2-4 shows the calculated gas side heat transfer
coefficient along with the original nozzle contour (befcre erosion and/or
deposition had occurred), and the assumed wall temperature, which is approxi-
mately the h1,h stesdy-state value. The one-dizýnsional i-h'.-,cid stream choice

4.- PAU - im was made for the solution illustrated here. The maximum heat
transfer roeffIcient is calculated to be at the throat because of the one-

r dimensional inviscid stream assumption; in actuality, the maximum point is

L at the intersection of the sonic line with the wall boundary layer, slightly
upstream of the throat. Because of budget limitation: the two-dImensional
inviscid stream soluti, a was not employed in any .alc~iations, aJ hough it
was programmed and is available for use. Details are 'ven 1 Part 2 of
Appendix A.

The calculated Rs side heat transfer coefficients (with a maxi-num *.,alue of
0.00818 Btu/in. 2 sec°R), is generally not the value experimentaliy measured
by nozzle wall thermocouples; the presence cf ablation and/or deposition
gives a measured value that is :ignif-cantly ýov- than that predicted by
the boundary layer analysis. T,- affects of Je- ;ition and comp3ris, a of
the analvically predicted heat .rznsfer coeffici nt, both as calculated
and as modified by the t.nfluence of deposition, are given in Section 8 of
this report. As can be seen, the comparison of this theory and actual
resu.ts obtained during test are remarkably good Also shown are comparisons
with previously used techniques for predictin-1 r -ket nozzle heat transfer.

2.2 ODUCTION-AW-A-7T0t

-he dete-mination of the thermal response or the structural and insulation
components of a rocket motor subjected to any stop-start duty cycle, requires
•he use of a conductif-n analysis which is capable of handling time dependent
convectile :,d radiative boundary coaditions .,ad thermal and c'.emical d&grada-
ti •n of materials. The time dependent convective and radia..ive boundary con-
dirion• must also be incorpvrated in the conduction analysis in such a
-anner that boundmry layer mass injection and deposition ani be included in
the thermal analysis. T-e influence of ablation in an un ooled nozzle thermal
respnse ,aring soak or -ooldowm periods requires coupliný of tie conduction
and iblation- "des of heat transfer. The ablation analysis must be -pplied
to the cond.A.t ion akialysis in uch a manner that ablation of the surtice

Smaterial as well as thtý heat siak backup insulation material can be predicteJ.

The conduction analysis employed iW this program was a modificd version of an
existing tram lent, thre.-dimensional conduction program. The program was
modified to handle the thermal i d chemical degradetlion of materials at -nv

location in a rocket notor. This program is able to handle time, tenvera-
ture or posirton dependent thermcphysical -material properties, and botmdarv
conditions. A detailed description of 'his program is giver in Appendix C.
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Since the basic program requirements of the thermal analysis were to
(1) generate data that will enable intelligent selections of guidelines for
restart duty cycles, (2) define thermal and structural response capabilities
of nozzle configurations, and (3) determine limitations upon restart; the
conduction-ablation program was employed in this program using two different
techniques. The first technique consisted of dividing the nozzle into three
sections (i.e., entrance, throat insert, and exit cone). The conduction-
ablation program was applied to each section of the rocket motor during the
firing and equilibration periods (equilibration period is defined r.d that
time L.-twe'n nozzle shut down and the time to reach 90 percent of a radial
isothermal condition in the heat sink materials). This technique resulted
in the determination of the amount of heat absorbed by the nozzle materials

i •during firing and the time to reach radial isothermal conditions in the
heat sink materials. To apply the results of this technique to restartable
motors requires the assumiption that these motor sections are thermally
independent of one another during firing and equilibration periods. Use of
this assumption during the soak back period is, however, invalid, as axial
conduction and radiation interchange between these sections becomes signi-
ficant. Therefore, in determining the thermal response of the rocket motor
during soak period, a second technique was used in applying the conduction-
ablation program. This technique consisted of analyzing the three nozzle
"sections to determine the change in heat content of the heat sink and
the thermal response characteristics of the insulators during soak
back.

The application of the conduction-ablation program, with the various inputs
from the convection and radiation analysis, to selected stop-start nozzle

configurations is presented in Paragiaph 2.4.

i. 2.' RADIATION

T. A portion of the effort expended in this program has been devoted to the
development of prncticai analytical tools which can be used to evaluate the
radiant energy exchange mechanisms in restartable solid nmtors. It is
apparanL that (i) surface to surfece, (2) surface to fluid phases, and
(3) surface to ambient environment radi.ation exchanges can occur. The

tdermination of the importance of these types of radiative transfer to the
thermal behavior of the structural and insulation components of a restartable
nozzle requires dividing tti analytical radiation model into two parts. Each

L part is applied to the rocket motor at the appropriate period of motor opera-
tion; that is, during firing and soak periods.

During firing the chamber and nozzle surfaces exchange radiative energy with
the combustion products. F•. combustion products that are characteristic
of altuainized propellants, the cloud transmissitives in the chamber and
nozzle regions are such that the radiative energy transferred from surface
to surface is unimportant. During firing, radiative transport is then
dependent on the emission characteristics of the combustion products and,

2-9
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of course, chamber and nozzle surface emissivities. However, the analytical
determination of the emissive characteristics of the aluminized cloud is
complicated by the scattering experienced by dispersed alumina particles.
in addition, the effect of alumina deposition and chemical reactions at the
chamber and nozzle surfaces complicate the specification of surface emissivity.

For this program, the emissivity of the surface of exposed materials were
regarded as a function of the material only. The effects of deposition,
chemical reactions, and surface temperature were omitted because of the
inaccuracies in predicting alumina cloud emission and the complications in
analyzing the mechanisms of deposition (surface coverage by alumina must be
defined as a function of position and time). The emissive properties of the
combustion products were obtained from experimental data acquired from
aluminized solid propellant motor firings. These data were obtained from
Reference B.5 . The data of Reference B.5 were extrapolated to the rocket
motors of this program using a modification of the technique developed in
Reference L.6 . A detailed technical discussion of the technique used in
this program is presented in Appendix B.

During soak periods, radiative transfer will exist between the various

rocket motor inner jurfaces, the inner surfaces and the ambient environment

(via the exit cone), and the inner surfaces and the free stream. To deter-
mine the importance of inner surface-free stream radiative transfer, the
quantities of absorbing species in the free stream were calculated using
(1) experimentally obtained cool down chamber pressures and free stream
stagnation temperatures, and (2) thermochemical calculations performed on
the insulating materials pyrolysis products. A simplified optically thin
radiation analysis was then applied to various rocket motor contours using
the calculated quantities of absorbing species. The resulting surface-free
stream -adiative transfer was compaced to surface-surface and surface-ambient
environment radiative transport and the energy dissipated by ablation. The
former was found to be insignificanc compared to these other modes.

The radiative transport between surface-surface and surface-ambient environ-
ment was determined using a modified form of the analysis presented in
Reference B.2 . This modified analysis predicts the effective view factors
(gray wall view factors) from (1) ýne motor surface element to another and
(2) the surface elements to the amLient environment. A detailed discussion
of the soak back analyses is presented in Appendix B.

2.4 APPLICATION OF THERMAL ANALYSIS

2.4.1 INTRODUCTION

During this program, the heat transfer analyses described in Paragraphs 2.1,
2.2, and.2.3 were applied to a number of different nozzle designs in an effort
to (1) define problem areas and/or limitations of the heat transfer analysis,
(2) generate data that enables intelligent selection of restart duty cycles

2-10
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for specific designs, (3) generate data that enables intelligent selection
of nozzle designs for a given duty cycle, and (4) integrate the thermal
effort with the test effort. The results obtained in these areas are
presented and discussed in this paragraph by dividhxg the thermal history
of a rescartable rocket motor nozzle into two periods: firin6 and soak.
The heat transfer mechanisms considered in the thermal analysis for

- -these periods are summarized in Table 2.1. Thiv effect and importance
of each heat transfer mechanism in the thermal risponse was determined by
comparing the analytical predictions with the results acquired in the test
effort. Also, by comparing the analytical results with the test results,
the limitations of the heat transfer analysis were determined.

Frozi a thermal standpoint there are two criteria with which to design an
uncooled restartable rocket motor nozzle. The first requires that neither
the entrance section nor throat insert surface temperature reach a level
at vhich excessive surface regression will be experienced. Therefore, it
is required that the nozzle entrance and throat exhibit good heat sink
properties. By fulfilling this criterion, undue loss in motor performance
from thermal response constraints is eliminated. The second criterion for
restart purposes requires that a minimum amount of energy be absorbed by
the heat sink materials. Minimizing the energy absorbed by the heat sink

i • implies that the amount of ablative material consumed in dissipating this
a. energy is also minimized. (This criterion is based on the fact that for

the configurations studied in this program, heat dissipated by ablation is
far greater than by radiation). These design criteria imply opposing
constraints on the thermal limitations, thus resulting in an optimization
of the heat sink material and thickness. However, in this program the
limitation on surface regression imposed by the first criterion was con-
sidered of primary importance and used as the only constraint in the thermal

• •design.

r- Since there are a large number of contours and material combinations that
are feasible for uncooled nozzle designs, the thermal effort considered only
those combinations that exhibited desirable traits in the motor firings of
"this program. The materials and nozzle configurations used in the thermal
analysis are listed in Table 2.2. As Table 2.2 indicates, the major effort
of the thermal analysis was focused on the throat insert section of the
nozzle. This was attributed to the imposed limitations of throat regression
"and the fact that the net wall heat flux is substantially larger in this

-- area than in the entrance and exit sections. The thermal analysis divided
the rocket motor into three sections (entrance, throat, and exit) for deter-
mining the thermal limitations during firing and equilibration periods.
This technique is valid only if these sections are thermally independent.
During firing, axial conduction and film cooling will make these sections
thermally dependent. However, the radial conduction is considerably greater
than axial conduction and the effect of film cooling is negligible when
compared to deposition, thereby verifying this approach during firing.

2-11
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TABLE 2.1

HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISMS
INCLUDED IN THE THERMAL ANALYSIS

Rocket Motor Heat Transfer Rocket Motor Location
Period Mechanism Where Applied

Fir.ng Convection Combustion products and
gas side surfaces

Radiation Combustion products and
gas side surface

Internal ablation Reinforced plastics

Surface regression Assumed ;aximum design
due to chemical attack surface temperature

Two-dimensional Entrance, throat insert,
conduction and exit

Soak (cool down) Convection Pyrolysis products in
motor free stream and
gas side surfaces

Radiation Pyrolysis products in
rocket motor free stream
and gas side surface,
interchange between gas
side surfaces, gas side
surfaces and ambient
environment

InternF1  ation Reinforced plastics

Two-dime- .ial Entrance, throat insert,
conducti- and exit
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TABLE 2.2
MATERIALS AND NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONSfl STUDIED IN THERMAL ANALYSIS
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During the equilibration period (period during soak that the radial Iso-
thermal condition is approached), radiative and axial conductive energy
transport between these sections will exist. However, for the nozzles
studied, it has been found that the magnitude of radiative and conductive
interchange during this period is considerably leas than the cool-down com-
ponent of ablation.

2.4.2 FIRING PERIOD

To determine the thermal and structural limitations of restartable nozzles,
it is required that the thermal analysis predicts (1) the radial and axial
temperature distributions in the heat sink material during firifig, (2) the
internal ablation rates of the reinforced plastic materials, and (3) the
surface regression rates of the gas side surface materials. To eliminate
tue analytical complications and questionable assumptions involved in
predicting surface regression (see Paragraph 2.5 and Appendix C), the
determination of surface regression was relaxed by impostna a maximum mate- L.

rial derign temperature. This temperature represents the thermal level
above which excessive surface regression may be expected to occur. This
temperature restriction was applied as a thermal limitation to the throat
region. The vo surface regression boundary condition was applied to the
entrance section of the nozzle; however, the maximum design temperature was
not considered as a thermal limitation. This approach in applying the
thermal analysis to th. entrance section is reasonable since this section
may experience a certain amount of surface regression and not result in a
significant change in motor performance. The temperature distribution and
heat absorbed bv the heat sink materials of Table 2.2 were determined for
the firing period using the convection, radiation, and conduction-ablation
analyses developed in this program. Early in the program the convective
boundary conditions were calculated from the Bartz heat transfer correla-
tions mentioned in Paragraph 2.1.3. This boundary condition was applied to
the conluction-ablatlon analysis assuming no alumina deposition. !be effect
of alumina deposition on heat transfer is discussed in Paragraph 2.4.3 and
Section 8.

The following paragraphs present phenomena, problem areas and results that
were analytically investigated or obtained for the firing period.

a. Alumina Deposition. From the test results of this program a
primarily physical model of the alumina deposition phenomena has been
formulated. This model considers that initially, deposition occurs at
specific locations on the nozzle gas side surface as a direct zesult of
particle impingement. The initial location and rate of particle impinge-
ment has been found to depend on the motor contour, propellant geometry,
particle size, and chamber conditions. Of the total particles that impinge
on the surface, part will re-enter the gas stream and part will remain on
tht surface. The quantity that remains on the surface is thought to depend
on the porosity, surface roughness and temperature of the surface material
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(mechanical attachment); the particle velocity, size and angle with respect
* 1to surface (momentum effects); and the type of chemical reactions occurring

between alumina and the surface material (chemical attachment, see
Section 4 ). Mechanical attachment is formed by the solidification of the
liquid alumina on cold graphite. This type of bond is weak and might be easily
released by thermal stresses and gas shear loading. Chemical attachment on
carbon is formed by the following reaction:

2A12 01(s) + 9C(s) = Al4 C3 (s) + 6CO(g)

The A1 4 C3 layer is stable with respect to both carbon and A12 03 , forming a
strong chemical bond. (This reaction is highly dependent on pressure andI ttemperature.) Further results of alumina layers on graphite were obtained
during the laboratory studies and are reported in Section 4 of this report.

f! The formation of a dep. -it at specific locations on the surface will cause
an irregularity in the motor contour; thereby causing the particle impinge-
ment rate to possibly increase. The deposit will be heated by the free
stream (via convection and radiation) and cooled by the motor surface mate-
rial (via conduction). As the deposit thickness increases, the deposit's
gas surface will approach the melting point. The time the deposit surface
reaches the melting point depends upon the deposit thickness, heating rate,

* V and thermal conductivity of the motor surface material. Once this occurs,
the free stream wall shear will cause the liquid portion of the deposit
to flow downstream. (Also, the free stream particles impinging on the
liquid deposit will not be able to re-enter the free stream as readily as
when impingement occurs on a solid surface, thus increasing the deposition
rate.) The manner in which the deposit flows downstream will depend on

the chemical reactions and wetting that occurs between alumina and the sur-
"face material. If the deposit wets the wall, which occurs when A14C3 is
present, the radial velocity profile in the liquid will be nearly linear
and the liquid flow will resemble Couette flow. As the almina flows down-
stream, the portion of the deposit coming in contact with ar exposed portion
of the surface material will generally solidify (depending upon the surface
temperature before deposition and the thermal conductivity of the material).
As the layer builds up, the gas side surface of the deposit will re-melt
and proceed to flow downstream. Therefore, when the local surface material's
temperature is above the melting point of alumina and particle impingement
is not present, the alumina mass entering and leaving a location are equal.
As the firing proceeds, the locations that initially caused the occurrence
of deposition will increase in temperature (locations of particle impinge-
ment) therefore causing the deposition thickness at this location to
decrease. The decrease in alumina thickness will, in turn, cause the
deposition or particle impingement rate to decrease (reduction in discon-
tinuity of contour). Therefore, the alumina mass fl-w may be expected to

logarithmically approach a constant value. Also, at the time when the
SIi aft closure, entrance, and throat surfac temperature are above the melting

point of alumina, the variation of the deposit thickness in these sections
will depend on t)- area ratio change (thickness change due to circumferential
change in contour), free strean velocity, wall shear, and local impingement.
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When the deposition mass flow is approaching a constant value in the aft
closure, entrance, and throat sections, the behavior of the deposit in the
exit cone will not necessarily be similar. The wall heat flux in the exit
cone is considerably less than in the other sections, thereby requiring a
longer time to reach the A12 03 melting point. With a deposit in the exit
cone flow separation and shock waves are likely to be experienced. Also,
due to low pressures, the formation of A14C3 may not occur. Therefore,
due to the complicated flow field alteration and pressure-temperature
dependence of A1 4 C3 formation in the exit cone, the deposit behavior in
this section may be expected to be very complicated. The transient behavior
of the plume observed in aluminized propellant firings is indicative of the
complicated deposition behavior experienced in the exit cone; i.e., plume
separation and the transient behavior of sparks in the periphery of the
plume.

As the gas side surface in the entrance rises above the melting point of
A120 3 , the mechanisms causing the attachment of impinging particles will
change. The mechanical attachment mechanism undergoes a severe change
since A1 2 03 will no longer solidify at the wall. Also, the importance of
the chemical attachment, via the formation of A14C 3 (s), is decreased since
A1 4 C3 (s) becomes unstable with respect to Al(g) and CO(g). For a total
pressure of 1000 psia, the formation of A14 C3 will occur below approximately
5500OF; above this temperature the A14C3 is unstable. This tempcrature is
strongly dependent on pressure (lower pressure corresponds with lower
temperature). Therefore, if the surface temperature exceeds the pressure
dependent critical temperature, the importance of the chemical attachment
mechanism decreases. With this, the wettability of A1 203 on the surface is
decreased and the A1 2 03 that does deposit on the surface (amount signifi-
cantly decreased) will not wet the surface. The alumina deposit at this
temperature level may be expected to be of the bead or droplet type.

The above discussion was applicable to polycrystalline graphite entrance
and aft closure section. When a gas side surface ablater is employed in
these sections, the deposition will be altered by surface chemical reac-
tions, pyrolysis gas mass flow, and surface regression. There are three
basic types of ablators that are usually employed; high temperature-
hard char (carbon or graphite cloth phenolics), low temperature-hard char
(asbestos or silica phenolics) and low temperature-soft char (elastomeLit'
materials). When the high or low temperature-hard char are employed, the
large pyrolysis mass flow experienced early in the firing will delay the
formation of a deposit on the ablator surface. As the pyrolys:s mass flo.
decreases, the deposition rate will increase causing a buildup of alumina.
The deposition rate will depend on the pyrolysis mass flow, surface chemi-
cal reactions, and mechanical attachment mechanisms. For carbon or graphite
phenolics, the formation of A14 C3 will be the primary surface chemical
reaction and provide means by which alumina will wet the surface. For the
asbeston or silica phenolics, a phase change and/or chemical reaction will
occur in the reinforcement material causing a viscous liquid to be formed.
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s viscous liquid will promote deposition. After deposition is initiatedSthe pyrolysis mass flow will cause the deposit to build up in beads and
flow along the surface in droplet type flow. Due to the low thermal con-
ductivities of ablators, the surface temperature will increase at a high

prate as compared to the polycrystalline graphites. This will cause A1 4 C3

Sto become unstable in a relatively short time, thereby causing a decrease
in the deposition rate. From this it can be deduced that when carbon or
graphite cloth phenolics are employed in regions of the nozzle experiencing

Jimpingement, the deposition rate at these locations will be very low. How-
Vever, for asbestos or silica phenolics, an increase in surface temperature

will cause an increase in the amount of viscous liquid formed (produced by
phase changes and/or chemical reactions involving reinforcement) t-,ereby

causing an increase in deposition. As noted above the alumina will flow
downstream on the ablator in a bead or droplet type flow.

When tungsten is used as the gas side surface material, the alumina

behavior will depend primarily on the tungsten heat sink thickness, tungsten
backup material, and upstream deposition phenomena. It has been found
from laboratory investigations (Section 4) that alumina will wet tungsten,

V• therefore, the deposition behavior on tungsten will depend on the transient
tungsten surface temperature and upstream deposit behavior.

A schematic of the above physical model is presented in Figure 2-5 for
a typical rocket motor configuration. Important alterations that may occur
in the deposition behavior of Figure 2-5 are listed below:

(1) in step (3) the buildup of a deposit on the
upstream P.G. surface will cause a 3evere

F' decrease in local area ratio causing the local
wall shear to increase. A level of wall shear
may be reached that exceeds the shear force of
the deposit-wall attraction. If this occurs,
the deposit will be extruded through the exit
cone causing a considerable amount of large
alumina particles in the periphery of the plume.
After the deposit is removed from the P.G.,

. step (2) will follow; however, the P.G. surface
temperature will be at a higher level than exper-
ienced when step (2) was encountered the first
time. The above phenomena may also be expected
to occur in step (4).

(2) In step (3) the alumina deposited on the P.G.
washers will cause the loral heat flux and wall
gas shear to increase. Depending upon the up-

" stream mass flow to this section, a level of heat
flux and wall shear may be reached that will
cause a large increase in the liquification rate
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of solid altunina. If the amount uf liquid
formed at th!s time exceeds the amount sup-

plied via upstream impingement, a large
increase in liquid mass flu,' will be expjr-

ienced. When this large rass flow coms in
contact with the exit cone surfaci, where the
formation of A1 4 C 3 his not occurred to any
great extent, the deposit ill not signifi-
cantly wet the surface. Since the momentum of
the liquid is fairly high atd the depslf- is
in the form of droplets (noiwetting) •.,
posit will be forced out throtah thr e.. cone.
This is sbown in step (4).

(3) During any of the five steps in Figure 2-5
cheLical and/or mechanical surface regres-

sion may be experienced, That is, particle
impingement, spallation, cracking, erosion
or chemical attack that results from high
heati'&g rates, surface shear, and non-
uniiorm coverage of the wall with deposit
may cause surface regressin. Since the
surface regression rate is not necessarily
uniform in the axial or circumferential
direction, the contour may be expected to
become irregular. Irregularity in contour
may promote more sites for impingement
causing the deposition rate to increase.

(4) In restartable nozzle-s, the firing timt
may be such that at rhutdown, either
steps (2), (3)! (4), cr (5) are appli-
cable. As the nozzle cools thermal stre.sses
will be encountered in the solid deposits
c.-.-sing possible cracking of the attached
alumina. Also, A14C3 hydrolyr-, at low
temperatures thereby reducing che chemi-
ca'. bond between alumina and the :arbor
wall. The presence of pyrolysis gas in
the free stream during soak will in~dL4.e
a gas shear on the deposit in the entrance
and throat region. From these phenomena
a portion of the deposit present at shut-
down wey be removed fr= the hoagie; the
location and mount oi deposltion remain-
ing depending on (I) the thickness of
deposit at "hutdown, (2) the physical state
of the deposiL at shutdown. (3) the pa" shear
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during soak, and (4) temperature history during
soak. If r deposit is present on the subsequent
startup, step (1) will be aitered. The Initial
deptsit should cause deposition to proceed at a
rate greater than the first flýLng. The iritial
deposit is heated and contiTaes to flow down-
stream, step (2).

Coasparisons of the above physical model with the motor tests of this contract
&re presented in Section 8.

As can be seen from the above, to develop an analytical model for the depo-
sition phenomena will require (J) the prediction of the transient deposi-
tion or impingement rates experienced in the motor; (2) the specification
of such property data as liquid alumina thermal cenductivity, density,
specific heat and viscosity; and (3) investigation of the mechanisms
affecting alumina wetting and attachment of the gas side surface mater-
ials. At the prese-t time the above pdrameters have not been determined.
Therefore, to determine the effect of alumina deposition or the rocket
motor's behavior, a semiempirical technique was employed In this program.
From the test affort of this contract the transient deposit thickness at
the nozzle throat was determined using the analysis presentel in Paragraph 8.7.
The alumina deposition thickness specified by the test data was applied to
the conduction program using a moving wall boundary. The variable alumina
thickness was divided into incremental volumes so that thc liquid and sutid
layers were separated and the free stream convective and radiativ, boundary
conditions applied to the alumina surface. The convective heat transfer
coefficients were made a function of wail temperature and throat diameter
and the radiation boundary zondition was eliminated due to the low alumina
surface emissivity. The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 2-6
with experimentally obtained backwall temperature used as a comparison.
The time at which the amount of alumina entering and removed from throat
location are equal is 19 seconds as predicted by the ther..l analysis (alumina
layer totally liquified). Referring to Figure 8•1, Test No. 10, thW condi-
tion was reached at 20 seconds. This correlation I sufficient to ve'ify
the method used in the thermal analysis. However, the predicted ATJ-PG
interface temperature does not compare with the test data. The deviaLiot.
in the latter portion of the firing may be attributed to the convective
neat transfer coefficient used in the analysis. An discu.ssed in Section 8
the actial gas side heat transfer coefficient is expected to he gteatei
than the value predicted by the modified Bartz correlations. Therefore,
u~e of the Bartz heat transfer coefficient as the gas tide h±&t transfer
coefficient, when the alumina deposit is considered, 'ill c~use tLe aounr
of heat abosrbed during firing to be lets than the actual amount. The
difference in the ATJ-PG interface temperature (predicted' and measured)
in the first five secondr is caused by the start tranwient that was exper-
ienced during firing. That is, the thermal inalysis assimed a steo change
in chamber pressure at startup; whereas, the actual protrure was transient
and required approxiaately 3.5 seconds to reach a s~eady value-
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Also shown in Figure 2-6 are the analytical results for the case with no
alumina deposition. Th. difference in surface temperature with and without
alumina deposition is pronounced during the times at which alumina is on
the wall. With the removal of alumina the surface temperature then approaches
the no alumina case. The reason for the decrease in surface temperature after
alumina deposition is initiated is due to the reduction in heat input to the
wall by the alumina. That is, the heat conducted away from the surface to
the internal material is greater than the heat input from the alumina
layer and will result in a lowerirg of the surface temperature,

The effect of aluuina deposition on the transient temperature response of
rocket motor heat sink material is significant as shown in Figure 2-6.
Therefore, in performing thermal calculations without including the effect
of deposition, the predicted heat sink temperature levels will be conserva-
tive during the time the deposit is present (the conservatism will of course
depend on the deposit thickness). Since an a.ialytical solution of the
deposition phenomena does not exist an alternate approach was undertaken in
this program. It was found, for all practical purposes, that the heat
absorbed in the motor firings of thia program (in which deposition did
occur) compared reasonably well to the analytical prediction (the analysia
of which did not include deposition) if the modified Bartz correlation
was employed in predicting the convective boundary condition. This con-
clusion is evident in Figure 8-31 of Section 8.

b. Internal Ablation. The ablation experienced in the heat sink back-
up materials (reinforced plastics) furing the firing period has been analyze4
and found Lo be unimportant during this period. Figure 8-31 presents a
correlation between experimentally obtained tem)eratures and two analytical
predictions, one considering backup material ablation and the other con-
sidering only heat conduction to the backup material (no ablation). Although
this type of correlation is approximate, i.e., dependent on the deposition
phtnomena, it does indicate the relative importance of ablation. The pre-
dicted backwall temperature (considering ablation) is approximately 100°F
less than the measured value at the time oi shutdown as Figure 8-31 indi-
cates. After shutdown, the measured backwall temperature undergoes a
large decrease in temperature instead of a rise as predicted in both ana-
lytical predictions. This indicates that during firing, the heat absorbed
by ablation was negligible in the backup material. Due to the high chamber
pressure and slope of the pressure curve (increasing with time) theapyrolysis
gas leaving the char layer was very small (gas stored in char). At shutdown,
the large decrease in chamber pressure caused the pyrolysis gas flow to in-
crease, thereby cooling the ablator char and the heat sink backwall. After
the pyrolysis gas stored in the char during firing was depleted, the backwall
temperature rises due to heat sink equilibration. This backwall tempera-
ture behavior was evident on all pyrolytic graphite inserts that under-
went a long continuous firing (backwall temperature reaching a level at
which ablation is initiated).
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F
c. Temperature Profiles. As was mentioned in Paragraph 2A4.2a, the

presence of alumina deposition will strongly affect the temperature pro-
files of a rocket nozzle during firing. Therefore, to fulfill the objectives
of this contract, the thermal analysis which doos not consider deposition,
was applied to the nozzle configurations of Table 2.2 to predict such
thermal characteristics as the heat absorbed during firing and the firing
time required to reach the maximum design temperature (these character-
istics are presented in Paragraph 2.4.4). The heat sink temperature dis-
tributions obtained from these calculations are conservative regarding
temperature level and radial temperature gradient during the time an appreci-
able amount of deposit exists. During the time before deposition is initi-
ated and the time after the deposit is removed, the surface temperature
level may be considered accurate as is evident in Figure 2-6.

Figures 2-7 and 2-8 are examples of the throat surface temperature
histories that were determined in this program. Empirical equations of
the temperature response during the firing and equilibration periods were

determined for the inserts of Figures 2-7 and 2-8 and are presented in
Table 2.3. In comparing the various insert materials of Figures 2-7 and
2-8, the effect of insert thermal conductivity on the time reauired to

* reach the maximum design temperature (5000°F for P.G. and 5500 F for
tungsten) is evident. The tungsten shell-ATJ graphite insert is inhibited
by the low thermal conductivity of ATJ; whereas annealing pyrolytic graph-
ite is shown to be beneficial. Also, the equilibration time is shorter
for the annealed P.G. insert than the as-deposited P.G. or tungsten
inserts.

2.4.3 SOAK PERIOD

* One of the parameters that determine the ability or capability of a rocket
motor to refire is amount of heat that has been dissipated during the cool-
down period. To determine the heat dissipated in the critical regions of
a nozzle; i.e., entrance, throat, and exit; requires definition of the
important modes of heat transfer that prevail during this period. The heat
transfer modes studied and defined in this contract have been presented in
Table 2.1 and are discussed below.

a. Convective Heat Transfer. During soak back, the rocket motor's
free stream is composed primarily of the pyrolysis products that result
from material thermal and chemical degradation. The heat exchanged between
the free stream pyrolysis products and the motor flamefront surfaces will
depend on the pyrolysis mass flow, free stream temperature, and motor
surface temperature. However, since the pyrolysis gas is being injected
along the toLal axial distance of the motor (for the motors studies in
this program the heat sink materials employed in the entrance, throat,
and exit sections were insulated with asbestos phenolic) the pyrolysis mass
flow and free stream temperature will vary with axial position. Therefore,
depending on (1) the axial temperature gradient of the flamefront surface,
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TABLE 2.3

EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS OF THROAT
THERMAL RESPONSE DURING FIRING AND EQUILIBRATION

PERIODS (NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONS OF FIGURES
2-7 AND 2-8 )

Nozzle Period Empirical Equation

As-Deposited Firing T = 16.54t /3_1.368t /2_3.43tl/2 10)3 + 70

Pyrolytic Graphite (r/ro) 6.8t - 0.505

Equilibration T - (5.0 + 2.52t 1 / 2-12.2t 1 1 3

(r=r 0 only)
0on + 9.22t1/1 #)103

Annealed Firing T = (-1.77t /2+8.76tl/3-5.6t /4)103 + 70
Pyrolytic Graphite (r/r) 6.8t - 0.505

Equilibration T - (5.0 + 2.58t1/ 2-12.6t/3+9.34t 1/4 )103

(r-r o-ly)

Tungsten Shell Firing
Backed with ATJ (rr 0 only)
Graphite 0.15 inch T = (-1.75t1/2+4.38t li5+O.66t 1/4)103 + 70

shell
0.38 inch T = (-1.87t 2 +6.36t 1.758t )10

she 11

Equilibration
(r-r 0 only)

0.15 inch T - (5.5+l.20tl/ 2 -7.12tl/3+5.44tI/4) 103
shell

0.38 inch T - (5.51.O.747tu/i25.08tl/ 3+5.7Plt/ 4 )10 3

she 11
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(2) the local pyroiysis gas injection rate, and (3) the degree of thermal
equilibrium between the local pyrolysis gas and corresponding surface; a
flamefront surface may be heated or cooled by the pyrolysis gas free stream.

In this program the amount of heat transferred between the pyrolysis gas
and a nozzle throat was determined in development nozzle firing number D-1.
The throat insert employed in this firing consisted of annealed P.G.
washers backed with ATJ. Two thermocouples were placed on the backside of
the throat washer and a radiation shielded thermocouple was inserted in the
free stream at the throat axial position 68 seconds after shutdown. The
resulting gas stagnation temperature and P.C. backwall temperature are
shown in Figure 2-9 . By comparing the'two temperatures at times greater

1. than the equilibration time the temperature difference between the P.G.
surface and pyrolysis gas can be determined (i.e., backwall P.G. tempera-
ture m P.G. surface temperature at soakback times greater than the time to
reach washer equilibration). Frs~n Figure 2-9 it can be seen that the P.G.
insert will be heated by the pyrolysis free stream. At 160 seconds after
shutdown, the convective heat flux incident on the throat washer (0.5 inch
wide) was calculated using the measured temperature difference (340 0 F),
the chamber pressure at 100 seconds (20 psia), and a convective pipe flow
analysis (see Reference B.3) to be 0.03 Btu/second. Using the P.G. back-
wall thermocouple response at 160 seconds, the net heat dissipated from
the throat washer is calculated to be 0.24 Btu/second (q = pcv dT/dt;
where pv is mass of throat washer, c is P.G. specific heat, and dT/dt is
temperature slope). The heat added by pyrolysis gas convection is there-
fore an order of magnitude less than the net heat dissipated by the other
heat transfer mechanisms present during soakback. For comparison, the
predicted surface and backwall temperature of the throat washer is shown
in Figure 2-9. The difference in the predicted and the measured tempera-
ture may be attributed to the conservative convective heat tra.nsfer coef-
ficient used in the thermal analysis.

Since the pyrolysis gas in the free stream at the throat location is pro-
duced by ablation in the chamber liner, aft closure, and nozzle entrance,
the soamback convective heat flux to or from the surfaces at these loca-
tions will be considerably less than at the throat. That is, as the
pyrolysis gas leaves the gas side surface and enters the free stream after
a high degree of thermal equilibrium has been obtained between the gas
and surface, the temperature difference between the pyrolysis gas free
stream and gas side surface at a specific location will depend largely on
the upstream surface temperatures.

%s Is evident from th; above discussion, the magnitude of soakback con-
vective heat 'l-x will depend largely on the materials employed in the
rocket moto.r as gas side surfaces and backup insulators and their respective

r thickness. For the rocket motor described above (annealed P.G. throat),
the chamber liner and entrance section consisted of ATJ graphite backed
with asbestos phenolic. During the equilibration period, the P.C. washer
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throat insert equilibrates to a lower temperature than will the ATJ entrance
and chamber heat sink. Therefore, the greatest temperature difference
between the pyrolysis gas free stream and the gas side surface will occur
at the throat insert. However, if a thin tungsten shell backed with ATJ
graphite is employed for the insert in the above motor, the equilibration
temrperature response of the insert (Figure 2-7) will cause a significant
cdecrease in soakback convection. Employing a gas side ablator in the cbamber
and entrance section would reduce both the pyrolysis gas tempera',rp and
mass flow during the equilibration period (i.e., heat dissipated by abla-
tion during equilibration would consist primarily cf heat stored in char
rather than the heat stored in the graphite heat sink material!.

b. Radiative Heat Transfer. During soaklack, radiative energy
exchange will occur between the surfaces of the rocket components (inside
surface radiation), between these surfaces and the ambient environment, and
between these surfaces and the pyrolysis products. The amount of heat
exchange between the rocket motor inside surfaces and the pyrolysis products
will depend on the amount of carbon precipitation experienced as the gases
flow along the nozzle contour. The mechanism and parameters involved in
this mode of radiative heat transfer is discussed in Appendix B. In
Appendix B it is found that the amount of heat involved in this mode of
radiation is negligible compared with the other heat transfer mechanisms.

The radiative exchanges between the inner surfaces of the rocket motors
and between these surfaces and the ambient were found to depend on the gas
side material and the exit area ratio. The importance of these modes of
radiative heat transfer were determined by applying the radiation analyses
of Appendix B to the 2.5-inch and 1.25-inch throat diameter - P.G. insert
nozzles of Table 2.2. Figures 2-10 and 2-11 are comparison plots of the
thermal response for the 2.5-inch diameter motor geometries considered.
The effect of radiation on exit cone cooling can be seen by con.paring the
conduction only and radiation plus conduction curves (Figure 2-10). Con-
duction will radially equilibrate the exit cone heat sink to an isothermal
condition and r:rmit some axial energy interchange. Radiation interchange
will increase tne axial energy transfer and permit axial thermal equili-
bration at an incceased rate. Utilizing carbon clorli phenolic instead of
ATJ at 6 >9 will result in a decrease in surface temperature during cool-
ing. This decrease is attributed to the fact that only a small amount of
energy is absorbed by carbon cloth phenolic during firing (i.e., carbon

cloth phenolic will have a high surface temperature due to its low ther-
mal conductivity, causing less input energy). The effect of exit area

* ratio on radiatio>. cooling is shown in Figure 2-11. The effective shape
* factor between surface and space is increased with small exit area ratios

thus increasing radiative cooling. This figure also gives an irdicaLion
* of the difference ir radiation cooling at sea level (6exit C 9) and space

conditions (&exit Ž40).
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The heat dissipated or added by radiation to the throat insert for the nozzles
of Figures 2-10 and 2-11 are shown in Figure 2-12. For an exit area ratio
of 9, the radiation interchange between the throat and adjacent exit and
entrance section surfaces and the energy lost from the throat insert to
space via the exit cone cancel at early times after firing to produce no
change in insert heat content. As the exit and entrance section cool, the
throat insert will experience some radiation cooling. As the time after
firing increases, the temperature level of the insert will decrease, thereby
decreasing radiation cooldown. An exit area ratio of 40 will substantially
alter throat insert radi tion cooling, as indicated in Figure 2-12. This
is attributed to the decrease in effective shape factor between the insert
surface and spý; . After firing, the pyrolytic graphite insert will equili-
brate to a lower temperature level than the adjacent exit and entrance
section surfaces due to the large difference in material thermal conduc-
tivity. This temperature difference will then induce radiation heating of
the pyrolytic graphite throat; the amount of which will decrease with time.

The results obtained from the 1.25-inch nozzle calculations are shown in
Figure 2-13. In applying the thermal analysis to this nozzle it was
desired to determine the effect of P.G. a-b direction orientation on nozzle
heaCing and cooling. The a-b plane of pyrolytic graphite was aligned paral-
lel (wedge) and perpendicular (washer) to the nozzle axis. Both insert
designs occupied the same volume. The thermal difference which may exist
with the wedge design in conducting energy out of the entrance and throat
regions to the exit cone (where it is lost by radiation to space) can then
be determined. By increasing the energy dissipation by radiation, the insula-
tion thicknesses required by the ablative backups are decreased. Figure 2-13
presents the resultr of the thermal analysis as a comparison in surface
temperature for the two throat insert designs. From Figure 2-13 the washer
design will reach a temperature 200OF below that of the wedge in the throat
region after firing. This is attributed to heat sink usage. Due to the
low thermal conductivity of pyrolytic graphite in the c-direction, heat
will primarily be conducted radially in the washer design, whereas in the
wedge design, heat conduction will be in both the radial and axial directions.
"Since the heat incident at a particular axial location may be conducted both
axially and radially in the wedge design, the heat sink at this location
may be at a higher energy level than that obtained in a washer design.
For the type of heat fluxes resulting from an aluminized cloud, the point
of maximum heat flux is significantly upstream of the throat. Therefore,
the wedge design at locations downstream of the throat will obtain higher
surface and backwall temperatures than that of a washer design. The
decrease in surface temperature at the axial location of 3 inches is caused
by the presence of pyrolytic graphite in a region of low heat flux. Radia-
tion heating increases in the upstream direction from the throat and con-
vection decreases: the net effect is a reduction in total energy incident
at the surface. The presence of a low thermal conductivity material such
as ATJ in the entrance section will result in sufficiently high surface
temperatures, thus accounting for the thermal discontinuity at the ATJ-PG
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interface, (x = 2.8 inches). The advantage of the wedge design in radiation
cooling is not signific., t in the throat region. The energy conducted
from the entrance section to the exit cone via the wedge insert will pro-
duc,, (approximatcy) a 2601F cooler entrance than the washer. However, if
a carbon or graphite cloth phenolic entrance section is employed, the
axial conduction will be eliminated and the advantage of the wedge in the
entrance section will be lost.

L. Ablation. The heat absorbed during firing has been found to be
dissipated almost entirelv by ablation for the rocket motor configurations
studied in this program. Because of this observation, a significant por-
tion of the thermal effort has been devoted to the ablation phenomena.

The behavior of the ablation phenomena during firing and soak has been
analytically investigated using the conduction-ablation program presented
in Appendix C. This program will predict the ablation characteristics of
reinforced plastics that are employed as heat sink backup insulators and
gas side materials. However, in this contract, the conduction-ablation
program was limited in its ability to accurately predict the ablation
characteristics experienced in stop-start nozzles. This limitation was
imposed by a lack of ablation property data for the reinforced plastics
studied in this contract. The property data that were found to be very
important in the ablation phenomena and-also require further laboratory
investigation consist of:

(i) Char thermaL conductivity (variation with
density and temperature).

(2) Char density as encountered in rocket motor
(variable during ablation process due to
coking experienced between the carbon satura-
ted pyrolysis gas and char).

(3) Pyrolysis gas enthalpy above 20001F.

(4) Reaction rates and energies involved iLl chemi-
cal reactions that occut between carbonaceous
char and reinforcement mattcial (silica-carbon
reaction).

(5) Pyrolysis rate law (decomposition rate) of
plastic under variable heating conditions.

The application of the ablation analysis has been twofold: (1) a study
of the importance of ablation in throat insert cooldown, and (2) the appli-
cat-ton of various backup materials for a throat insert insulation investi-
gation. In the material investigation, the throat insert material was
pyrolytic graphite backed with (I) asbestoa phenolic, (2) silica phenolic,
(3) castable carbon (a product of Atlantic Aesearch Corporation), and
(4) pyrolytic graphite insulator backed with asbestos phenolic. The Friedman
pyrolysis rate law (n = 5) was selected for all materials (see Appendix C).
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The radial temperature profiles for asbestos phenolic and pyrolytic graphite-
asbestos phenolic backup are shown in Figures 2-14 and 2-15, respectively.
The nozzle was fired for 43 seconds and then the insert was allowed to
equilibrate, at which time thz free stream surface is assumed insulated
(no radiation cooldown). In Figure 2-16 the thermal history of the pyrolytic
graphite insert-backup materiel interface is shown for various backup mate-
rials. Figure 2-16 may also be said to represent the thermal history for
the total throat washer because, as Figures 2-7 and 2-8 indicate, the throat
washer is isothermal after 100 seconds from firing. The decomposition of
the ablating nodes is shown in Figure 2-17 for the ablative materials of
Figure 2-16.

The insulating and ablative cooling properties of pyrolytic graphite shell
and asbestos phenolic are found to exceed all other material configurations
studied (Figure 2-16). This is attributed to the fact that the pyrolytic
graphite backup (I) provides additional heat capacity to the throat insert
and (2) when compared to asbestos phenolic without pyrolytic graphite,
insulates the throat insert from the ablator, thus causing ablation to be
delayed (approximately 35 seconds) and to proceed at a slower rate.
Asbestos phenolic is found to be superior to silica from a thermal stand-
point as indicated by (1) the slower pyrolysis rate (Figure 2-17) and
(2) the greater cooling properties (Figure 2-16). The cooling properties
of asbestos exceed silica due to (1) lower thermal conductivity of char
and virgin material and (2) lower char density (i.e., greater heat capacity
per pound of resin due to the greater percentage of pyrolysis products
formed). The moldable carbon insulator, which behaves as a heat sink, is
not too much different than the ablators in affecting the thermal history
of the throat insert.

In studying the effect of initial char thickness on ablation rate, the
2.5-inch nozzle was fired from ambient with an initial asbestos phenolic
char thickness of 0.20 inch, the influence of which is shown in Figure 2-16.
The char is found to act similar to that of the cast carbon backup insu-
lator except at times approaching 700 seconds. At this time, Figure 2-17
indicatce ablation is initiated with the cooling mechaniom of ablation

influencing the thermal history of the throat insert. Therefore, when a
motor is started from ambient with an initial char, the char will act as
an additional heat sink and delay the initiation of virgin plastic degra-
dation. This degradation rate will proceed at a much slower rate than the
zero initial char case. The initial char thickness will also result in a
more efficient usage of the degradation material than the zero char case
!in dissipating heat since the pyrolysis products transpire through a
larger char thickness thus absorbing more heat. The effect of initial
temperature level on the ablation phenomena (Figure 2-18) was obtained by
refiring the 1.25-inch nozzle after a 100 second soak. The increase in
heat sink energy after the second firing will cause only a slight change
in ablation rate. Thia is due to the initial char thickness prior to the
second firing.
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The predicted cooldown rates and temperature distributions of the 1.25-inch
throat diameter P.G. motor (tesc D-i) (see Table 2.2) are shown in
Figures 2-18, 2-19 and 2-20, respectively. The effect of restart on these
ablation chai'acteristics is clearly evident in Figure 2-19, i.e., increase
in char temperature level and therefore ablation rate. In Figure 2-i9,
virgin degradation can be seen to proceieJ at a high rate in the 9G0 to
1100°F temperature range (as noted by the change in temperature gradient
in this temperature range).

The enthalpy chang, of the thrGat washer during che soak period is shown
in Figure 2-20 for the 2.5- and 1.25-inch P.G. inserts, respectively.
(The abl&tion characteristics during iiring have been discussed in Para-
graph 2.4.2.) The effect of initial chat thickness and heat sink temp-
erature on the heat dissipated by ablation is shown in Figure 2-21. By
comparing the heat dissipated from the throat washer during soakback by
(1) radiation (Paragraph 2.4.3b), (2) cenv tlion (Paragraph 2.4.3a), and
(3) ablation (Figure 2-12), it is concljueL hat for the nozzles studied
ie this contract, the heat absorie-' ')y the heal sink materials in the
entrance and throat regions ducing firing Ls dLiTst soleiy dissipated by

ablation. The radiation and cnnduczti-n heat tr-isfer mechanisms transport
e-ergy to cooler sections of the motor, where tae major portion is dissi-
pated by ablation. Tat-le 2.4 and Vigure 2-11 are a comparison of the
energies dissipated by -he various soakbacl heat transfer mechanisms fcr
the nozzle of Figure 2-79 and Figure 2-10, respectively.

TVXLE 2.4

ENFRCY DISsIA'ED) BY HEAT TRANSFER
LAECHANTSMS PURING SOAKBACK AT

111ROAT LOCATION FOP 1.25-INCH NOZZLE (PREDICTED)

Throat Washer
Enthalpy Change

Heat Transfer Mechanism Time During Soak Period (Btuilb-sec)

Radiation - intersurf~ce 140 sec after shutdown -0.04

and surf-ice to ambient
environment

Convection (from pyrolysis 140 sec after shutdown +0.02
gas free stream)

Ablation 140 sec after shutdown -0.27

Total -0,29
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!|FFECT OF TIMOAT INSERi HEAT CON.2NT AFTER FIRING ON HEAT
CONTENT CHANGE DURING SOAK

S1.21 (SEF EQUATION 2.2)

CURVE CONSTRUCTED USING

0.8- t-1/4 Dt P.G. INSERT
K� - X-OD = 2.5 IN.

0.6- FIRED FROM AMBIENT

K FOR 49.2, 41 AND 35 SEC
0.4 WITH NO INITIAL CHAR T'IICKNESS

* " 0.2

500 750 1000 1250L iHEAT CONTENT AFTER FIRING - BLu/LB

EFFECT OF INITIAL CHAR THICKNESS AT
TIME OF FIRING ON THRCAT INSERT HEAT
CONTENT CHANGE DURING FOLLOWING SOAK

1.01 (SEE EQUATION 2.2)

S.CURVE CONSTRUCTED USING

S0.8.
V. 2-1/2 IN. Dt)P.G. INSERT

0.6 --
C R E C N

L_. @ 0.6-,OD -, 3.75 IN.

FIRED FROM AMBIENT FOR 42 SEC
WITH CHAR THICKNESS = 0, 0.2 and 0.4 IN.

0.4-

[ 0.2.,

0

0 0.2 0.4 0:6

[INITIAL CHAR THICKNESS AT TIME OF FIRING-INCHES F02976 U

FIGURE 2-21. EFFECT OF INITIAL CH~AR THICKNESS AND THROAT INSERT iEAT[ CONTENT ON HEAT DISSIPATED DURING SOAK
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The accuracy of the above results and observations are limited by the abla-
tion property values used in the ablation analysis. To determine the
accuracy and limitations of both the results and ablation model, the abla-
tion property data and phenomena that are considered important were
investigated.

The effect of the Arrhenius pyrolysis rate law constants were studied with
asbestos phenolic as the ablator. The Arrhenius constants of Friedman
(n = 5) and Farmer (n = 1) were employed and the results shown in
Figures 2-12, 2-16 and 2-17. The large discrepancy in ablation rate
(Figure 2-17) indicates the importance of the Arrhenius constants on the
ablation rate.

At the time the material investigations were performed, the char thermal
conductivity of asbestos phenolic was not available. The value used in
the ablation program was obtained from the weight ratio of the individual
conductivities of asbestos and porous carbon. The resulting value was
3 x 10-6 Btu/in. secOF. Later in the contract, the char thermal. conduct-
ivity was found to possibly be in the 10 to 20 x 10-6 Btu/in. secOF range
(see Appendix C). Since the material investigation employed the 3 x 10-6
char thermal conductivity, the results of the above material investigation
must be considered only from a qualitative approach. Another important
phenomena that was found to occur in the ablation of the backup heat sink
insulators and not considered in the analytical model was that of carbon-
acecus char-reinforcement chemical reactions. In the insulators obtained
from the motor firings under this contract a significant amount of SIC
was found. The reaction between Si and C involves a highly endothermic
chemical reaction and therefore should be considered in the ablation analysis
of refrasil (silica) and asbestos phenolic (see Appendix C). Not including
this reaction in the analysis then requires that the heat absorbed by this
reaction must be dissipated by degradation of the virgin plastic, causing
the predicted ablation rate to be greater than actually exists (see
Section 8).
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S DCO FIDENTIAL
S.4.4 DUTY CYCLF LIMITATIO1Y, AND THrP,.T 'NS'/V< DESIGN

The thermal analyses c" Paragxaphs 2 1, 2.1 and 2.3 together with the results
of Paragraphs 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 1we-e applied to the throat insert configura-'
tionG Ii~ted in Table 2.2 to establish (1) the amount of energy absorbed
by the insert at various times during firing and (2) the time to reach the
maximum design temperature (5OVI°F for PG anc! 5500°F for tuingsten). By

S- performing the thermal analysis )n thro&t inserts at different temperature
levels, the determination of energy input versus temperature permits the
construction of a family of curve, relating heat input to firing time.

The firing time at which 4he throat surface reaches the maximum design
"tcmperature will then restric the maxim u erergy that the throat insert
can absorb at the coiresponding initial temperature level (initial heat

- content). Combinin6 the heat content depender.ny on firing time with the
maximum surface temperature restriction enables the construction of duty
cycle curves similar to Figures 2-22, 2-23 and 2-24. Curves of this type
are very veroatile in selecting possible duty cycles for a giver thruat
insert. However, curves of this nature are restricted in the following
ways: (1) %, the end of firirg the th:oat insert must be nearly equili-
brated (that is, approximately isothermal) before a restart is initiated,
(2) alumina deposition is not considered, and (3) the start transient is
assumed as a step-change in chamber pressure. Paragraph 2.4.2c shows that

insert equilibration is obtained ut approximately 30 seconds for pyro;ytic
graphite, 25 seconds for annealed pyrolytiz grapbite, and 80 seconds for
tungsten. The effect of alumina deposition and start transients on the
.4eat content curves is discussed elsewhere in this paragraph.

To specify the amount of energy dissipated by ablation, conduction and rad-
iation during the soak period (and thus the energy level at which the throat
insert is restarted on subsequent firings) required applying the ablation-
conduction and radiation programs to the entrarce, Lhroat, and exit sections
(discussed in Paragraph 2.4.3). Since the magnitude of energy absorbed by
ablation is dependent upon the temperature level of t~ie throat insert and
initial char thickness (i.e., ablation rate is a funition of heat input),
and the energy !oat by radiation from the throat insert is a function of

r nozzle surface temperatures, the change in insert heat content during cool-
down may be expected to be dependent on the insert energy level at the time
of shutdown. To analyze the ablation and radiation temperature dependence

L of the various throat insett configurations wtth the infinite -ntmber of

possible duty cycles would require an expensive an4 lengthy thermal analysis.
Therefore, as a simplification the ablation-conduction and radiation programs
were 4plied to the energy level obtained at the end of the initial pulse

1 f for a fir't,G tims sufficient to reach the maximu= surface temperatute using
three initial char thioknesses. From this type of analysis the effect of

j initial char thick8ess on the change in heat content during soak back can
be determined (Fligure 2-21). To determine t he effect of irsert heat
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CONFIDENTIAL
content on the change in heat content during soak back, the conduction-
ablation analysis was applied to a P.G. insert at various initial heat con-
tent levels with no iniLtial char tlickness (Figure 2-21). To determnine the
char thickness at a specific time in the duty cycle it is suggested that
the empirical expression,A - Ktl/2, be em; loyed (where A is the char thick-

* ness after soak to ambient and t ft the cjmulative firing time). The con-
stant K is presented and discussed if Section 6 for the above nozzle con-
figurations. Figure 2-21 was constructed using the heat content change at
10 minutes in the soak period. The ratios 0 and A of Figure 2-21 were found
to be, for all practical purposes, constant in the 0 to 18 minute soak
period; however, after this time the deviation in 0 and P is significant.
From Figure 1-12, the radiation mode oi insert cooldown can be seen to be
considerably less than that resulting from ablation and is extremely depend-
ent on exit area ratio. Thus, in considering throat insert cooldown for
the configuration studied; the effect of radiation can be neglected.

It has been semi-empirically shown in this program that if, during the soak
peri•d, the temperature level of the insert does not reach below approxi-
mately 1500OF or 5G0 Btu/lb the heat dissipated by ablation, for all prac-
tical purposes, is independent of char thickness for the following soak
period. This observation may be attributed to the fact that (1) the temp-
erature level in the char and pyrolysis zone is at a sufficient level and
(2) the char layer is thick en-Jgh such that the pyrolysis rate is nearly
independent of char thickness.

The change in throat insert heat content during roak back is shown in
Figure 2-20 for the insert configurations of Figures 2-22, 2-23, and 2-24.
These heat content curves apply to Figures 2-22, 2-23, and 2-24 for no
initial char thickness and a heat content level at the time of shutdown
of 460, 8°0, and 980 Btu/lb, respectively. The effect of throat insert
heat content at shutdown on zhe change in heat content durin& soak back
is shown La Figure 2-21. Also, the effect of initial char thick'ness on
the change in 'teat content is shown in Figure 2-21. By applying Figure 2-21
to Figure 2-20, the duty cycle limitation of the throat insert of
Figures 2-23 and 1-24 can be determined using the following expression:

AlH - *•A (2.2)
0

Where AH 0 is the change in heat content of Figure 2-20.

The pyrolytic graphite heat content vetrsus temperature is presented in
figure 2-25 to aid in the determinazion of the insert temperature levels
of Figures

An example of the above technique in determining duty cycle lima:tations is
presented in the follow•ng paragraphs.
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CONFIDENTIAL
The initial pul3e length, Figure 2-24, is chosen such that the surface
temperature at the end of firing corresponds to that at which initiation
of throat regression is expected. From Figure 2-24, the maximum firing
time is found to be 49.2 seconds with the heat content of the insert at
980 Btvt/lb. The heat content is 980 Btu/lb and the char thickness at the
time of firing is zero, therefore I = 1 and 1 = 1 (See Figure 2-21,. Then,

if the soak back Veriod is 14 minutes the change in heat content of the
insert is -204 Btu/!L (Figure 2-20). Therefore, the heat content level of
the insert at the initiation of the second pulse is 776 Btu/lb. If the
second pulse length is chosen such that the surface temperature reaches
the level at which throat regression is initiated, then, from Figure 2-24,
the second pulse length is 17.4 seconds and the insert heat content is
1040 Btu/lb. Since the heat content at thL end of the first soak period
is above 500 Btu/i6, the heat dissipated during the second soak can be
estimated from Figures 2-21 and 2-20. If the second soak period is 5 min-
utes, the change in heat content is (-220+204) (1.1) = -17.6 Btu/lb. (The
change in heat content at 14 + 5 minutes minus the change in heat content
at 14 minutes, and this differeuce multiplied by the constant found in
Figure 2-21 using a heat content of 1040 Btu/lb.) The heat content at the
initiation \f the third pulse is then 1022 Btu/lb. If the heat content
for the remaining soak periods' is not below 500 Btu/lb the above procedure
is followed for the remaining firings. If, however, a soak to ambient is
desired after the second pulse then the final char thickness is obtained
using the total firing time that the insert experienced and the correla-
tions presented in Section 8, Figure 8-36; i.e., A = Ktl/2 = 0.043
(49.2 + 17.4)1/2 = 0.35 inch. If the first pulse length after the soak
to ambient is 20 seconds, the change 6f heat content experienced during
the first soak period is found as follows: (1) from Figure 2-24 the heat
content of the insert after 20 seconds is 550 Btu/lb; (2) the char thick-
ness at the initiation of the first pulse is found from Section 8 using
the total firing time prior to the soak to ambient, char thickness =

0.35 inch; (3) the parameter A is found from Figure 2-21 using the
550 Btu/lb insert heat content; (4) the parameter 0 is found from
Figure 2-21 using 0.35 inch, the initial char thickness; (5) the quantity

AHo iL found from Figure 2-20 using the time of this first soak period;
and (6W, ubing Enuation (2.2), the change in heat content is determined.
This procecure is applied to the remaining fire and soak periods.

The duty cycle curve for tungsten (Figure 2-22) has a structural restriction
on the amount of cooling that can be experienced between firings. If the
first or any subsequent pulse allows the insert heat content to exceed
300 Btu/Ib, the heat content cannot fall below the band of Figure 2-22 in
the cooling period or a structural failure of the tungsten will be experi-
enced on subsequent startup. This band represents the transition between
a ductile and brittle state for tungsten since the heat content is propor-
.ional. to temperature, i.e., H = CpT. For example, when the heat content
o& the insert of Figure 2-22 exceeds 300 Btu/lb, grain growth in the tungsten
is experienced. This grain growth in turn reduces the structural strength
of the tungsten. If the heat content should fall below 240 Btu/lb, the
tungsten is in a brittle state and subsequent firings could result in a
thermal shock failure.
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Structural limitations are placed on pyrolytic graphite but failure is of
a different form than tungsten. Pyrolytic graphite structural failure is
in the form of spalling and is discussed in another section.

Duty cycle curves similar to Figures 2-22, 2-23 and 2-24 for the throat
inserts listed in Table 2.2 are presented in Figures 2-26, 2-27, and 2-28.
In review, the above duty cycle curves are restricted by:

(1) The assumption of insert equilibration to an
isotbermal state between firings,

(2) the omission of alumina deposition,

(3) the omission of startup transients,

(4) the effect of backup material other
than insulator, i.e., ATJ graphite, and

(5) extrapolation to throat inserts not studied
in this program.

The effects of these restrictions on the duty cycle curves are described
below.

a. Insert Equilibratien to Isothermal State. The restriction that
the cooldown time be sufficient fcr insert equilibration to approximately
reach an isothermal state (roughly 30 seconds for pyrolytic graphite, 25
seconds for annealed pyrolytic graphite, and 80 seconds for 0.150-inch tung-
sten) limits the duty cycle curves 'o cooldown periods greater than the time
to reach nearly isothermal conditions. However, this restriction can be
broadened from conside::ing the fact that a pulse firing will, in the limit
(cooldown time approaches zero), approach a continuous firing. For cool-
down times less than 5 seconds the pulse firing may be considered
continuous. This is shown very effectively in Figure 2-29. Figure 2-29
is a comparison between a continuous firing and 5 second firings with
3-second off times for a 5/8-inch diameter pyrolytic graphite throat
insert. For cooldown periods greater than 5 seconds and less than the
equilibration time, a significant error may result in us..ng these duty
cycle curves.

b. Alumina Deposition. The boundary conditions applied to the thermal
analysis were altered so as to predict the effect of alumina deposition on
the thermal behavior of the throat insert. The analysis of deposition is
limited in that the deposition rate must be specified from experimental
data (See Section 8). The effect of alumina deposition on the duty cycle
curves shown in the previous paragraph is illustrated in Figure 2-30.
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Alumina reduces the peat snput to the thr iat iu,;ert and thus increases the
window of the cuty cycle curves. For long firing times, the effect of
alumina deposition can ..t neglected from a thermal standpoint; however,
from structural considerations the initiation of spelling will be delayed
and alumino deposition must be included.

It should be noted that the alumina deposition experienced in the solid
propellant simulator at Aerotutronic may not be representative of solid
propellant motors, the difference being in cheabea geometry and propellant
combustion (i.e. particle size cnd flow pattern). Consideration of alumina
deposition In detk.imining duty cycle limitations requires additional work
in predicting the deposition merhanism. Omission of alumina deposition
phenomena in the tharmal awalysi will result Wn conservative thermal and
structure predictions.

c. St." Transients. The thermal analyses performed in this program
Pseume a step hange 'n chamber pre:•sure at startup. i.e., at t<O, Pc =
14.7 psia and c t>O, Pc - 700 psia. A step change in chamber pressure
is a relatively conservative as4umption for all motors. The chamber
pressure trace duriug startup in the sýmulator and in solid propellant
motcrs is not a step charge, but a logarithmic function depending, of
course, on igniter characteristics. The reduction in heating that is
experienced with a logarit4miw . chmber pressure rise is sufficient to -

produce a I tý) 2 second temperature delay in the backvall temperature.
The surface temperature will be sufficiently lover with the logarithmic
pressure trace, producing a delay in thermal structural failure; as the
effect of the pressure start transieut on structural failure will effect
tungsten to a larger extent tha;, 1yrolytic graphite. Tungsten failure
is in the Lorm of cracking and occurs at very short times from startup;
whereas that of pyrolytic graphite is in the form of spallation and is8
found to occur at tLs greater than 10 seconds. The effect of pressure
transie~nt on tur~sten failure is discussed in Section 3.

"d. •xtrwpolation Techniquue for Throat Insert Configurations Not
Studied in this Program. A throat insert has three primary parameters
whitc' determine its tlermal duty cycle dmitations (constant chamber
conditions). These are:

fl) Type of heat sink material or materials.

(2) Throat diameter.

(3) Heat sink thickaess.

The hest content curves presented In this paragraph are restricted to only
edge grain us ltpoeited P.C. backed with ATJ, edge grain annealed P.G.
backed with AUJ, ond tungsten li cked with ATJ. it a particular uozzle
employs . backup materias other than ATJ, the heat content curves developed
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for as deposited P. G. and annealed P. G. can be applied for design purposes.
That is, the effect of the backup material on thermal rtaponse La minor as
shown in Figure 2-31. If, however, the backup material for the tungsten
insert has a thermal conductivity much different from ATJ, then it is not
permissible to use the tungsten heat content curves.

The effect of throat diameter on heat content is reflected prima.ily in the
dependency of the heat transfer coefficient and radial heat sink change
on throat diameter. The heat content ct,'v.•s )resented in this paragraph
are applicable for throat diameters of 1.25, and 2.50 inches. For
design purposes other than the above, "9. '' to 5 inches in range,
linear interpolation is permissible at , aat sink thickness (b/a).
For diameters greater than 5 inches, the heat - ,tent curves should be
determined analytically.

The effect of heat sink thickness (b/a) on the time for the surface
temperature to reach the maximum design temperature (500OF for P. G.

* and 5500°F for tungsten) is shoim in Figures 2-31and 2-32 for P. G. and
tungsten, respectively. The effectiveness of the heat sink thickness in
increasing the time to reach the -*.sign surface temperature is nearly
linear for all b!a values studied fcz- P. G. For tungsten inserts, a
point of diminibhing returns is reached et a b/a = 1.2. For inserts with
b/a values greatly dIfferent frfru those studied in this program, the
heat content curves should bt determinad analytically.
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SECTION 3

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The objective of the structural analysis was to develop sufficient analytical
foundation for the determination of the structural response of the nozzle
components so that ranges of allowable operation might be established. Two
simple definitions were formulated to serve as guidelines in the structural
area:

Failure: Any occurrence which prevents an item from
functioning as desired.

Structural failure of a solid propellant nozzle: Any
structural phenomenon which prevents the nozzle from
meeting operational requirements.

Structural phenomena leading to failure formed the basis for the definition
of problems to be considered within this area of analysis. In general, the
structural phextomena which were investigated were the development of fracture
surfaces, permanent deformations, and the loss of surface materiai as a
result of structural responses. Even with Lhe broad definitions given
above, it is difficult to pinpoint an occurrence which could actually be
termed a failure. For example, not every case of fracture surface develop-
ment can be called a failure. In. this program similar one-niece and two-
piece tungsten inserts were designed and tested; structuraliy, they

performed equally well. Had the interface of the two-piece insert been the
result of a fracture, it would be difficult to call this fracture a failurc.
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The problems discussed in the succeeding paragraphs were defined early in
the program in order to form a basis for the structural analytical efforts.
As t'e program prcgressed, problem emphasis was shifted as results from
tests, analysis, and outside sources became available. As a consequence,

reassesument of problems is made as the last portion of Paragraph 3.1.

A comparisc-i if analyti.-al predictions with test results is made in
Section 6.

3J1 PROBLEM I)EFINITION

In oider to simplify the structural analysis, the problems are-divided
into two categories. One category includes problems which are common to
both single-firing and to restartable nozzles. Thus, these problems for
the restartable nozzle are the eme as for the single-firing nozzle
except that they are- of a repetitive nature. The fact that they are
repetitive is nvt considered in this category. Any effects due to
repetition are cousidered in the secoud category. This secor4 category
includes probiea- unique to restartable nozzles. These cover the cyclic
effects, cuzulative effects, and unique loading effects.

A strong coupling exists between materials and structural problems. For
a g4 ven material, certain phenomena occur.which are not displayed by other
materials. For example, the structural transformation whizb pyrolytic
graphite undergoes at high temperature is not evident in tungsten.
Likewise, tungsten's high modulus of elasticity, which is la-gely responsible
for high tensile thermal stresses, makes the brittle-ductile transition
temperature an important characteristic for this material. It is not
possible, therefore, to say that certain gcneral problems, such as
thermal stress and pressure stress problems, exist, but it is necessary
to consider the types of loading and the particular responses which are
possible with the materials included in the study.

3.1;- PROBLEMS COMMON TO SINGLE-FIRING AND RESTARTABLE NOZZLES

a. Elastic Behavior. Certainly one of the most important problems
to be considered in restartable nozzles is the elastic response of the
structure to the imposed loading. Lesponse in thz elastic range will
cer 1.ainly exist fpr the first firing, and, depending on the initial
conditions, may exist for all subsequent firings. A.1 materials considered
within this program have a temperature range over which they display linear
elastic behavior. Calculation of linear elastic response is not difficult
if certain simplifying geometrical absumptions are considered valid.
These include the abeence of end-effects and axial variations in geometry.
Any initial or residual stresses are merely superimposed.
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S(I)- eveloa went of Fracture Surfaces. C'msidering the thermal

S-- stresses in a nozzle which was initially at the temperature of its ambient

environment, it is found that the maximum compressive stresses occur on
the inner wall. But the compressive stresses in the materials underSconsideration do not produce-fracture surfaces. The maximum tensile

Sstresses occur at the back wall, which is still cool enough when the peak
Stensile stresses are-attained that the wall material is brittle. This

tensile response is thus in the elastic regime and is the critical stress

for the development of fracture surfaces.

2•) S o. Spnllation may be defined as the ejection r chunks
* , of surface material. This phenomenon may occur from several causes:

* (a) The development of high stresses near the material
surface caused by the reflection of an elastic wave
from that surface. This is noted in hypervelocity

Limpact where material spalls from the backside of
the impacted body.

(b) The development of large principal stresses parallel
to the surface. These stresses give rise to maximum
shear stres3es at some angle to the surfAce. Con-

f" sidering, for example, a strength criterion, when

these shear stresses (rather than the princivl stre..s)
become critical, they will cause fracture on planes[oblique to the surface and allow spallation to occur.

(c) The development of rtresses irom the generation of

high pressure gases in porous material. This occurs
in char-fo.•ming ablatrrs where the pyrolysis gases

are being generated at a fast enough rate so that
the porosity of the char is not sufficient to allow

i- their immediate escape.

Spallation from the first cause was not considered, since it was not
expected that a dynamic elastic wave of sufficient severity would be
generated with the loadings encountered in restartable nozzles.

Large principal stresses are, of course, created which give rise to the
oblique shearing stresses. This was considered since many ot the nozzle
materials exhibit shear strengths'of abcut hialf the tensile or compressive
strengths. It is also of concern for materials which have large grain
sizes and weak grain boundaries.

Spallation resulting from high internal gas pressure could be important
r - only in the char-forming ablators.
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. ,t1aelsc Behavior. Included in this general grouping are
viscoelastic ad plastic responses. Essentially, elastic behavior implies
complete recovery of energy of deformation. When energy is dissipated,
the behavior is anelastic.

Relatively instantinec.zs Leiponse on loading and subsequent unloading, J
accompanied by energy dissipation (and thus permanent deformation),
without significant additional deformation (and energy dissipation) between
the end of the loading period and beginning of unloading, is characteristic
of elestic-plastic behavior. The permanent deformation and accompanying
energy dissipation is considered the result of plastic straining. Thus,
thie ideal elastic-plastic response is a rate-insensitive energy dissi-
patikn phenomenon which leads to permanent deformation and/or residual
internal stresses. It is convenient and mostly correct to think of
plasticity as dissipation of mechanical energy through solid friction.
Ideali-'d linearly elastic-plastic behavior often is characterized in one
dimension by a friction block in combination with a set of springs. At
loads below scue limit, load strain response is in accord with all
elastic sp'ings. After the frictional resistance is overcome, strain is
not retarded by all the springs unless the load again drops below the
friction force. This represents work hardening. Perfectly plastic
behavior is represented by one spring and block in series.

Rate-dependent dissipation of mechanical energy, usually characterized as
viscous or quasi-viscous flow of material, is considered to define visco-
elastia effects. Continued deformation of a material after a loading
period is completed and constant stress is sustained, particularly in
evidence ia materials operating at comparatively high temperatures, is
knowu as creep. Reduction of stress with time from an initial stress
level while maintaining a constant deformation is known as relaxation.
Removal of a load from a material to which it has been applied for a
period of time is often followed by a time-dependent reversal of strain,
known as reqovery. These are all visco-elastic phenomena. Idealized
linearly, visco-elastic behavior is usually pictured as a set of elastic
springs and viscous dashpots in series or parallel, characteristic of
energy dissipation through flo.. Like plastic behavior, visco-elastic
behavior can lead to residual st-esses or deformations in a material at
some Lime after completion of its external loading history.

Although these anelastic phenomena occur in single firing nozzles, their
treatment is usually not undertaken in depth. The most common treatment
is to incorporate modified moduli into the elastic analysis and iterate
the resulting inhomogeneous problem until a compatible solution is obtained.
Only the loading phase is important in this case. However, for a restart
nozzle the problem takes on a3ded importance, since, as pointed out above,
the permanent deformations which occur result in residual strcsses and
strains which have significance in both the subsequent unloading and
loading portions of the duty cycle.
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c. c-Direction Permanent Deformation in Plro).ytic Graphite (Elenhant's
Footina). It is known that pyrolytic grephite, whe'a heated to high
temperature, undergoes a permaneat contraction in the c-direction accom-
panied by a permanent extension in the a-b plane. This is a time-
temperature dependent phenomenon, and the degrec is influenced by the
eharacteristics of the material. Contractions up to approximately
14 percent and extensions of ebout 5 perceivt are possible. Tie acceleration
of this phenemenon with 'Load has been investigated in this program in the
material studies, Section 4.

In an edge-grain or washer configuration, the hotter inner regions of the
pyrolytic graphite plates will thermally expand in the c-direction to a
greater degree than the cooler uuter naterial. In section, these plates

take o, the appearance of an elephant's foot, as shown in Figure 3-1a.
These hotter Itver regions wi.l thus be in contact and carry the axial
pressure loads over a relatively narrow annulu. with the result that
locally high contact stresses are produced. These high-contact stresses
acting in the hot material can cause c-direction permanent deformation.
When the material cools, gapping between the wcshers results, as shown
4n Figure 3-lb. This raises the question of whether ge-metric integrity

L has been lost.

This nhenomenon had been observed in a previouc program, Contract
JWF 04(611)-8387. Figure 3-2 is a photograpa oAI a sectioned nozzle where
this had occurred.

3.1.2 PPOBL,14S UNIQUE TO RESTARTABLE NOZZLES

This category can be further subdivided into two broad areas. One area
is coccerneJ with the effects of changed initi1al conditions and the other
includes cyclic and cumulative effects. Both require some or all of the
prior history to be known. Some of the problems can be attacked by the
correct application of analyses developed for the conmon problems discussed
above, while others require entirely differeqt analyses.

a. Thermal Fatigue. This was dtfineA as a potential problem at the
outset. Its treatment requires #hat the eutirc previous history of the
nozzle be known. Thermal fatigue is the development of fatig •e fracture
surfaces resulting from repeated thermal straining into the anelastic
range. It is knewn that nozzle materials bocome hot enoug (assuming
firing times of several seconds or greater) and itresse, become great
enough that anelastic deformations occur. Repeated application could
lead to fracture of the nozzle material. The dearth of corroborated
theory and the paucity of data on the mat3rials under consideration made
this one of the more difficult problems to assess.

I
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(a) PG WASHER C(NFIGURATION CARRYING AXIA!A LEADS DURING
INTERNAL HEATING

(b) C-DIRKCTION PUHANSN DEFOB14ATION RESULTING IN GAPPING
BETWEEN COOLZD WASHERS.
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FIGURE 3-1. PROLYITIC GRAPMITE PLATES q0M 1 qEMCONI
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b. M o.f Material Chexacteristicl. Examples of material
characteristics changes are, according to material:

Tungsten V
9 Recrystallisation
0 Grain growth
* Carbon difuseioa

Pyrolytic Graphite
* Structural transforuation

Reinforced Plastics
0 Char layer formation

The net implication from the structural viewpoint is that, in effect, a
n material exists. Elastic constanto and other quantities may be
altered. Recrystallized tungsten displays a change in strength and a
change in brittle-ductile transition temperature. Anneled pyroljtic
graphite has different moduli, thermal expansion coefficients, and strengths
than the virgin material.

Analyses which apply to the problems common to single-fring and
restartable nozsles can be applied to nosles which have undergone these
changes of material characteristics provided that the resulting material
properties are known and that deformations accoa8anying the chmages are

The effects ou the structmre of partial changes or of changes which have
occurred only in a portion of the nozzle material present problems of a
more complex nature. It is necessary not only to be able to estimate
these partial changes, but also to know the degree of property cheane
which accompanies them.

c. ProbleMA Cmused ,t. Migue Loadina Effects. In a single-firing
nozsle, the initial conditions are usually taken to be a uniform ambient
temperature (and therefore no thermal stresses) and no other initial
stresses. Bowever, in a restartable nozzle, a restart can presumably
occur at various stages of cool-don with attendant nonzero structural
Zesponess. Thus, the structure in not initially in a stress-free or
strain-free stace.

If structural componnts undergo permanent deformation or other changes in
geometry, they may shrink sway from adjacent components. This loss of
contact will alter the restraint provided by the constraining structure,
and this structuro' will not provide a load until sufficient radial
deformation has occurred to bring the cmponents into contact aain.
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3.1.3 PROBLEM REASSESSMENT AND ANALYTICAL SM*UAY

* L The results of the test phases of the program requred a critical
reassessment of the problems defined in the preceinig paragraph. So,.
problems which had been defined were not observed in the firings. Others
which had not been defined were observed.

The following phenomena were not observed in the test piograw:

e Tensile fractures i pyrolytic graphte. his
problem had been analyzed, and the resultv ind cated
that it would be virtually impossibie . prduc

I such fractures. It is thus felt that no ma r krob•. 2
bould exist.

- Elephant's footing in pyrolytic graphite.
discussed in Paragraph 3.1.1c, this phenomnor hud been
observed in a previous program. Howeer, 't w• . nou
observed in any of tie test nozzles o, this pro -am,F Laboratory studies (Section 4) were corducte, to iefitie
the time-temperature-load dependence of this affect.
Structural analyses were developed to predict the
phenomenon. Its occurrence in the Demoustratt, Test

L ,nozzle was predicted, but the phenomenon failrd to
materialize. As a consequence, its importan-e as a
problem is not completely well defined.

T Thermal fatigue. The experimental data which are
available for the metrials of interest indicate
that thermal fatigue should not be a problem in
restartable nozzles. No taermal fatigue was observed
in any of the nozzle tests. Even though these indica-
tions are quite favorable, there is still lacking that

L.. degree of precision necessary to dismiss this problem
entirely.

I * nallation in tunasten. That spsll*t:.or can occur in
tungsten inserts is not certain. The compressive
behavior of tungsten is not well defined. Ia tun3sten
inserts, the compressive stress o= the inner surface
builds up rapidly, but so does the temperature. By the
time the stresses have reached a magnitude equivalent
to the brittle tensile strength, the temperature aay have
exceeded the ductile brittle trý-nse•ton temperature.
So the question of spallation may be of only academicii interest for tungsten inserts.
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* frilatigon in reinforced plastics. This is more
coaonly termed "chunking." No analysis vas performed
in this area. Although it was uat observed in any ofL
the tests, it is still felt to be an important problem
until sufficient data are generated to the contrary.

Th follov.ing, phenomna were observed in the test prora::wa

anayze, ad god otrlatonwas obtained with

* Anelastc defgrmstion of tungsten. Analysis was
developed for predicting this phenomenon. However,
it appeazs that factors other than purely plastic
da!ormation ore iovolved andi tungsten shrinkage is
not. fully und--rat od.

9 Spallation in pyrclytic graphite. Surface chunking
was observed in some of the te'sts. Although there
is sow correlation with analytical results, the
definition ofi llationi in pyrolytic graphite needs
to be established in the materials laboratory.

* Zuckling of annealed pyrolytic gramhite. No
instability aaalyses were performed for any of the
materials used in the program. The buckling of
annealed pT.-olytic graphite was observed in the
tests and was defijed as a problem as a result of
these observations.

Although polycrystalline grapbite w~as initi~l!y a primary material tn be
investigated, it was eliminated from further consideration after the first
two rocket wol.-- tfats. Since ana~lytical work head beer, performed on this
material prior to this elimi-nation, ti'. onalytical work is included even
thoughi no emphasis is placed on it later in this report.

3.2 ELASTIC AMALYSIS

The devel,ý-.nat of fracture surfacts from the hack wall tensile respon~se
and spallation resulting frcom inner surface compressive stresses were
investigated in this analysis. A simplified analytical method 'was devvlc")ed
for thr3a' 'naerta, treating tOwn as hollow cylivders. A computer piogram
was dieveloped for the analysis of conical settions; however. convergence of
the program to a tolution was not obt.ifted; as a result, no Analysis was
performed for these sect ions.
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3.2.1 THERMKELASTIC RESPONSE OF THICK-WALLED CYLINDERS

cTh analysis of the therxr3elastic resrnnse of tVick-walled cylinders was
attacked in ý. reverse manner. Instead of ,btaining the structural
response from a aiven loading and comparing this response to some allowable,
the allowable responses Are used to specify the loadings which can be
tolerated. -hese loadings are then used to -pecify limits on tVe geometry
of the insert or the firing duration.

A simple analytical technique was desired. This approach was limite- to
the throat region, which is considered to be a hollow cylinder for )urposts
of this study, and was applied only to the elastic response.

Since the real problem involves a tomperature range in which matri-IL
properties vary, this variation should be considered Ifn order to make the
analysii most meaningful. Ho6 ver, in order not to complicat matters,
the analysis was simplified by considering constant properties The.e coo-
stant properties were chosen as the most useful and meaningful ilues
corresponding to nominal responses of the material, considered. "o
further simplify, temperature and space were normai "ze, so that tie si.ape
of the loading (temperature) distribution would be:ome apparent.

The materials which are candidates for the throdt region are brittle over
some portion of their operating temperature range. The, that are crittle
when the limiting stress is reached "n f.il purely bec.. se of the elastic
response F'or a cylinder heated at the inner surface, thu critical
responses will be tensilon on the outer surface and c•upression on the
inner surfs-e. The tensile stresses can result in tLe i •elopment of
fracture surfaces, while the compressive stresses can ce se spallation.
Spallat- n ha, been defined as resulting from shear -:resses auting
obliquely to the normal conmression stress. kr max-mum shear stresses
acting at 4'- degrees to the compressive stress, the onear stresses will be
half the .Aagnitude of the compressive stress. Sincz for brittle materials
the she*. strength can be taken as half zhv cc-ipressive strengtui, the
compfew-ive stresa may be taken as the criticA! stress.

a. Tnitihl structurl. develoRment. -.he approach is applied to an
isotropic, homogeneous, constan -property mate 'a•. in the shape of a
Lollwi cylltder which is consider-id to be init~alIy st,: ss free. Temperature,
pressur-e dnd restraiit provide the Lucding mechanisms.

The bacf side (tensil z) axial a6.2 circumferential thernti stre.ses of 4[,4tg h.?llw cyliii-r ore e-qual and are givert by the expression

L [r J. 3.1)
-V



where

G stress

E - modulus of e!asticity

S- coefficient of therwal expansiou

V - Poisson's ratio

r - radial coordinate

a - inner radius

b - outer radius

T - teaperature

Tb- back wall cemperature

And the flame front side compressive axial and circimferetitial stress are
eqLal and are given by the expression

Lb a I---- [ . T r dr - Ta (3.2)
b a

whý,re

T.- flame front wall temperature

Normalizing the radial coordinate, define

b -a
and

'Y - E 1/2 ; /2 'Y Sin

Referring the temprature tn thv datum of the back wall tempcrature, define

T -b oS;e = ,"
Ta - b

For ctrven'ence, defint

!r. additior. 4efine

"Lt "P:"• f"2•+ j.1/2
3-1 2J J
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Equations (3.1) and (3,2) may be rewritten

E (X
CF ff •V (Ta T b fn (3.3)

~E C
(I (T T (f (3.4)

lItv a Tb) n~1

for the back side and front side stresses. respeatively. These stresses
are for long hollow cylinders.

The tempera-ure distribution can be completely described by the temperature
difference I - £b and the shape of the distribution. Since the cylinder
is befing heated internally, the temperature must be a .nonotonically
decreasing function and everywvere have a non-negative curvature. It is
simple to specify polynominal distributions which satisf; these require-
ments, Further, it can be shown that the stress response to a given
temperature distribution is bounded by the stress responses of the bound-
ing temperatures. Thus stress respcnses to temperatures of the form

e = I - )n • n >i

can be used to bornd the resporses of intermediate distribitions, It is
found that actua4 temperature distributions in nozzle inserts approximate
these distributions quite well. The main discrepancy occurs near the
outer ;.dius, where the area under the curve is quite small. The error
in the the-. al stresses which :#suits is aiso quite small. The functions
f n) f.ý _empera-u Les of this form may be easily evaluated:

f n 2+ P+(3.5)
Sfn 2 +3r+2 3, +2

TVese functi' s are p .otte. in Figure 3-3.

in real cases it is found tha: the maximum tberm&a -tresses occur very
near the ti-me when the tem-perature difference T - T is at a maximum.
For this simplified aiialysis, it w-s assumed that th two occur simul-
taneously. At this point in the ani'lysLS, the dimensionless temperaturee
is essentiaily abandoned and another normalized miperature is defined:

T-T
T -T

g o

where

T = gas stream vecovery temneratureS~g

*-T = uniform initial tempt- ý,.-eI 0
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FIGURE 3-3. COUPLING OF TEMPERATURE SHAPE AND GEOMETRY IN THE
STRESS RESPONSE OF A HOLLOW CYLINDER
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The teiperatere difference between-faces of the cylinder is then

T To

If an alic-iable stress is determined, then an allowable tempratu're
differern:e can be defined as the limiming loaeing function. Thus

A a all (G -_V) (3.6)

or

04 Ali EM (T To) (f -1) (3.7)

fot back side and front side responses, respectively.

The thermal •.evelopment was involved in determining the A6 which could
be attained, thus giving a quantity for comparison with the A 4 ali• defined
"above. The thermal development, as well as the combination of the thermal
a-ad structural analyses, involved quite a bit of graphical work. These
procedures are discussed in the paragraphs following.

b. Simplified Thermal Development. The thermal portion of this
analysis was coLiucted Is!ng the published results of Hatch, et al.
acid of Desmon and Avis. These authors presented data showing the results

1:of tbermal response of a thick-walled cylinder to inside heating with the
exterior surface of the cylinder insulated. These results are presented
in nondimensional form incorporating parameters of nondimensional time,
which is the Fourier Modulus, and nondimensional heat transfer parameter,
which is the Biot Modulus. These data were plotted and cross-plotted for
application to the present analysis. Results are predicated on obtaining
a maximum attainable temperature differential and comparing this temperature
differential with the maximum allowable temperature differential.

The assumption of the insulated back wall is valid if the back wall thermal
gradient is quite small when the maximum temperature difference occurs.
This will, of course, be satisfied if the thermal response of the back wall
is small at this time.

In generating parameters for use in the application of the published
thermal data to the current analysis, the dimensional heat transfer

f• coefficient was evaluated by the simplified Bartz equation which is
|- presented as Equation (7) in Paragraph 8.2.1. The dimensionless heat trans-

fer parameter, H, and the dimensionless time, T, are defined with respect to
the cylinder inner radius.
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A plot compiled from the Hatch data showing the flame side surface
temperature rise as a function of H and T is shown in Figure 3-4. This
figure is used in the analysis to plot the heat transfer parameter H as a
function of the surface temperature, indepindent of •, in order that H can
be found as a function of nordimensional time.

The nondimensional temperature differentialA@ and the corresponding
nondimensional time were taken from the Hatch data for various values of

H and P. The maximum value of A at thu corresponding 7 and H were
recorded for the various A ratios. Figure 3-5 is the resulting nondimensional
cross plot. This figure illustrates the change in the temperature differ-
ential across the wall of hollow cylinders of various thickness ratios up to
the time when the maximum temperature differential occurs. Note that
for times up to just prior to the attainment of the maximum temperature
difference through the wall, these curves are independent of the thick-
ness ratio. The straight portion of the curve indicates that the outside
surface temperature has not yet responded to the heating and that the
inside surface temperature is, during this period, independent of the
wall thickness. Thermally, during this time the body behaves as though
it were an infinitely thick hollow cylinder.

A certain relaxation of the assumption of constant properties was made
in this thermal analysis. The mean specific heat, Z, the mean conduc-
tivity, k, and the mean heat transfer coefficient, h, were used, These
quantities were obtained by integrating between temperature limits and
averaging with respect to the temperature range. The mean heat transfer
coefficient is shown in Figure 3-6 as a function of wall temperature and
the product PCD*. This graph was generated using the simplified Bartz
equation. It applies to the propellent under consideration within this
study, CYI-75. The thermal conductivity, k, and mean thermal conductivity,
'R, of tungsten and ATJ graphite are shown in Figure 3-7 as a function of
temperature. The value of k corresponding to the flame side surface
temperature was used for subsequent calculations.

The term f is a component of the thermal loading and is expressible in
terms of and the temperature distribution parameter n. Recall that the
temperature distribution parameter, n, reflects the shape of the tempera-
ture distribution. The parameter n, for a given p ratio, is dependent
only on the nondimensional time. The quantity n is shown in Figuie 3-8
as a function of nondimensional time for given ratios of A. This; figure
was generated by using a best fit polynomial to express the shape of the
temperature distribution. Combining Figures 3-3 and 3-8 results in
Figure 3-9. This figure depicts the loading parameter fn as a function
of nondimensional time for various ratios of
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At this point, the thermal development is essentially complete. All that

reatua is i o establish the etainable A0. In order to accomplirh this,
the daot of Figure 3-5 are combined witts the heat transfer parameter (as
ref-ected by Pcl*) of Figure 3-S and conductivity data of Figure 3-7.
The resalLing graphs show the actair able nondimensional temperatur( dif-

A are not shown at this point but wil' bw presented later with the
allowable temperature difference superimpoied.

With the function fn determined, as sthown in Fxgure 3-9, an allowable
may be established from Equations (3.6) a.d (3.7) ior the simple.-t cases
of thermal loading. Othei imrortant consideratioas not ref)ected iu
these equations arL those of pressure, r-estralnt, and clearance, and.
whether the cylinicr is ahort or long. These factors will be discussed
prior to the completioc of dh-- structural develonment.

c. Short Cylinders and Lona Cylinders. For long cylinder., the usual
assumption is that plane strain prevails. In t-his case, for isotropic
mater.als with constant prooerties, the hoop and axial thermal stresses are
eiual on both radial boindaries. On the inner surface these stresses are
bot• compiessive for internal heatig. And on the outei surface they are
both tensile. Providing restraint to radial therm-al extansicn effectively
superimposes a .:mpress-1ve stress up-n the hoop thermal stresses while, to
a first-order approximtion, it does not affect the axial stresscs. Thus,
for the long cylindet, the axial stress will &', says tepresent the maximuu
back side str,-sa while at the inner surface O. hoop stress will almost
always hav& the greater m•anicude. (Whether the houp or axial atress his the

* ;rea~ar magnitude at the inner surface depends on the , ativ, influe,..ces of
the interr..dl pressure and the back side restraint.)

For short cylinders, the c.-ndition of plane Atre - is usually as',umed.
* Axial et~ects are neglected and the axial stress is issumed to vanish.

Squations% (3.3) a--d (3.4) gi-'.C thhc inner ad ou.er hoop.

for sh-rt cylind.rs if v is set eiual to zero. In lie care of short
Scylinderu, the hoop stress is always critical at bK'_' the inner anc ruttr

surfaces whether back side restraint exists or not.

how shorL Is short? Cylinders which py be >u;eriy identified as washecs
or disks are certainly short, and for all practical purposes the axial
stresses do vanish. But as disks art allowed to lengthen there is no
critical lenSth at whi*. the axial stvesses suddenly jun- from zero toF their long cylinder values. No, as leoscr increases so the axial stresses
build up. Below a certain lwtuth, that* axiat stresses can usually be
safely neglected in relation to the hoop stresses, and the axi~l effects

L
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which account for an increase in the hoop stressco (through the factur
IL-V ) zat also be realectod. Althot,oh this length is not precisely
defined, it h"s been found that a cylinder can usually be considered
short il

X L r(3.8)

where L 14 the length and X is the fe-Iliar quantiLy defined by

X4 3 -. 2)
R2h2

where R is the mean radl!is an' ) is ti wall thickness.

d. Influences of e-ressure, Restraint, and Clearance. Still assuming
a hollou cvlindp7-, whether short or loriZ, if an internal f-essure Pa and
an external pressure Pb -re acting, tK_ iLoc. stresses which result on the
boundaries are given below.

At the inner boundary

p2

la&a a 0.9)

pb Pb(3.10)

At the outer boundary

-2pa

a -pt p (3.12)

To a first-ord&Lr approxLmation, these preisures do not influence the axial
stresus. For pý,rpo-.es of this aralysis, cie radidl stresses are nf them-
slvwe relativel 4 n&-.port&,nt, but their influence en the radial •ispicement
is isportant; both will be incl.-.'ded in the analysis.



The internal pr.:-ssure acting is, for a throat insert, dut to thp exhhaust
gates. For simplicity, this pressuie may be taken as appr'ximacely to per-
cent of the chamber pressure and may be considered t.. be u!%iform over the
lengtt of the insert,

The external pressure acting is not so easy to determine. 't is usually
not a gaj pressure. (If it were, it wouid be close to th, internai prissure,
and the pressure etfects would btcome insignificant.) Rather, it is ctiusei
by restraint to radial expansion of the insert. The magnitude of the ex-
ternal pressure, Pb- is diffiLUlt to eatimate. It is influenced by thr•e
factors:

(1) Initial back side clearance (between insert and
backup saterial). A small gap can have a tre-
mendous influence not only on the magnitude of
Pb but also on the time when Pb occurs.

(2) Relative rigidities of the insert and backup
structure. These rigidities include both the
thicknesses and the moduli of the two structures

(3) The bearing Ltrength or crushing characteristics
of the insert ov the backur structure (whichever
is more likely to crush).

It Is evident that total restraint to radial expansion cannot be 3rovided
by the backup structore - a tremendous pressure (in some cases of the ord.Ž:
of several ten,- of thousands of pounds per square inch) is requir d for
most nserts.

The tadial disilck;cuzents at the outer surface of the insert due tc thermal
effects, internal pressure, and external s-7 3ure are, respectivel;,

[ th ab [(Ta- 'b) (fn - 1) + Ta - TO (3.1.3)

u 2b (3.14)

Pa E(ý 2  
P'

u - (.Cupb "' " ' " P

These displacements apply to both long and short cylinders. If th~re
should be an initial. gap, u,, between the insert and backup struc tijw, this
gap can, for purpose.• of ani1ysis, be subtracted from the thermal Hi.3placerei t.
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Good design practices usually provide a gap between pyrolytic graphite
washers and the backup structure, while they provide a tight back side fit
for tungsten and polycrystalline graphite inserts. These fits, as well as
the backup material, influence riot onl! the magnitude of the back side
pressure developed but also the time at which this pressure is developed.

Polycrystalline graphite inserts are fitted into masterial which has nearly

the same modulus of elasticity as the insert itself. Thus, before che
backup =terial has heated appreciably (or a char has formed), the insert
and backup material act almost as a continuous elastic body. The pressure,
pt, deve.oped is of the order of an internal radial stress for an equiv-
alent single elastic body. These stresses would be of the order of 1000 to
2000 pounds per square inch.

Tungsten inserts, on the other hand, are fitted into material which has
less than 5 percent of the tungsten modulus. Thus, tungsten is more
capable of forcing its radial displacement upon the backup material, and
back side pressures in the range of 5,000 to 10,000 psi can be developed.

These back side pressures are only a fraction of those required for total
restraint to expansion. The geometries of the insert and the complete
backup structure influence the magnitude of the pressures developed.

The magnitude of the restraint pressure, Pb, may be estimated by considering
the insert and the backup structure to be concentric cylinders with inter-
face pressures and displacements matched. Then

E I E2 2 pa
+ E2  ~ 1 [(T -Tb (f (T Tl

Pb = E2 KI + EIK2  E (p2 ai + - -1) + ( - To

(3.16)

b

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the insert and backup, respectively.

2
K 2 + I V

K1 2

2 2
c +K2 =c2 _ b 2 + 2

c outer radius of the backup cylinder.
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In order for Pb to exist, it must be positive, which means that the quantiLy
in the braces must be positive. For total restraint, the factor outside
the braces becomes E1/K1 (E2 becomes infinitely large). For no restraint,
this factor vanishes.

The Poisson's ratios appearing in the definitions of the K's represent the
influence of the radial stress on the radial displacement. K2 will, in
general, be greater than K1 , and in the range of about twice KI. If . 1

and E2are approximately equal (which is true for polycrystalline inserts),
then

E1E2 1

"E 2 KI + E1K2 22 K-

or less than 50 percent restraint is supplied. But if El>>E2 , which is
true for tungsten inserts,

EIE2 E2

E2K1 + EIK2 2 K2

and since

E2 E1

K2 KI

the restraint is very slight.

If El = 2 E2 , which is approximately true for pyrolytic graphite inserts,
then

EIE2 1 E.

E2KI + E1K2 3 F1

For convenience let

E IE 21I2 J I1

E2 K1 + EIK2  K1
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It is recommended that, for simplified and approximate analyses, the factor

J be taken as approximately

1/3 for polycrystalline graphite inserts

1/5 for pyrolytic graphite washer inserts

1/50 for tungsten inserts

It is further recommended that polycrystalline graphite and tungsten in-
serts be designed with an intimate fit between the insert and the backup
structure so that ug vanishes, and that pyrolytic graphite washer inserts
be designed with A radial gap behind the insert u /b of about 0.002.

The back side restraint is important in long cylinders only for the front
side compressive hoop stress. The magnitude of this hoop stress is in-
creased by Pb while the axial stress is not influenced. The axial back
side tensile stress is not affected by Zhe external pressure, while the
back side hoop stress is decreased by it.

For short cylinders, the back side restraint is important for both the back
side and front side hoop stresses. These hoop stressei are the critical
stresses since the axial stresses are assumed to vanish. The back side
hoop stress is decreased by the presence of Pb while the magnitude of the
front side hoop stress is increased.

The critical stresses may now be defined. For short cylinders, the hoop
stress is critical on both the inner surface and the outer surface. At the
outer surface

2p 2 EJ aea bC( T)fn+ 2 2L +1(TE)(fa
ae aT- b ~ AL -l 2 2 + aTTX 1)+ (T -T

~ -l l

(3.17)

and at the inner surface

cy Ea(T -T ) (f n-1) + A+21Pa+4T a- )f-1+Ta-O
a ab i 2_ Pa- 2 _ Kq 2 a n aoi b

(3.18)

Subscripts have been dropped on E, K, and CL and the quantities are those or
the insert. The restraint stress is active if the quantity in the braces
is positive. In each of these equations, the first term on the right is
the direct thermal stress; the second term is the direct internal pressure
stress; and the third term is the restraint stress.
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For long cylinders, the value of the maximum streab on the outer boundiry
is always given by the axial stress. For no pressure effects, tne axial
and hoop stresses are equal and, theoretically, Lhe insert could fail from
either stress. With restraint stresses acting, the hoop stress is reduced
while the axial stress is unaffected. Thus, the magnitude of the maximum
stress is given by

T Tb)(fn l)Z 1 -V a" (3.19)

On the inner surface,. if there are no pressure effects, the hoop and axial
stresses are again equal. If restraint stresses are acting, the magnitude
of the hoop stress is increased, while the axial stress is not affected.
The hoop stress at the inner boundary is

Ec~.2
T -T )(f I) + •1Pab n 2 a

(3.20)

2 2 EJ •2p a, + T -Tab 1f~)+(Ta.To•.b•

where, again, the quantity in the braces must be positive in order for the
restraint stress to be active. Both of these equations for the long
cylinder tacitly assume that the compressive restraint hoop stress is
great enough to overpower the tensile stress caused by the internal
pressure. In actual cases involving practical nozzle designs, this is a
valid assumption. By the time the stresses have grown to the point where
they are approaching their maximum values, the restraint stresses have
become active and do, in fact, more than overcome the internal pressure
stresses.
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, CM•led 3tru4ural DOAve2mnt.o It nov remains to establish an
allowable temperatuts difference with considerations from the structural
portion of the analysis to compare to the attainable temperature
difference developed in the thermal portion of the analysis. This tuast be
done in order to develop limits on the insert design or the nozsleoperation.

If the stresses defined by Iquations (3.17) through (3.20) are at their
allowable values, then the temperature differences, To - Tb, are at their
allowable volues. Allowable temperature differences may then be defined
in terms of the allowable stresses.

For the :haort cylinder., at the outs% Alkaoacy

alll
E. (T- ,) f " L -I) -S(, 1 .....]

(3.20

And at the inner boundary

2 2 2 (2~) bJ 2
=Iall+(T-T)+(f- + ((T2-T)

2 _ 1 " ) E b. +

Ea oT 9T0)(n 1) 1-2 J]

For the long cylinder, at the outer boundary

A~all = 0 all (l-v) (3.23)

EG (T -T ) fn

And at the inner boundary

2l 2 2 E

•all (,2.1) . (•2+I) p a+ 2•2-•-.JL 2___2")E + a(T -To • •

al a~ (T S-T 0) (fn' r-l-2A

(3.24)
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U.
In the two equations applicable to the inner boundaries, the allowable
stress is compressive, so that a all used in these equations must be a
negative quantity.

Inclusion of the effects of pressure and restraint in the equations ad-
mittedly makes them somewhat cumbersome. But the stresses which result
can be significant to the overall structural analysis.

Not all of these equations are important for all of the insert materials
considered in this program. Inserts of pyrolytic graphite washers can be
considered only as short cylinders. Application of Equation (3.21) to
pyrolytic graphite washer inserts shows that it is virtually impossible for

i outer radius tensile failure to be a critical failure mode. However, inner
radius compressive failures are shown to be possible by Equation (3.22).

I f Tungsten inserts can be long or short cylinders. With this material, only
outer radius tensile failures are considered; therefore, only equations
(3.21) and (3.23) are important. Inner radius compressive failures have
not been defined for this material.

All four equations are important for ATJ graphite inserts. These inserts
may be long or short cylinders, and both tensile and compressive failures
can occur.

A summary of the applicability of the equations and the materials are
17 given in Table 3.1.

3r3
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TABLE 3.1

APPLICATION OF LIMITING EQUATIONS TO NOZZLE INSERT MATERIALS

Equation Applied To Important For

3.21 Short cylinder, ATJ graphite,
outer tensile tungsten

3.22 Short cylinder, ATJ graphite,
inner compressive pyrolytic graphite

3.23 Long cylinder, ATJ graphite,
outer tensile tungsten

3.24 Long cylinder, ATJ graphite
inner compressive

The additional material properties necessary for the evaluation of the
equations for the allowable temperature difference are presented in
Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

•1(Tensile) a .(Comp)

Material E(28s0) _ -l psil all(psi)

Arc Cast and 0.3 50 x 106 2.2 x 10-6 94,000 (Not considered)
Extruded Tungsten

Gas Pressure 0.3 31.4 x 106 2.2 x 10-6 30,100 (Not considered)
Bonded Tungsten

ATJ Graphite 0.17 2 x 106 1.85 x 10-6 3:000 -10,800

Pyrolytic Graphite -0.2 3.55 x 106 1.2 x 10-6 15,000 -10,500 and
-13,000

The tensile strengths of the tungstens in Table 3.2 are the values measured
in the laboratory. The values of E and a used for ATJ graphite are
admittedly slightly high but are used to provide a margin in the analysis to
compensate for the statistical variation in strength of this material. The
raean coefficient of thermal expansion of ATJ is not constant but will vary
between about 1.3 x 10-6 to about 2 x 10"6 per degree Fahrenheit over the
temperature range of interest. The properties listed for pyrolytic graphite
are values in the basal plane of the material. The analysis derived for
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isotropic material applies to edge-grain-oroented (washer configuration)
pyrolytic graphite when the axial Poisson effect is neglected. A special
treatment was given to the structural analysis of pyrolytic graphite
washers in order that a simplified method could be applied. This treat-K .ment is discussed later.

Figure 3-10 shows one type of design chart which results from this analysis.
It involves Equation (3.23) applied to ATJ graphite. The data of Figure 3-5
was combined with the heat transfer parameter of Figure 3-6 and the conduc-
tivity data of Figure 3-7 to produce the attainable L4ý portion of ti.
graph. The cross lines in Figure 3-10 identified by values of • and
labeled attainable At show the cutcff of the hea'ing curves (labeled P cn*)I:' when they have attained the maximum value of the temperature difference
between faces of the insert. Equation (3.23) with the properties listed in

Table 3.2 and values of fu from Figure 3-9 was used to obtain the allowable
• A values. The cross lines in Figure 3-10 identified b,, values of

1. and labeled allowable Ait show the maximum temperature difference which
can be tolerated by the insert. It will be noted that a "fail/safe" line
has been drawn depicting the intersection of the P lines associatad with
the attainable A$ with the A lines of the allowaele A . This
"fail/safe" line depicts the limiting value of A for an insert or, for a
larger • , depiccs the limit on the firing duration.

A similar chart for tungsten is shown in 7 igure 3-11. This chart is also
based on Equation (3.23) and applies to a long cylinder outer radius tensile

r limitation.

It should be noted that these two charts are quite gelteral and can be
applied to any insert desig., co long as the relationship between the
heating parameter and the inner wall temperature is as shown in Figure 3-6.
Heating parameters which are not insensitive to the inner wall temperature
introduce an additional complexity into the analysis, but can still be
included to produce charts such as Figures 3-10 and 3-11.

Only a portion of the PcD* curves are shown in Figures 3-10 and 3-l1 due to
the limitations in the thermal data; however, these curves, if extended,
will show that, for large values of A ,& becomes asymptotic to unity
as T becomes large as sugested by the extension of the PcD*.4000 curve.
If the "fail/safe" line is also extrapolated utwards, it ;an be seen that
there will be some thickness ratio which can resist exceeding the allowable
thermal stress at the outer surface of the insert for the entire range of
heating conditions. For tungsten, the value of this invulnerable thickness

U ratio (•) is about 6. For ATJ the value is between 3 and 4.
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To illustrate the significance of the "fail/safe" line and its extra-
polation, the following example is used. On Figure 3-11, consider the
heating curve corresponding tc PDc - 600. Following the curve for in-
creasing time and coutinued heating, all values of 4 are safe up to about
1.35. Moving further up the heating curve, failure will occur for A values
between about 1.35 and 3. Values ef A above about 3 are again safe.
Therefore, with conti•ued heating on the 'cD* 6 600 curve, it would be
undesirable to design the chroat insert with a thickness ratio between
about 1.35 and 3. This region of undesirable ýhickness ratios has been
coined the stress "window." If an iuoart were designed with a value of
A between 1.35 and 3 for the PCD* - 600 heating condition, the firing
duration should be limited to a value corresponding to? - 0.035 in order
to preclude failuxe.

Cther charts can be generated for all of the applicable combinations of
equations and materials as shown in Table 3.1. These charts would be
similar to those shown in Figures 3-U• and 3-li and would include the
parameters associated with prýsstire aivd restraint (Pa, j, and u ). By the
time ds.sign charts were being generated in the program, sufficient rocket
mctor testing hae been conducted to shift emphasis away from AlTJ and more
heavily ta-ard pyrolytic graphite and tungsten. For this reason, a com-
plete development ',rolving all four of Equations( 3 .2l), (3.22), (3.23), and
(3.214) for ATJ wa- i accomplihtdb. Design chatLs were developed for the
three conditions applicable for the other two materials.

The analysis of pyrolytic graphitý washers was developed by the adoption
of a soutewhac special .ý-e.r.tique. The thermal and mechanical properties in
only the a-b plane are involv'd in Lnis analysis. In the simpliC•.ed oethod
which has been develrped, it is necessary to use a constant thermal expansion
coeffiient. The available da..i show a great deal of scatter but generally
indicate that tLb coefficient is not constant. However, if the initial
temperature is taAen as l0(Oo- instead of room temperature, a constant
expaixion Ctefficient doe. serve as a goou approximation. A short computer
study was cox.ducted in vrder tG evaluate the effects on temperature of
starting from initial temperatures of 70 and IOWOOF. It was found that the
maximum temperature differinces across the washer were quite comFarable and
at the times when these, maximums existed, the temperatures werz xcry close.
Only the times at which these temperatures occurred were significantly
different, and this difference was only about 2 seconds in 9. Thus whether
starting from 70 o: I0000F, approximately zhe same maximum 6 and shape of
the temperature distribution could be obtaineJ. This indicated that using
the constant thermal expansion coefficient which approximates the thermal
expansion abovt 10000: in con_'unction with the temperature response ob-
tained with initial ambient ýQ,-ditions of jt -OF w•uld result in a reascn-
ably accut*Le z-ructural analysis. The simplified %ethod was spý lied using
a constant thrrmal exnansion coefficiert.
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Outer surface tensile failures of pyrolytic graphite washe;-S we itnvesti -

gated for throat diameters between 5/8 inch and 5 inches using lquatton (3.21)
and considering that no back side restraint was prol;ided. This is the most
severe condition for the outer radius response. For wall thicknesses from
thin to even beyond what would normally be considered reasonable, no
failures could be predicted. The chart which was constructed for this
analysis is not shown since it shows no more than is stated *.,ove.

The design chart generated for pyrolytic graphite inner surface c...pressive
response using Equation (3.22) is shown in Figure 3-12. This is the samc type
of design chart shown previously with the exception that internal pressure,
external restraint, and an initial clearance between the insert and backup
structure have been included. In ,L, chart the attaiiLablc £ý and Pa
cross lines are independent of these additional factors, while the allowable
4 cross lines are directly dependent on them.

If the value of Pc is fixed, the dependence on PCD* is removed from the
design charts. For a given material, geometrical limits of A can be de-
fined as a function of the cyiinder diameter, and another type of design
chart emerges. This has been done for pyrolytic graphite and tungsten.

Fixing Pc at 700 psia results in a more directly usable design chart for
pyrolytic graphite shown as Figure 3-13. Five curves are shown in this
graph. Three of these curves can be considered as realistic design curves
which consider partial restraint (J = 1/5) and an initial backside clear-
ance (u /b = 0.002 and 0.001). These ýhrce curves are plotted for two
strengtg values; the lower strength represents vendor data while the higher
strength represents the data of Gobble and Salmen 3.17. The two other
curves, 3 and 5, shown on the graph represent upper and lower bounds on
,ie design for the lower strength material. The lower curve, 5, repre-
sentirg the lower design bound, considers total restraint to iadial dis-
placement without including internal pressure. This is not realistically

attainable but represents the limit which would be approached as the backup
structure becomes more rigid an' the initial back side gap is removed. The
upper curve, 3, is realistically more -ttrinh'le and repreqent c the upper
design bound, which is approached as the back side gap is increased and the
back side restrairt is removed.

A similar design chart for tungsten with Pc = 700 psia is shown as Figure 3-14.
This figure is for the long cylinder and therefore does not include any
pressure or restraint effects. Both as-received arc cast and extruded
tungsten and gas pressure bonded tungsten, as used in this program, are
included in the figure. The corresponding tungsten design chart for short
cylinders of arc cast material is shown as Figure 3-15. One of the curves
shown in thic figure consideis J = 1/50 and no initial radial clearance
behind the insert. Mhe other curve considers no restraint. Only the
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regions lying t the right of the curves •-,c the iiasafe design regi:r..I
The tremendous advantage that can be gained by utilizing short cylindervs
(and thus avoiding the axiai effects) of high-strengt:I tungsten is quite
obvious from a comparison of Figures 3-14 and 3-15. in single-firing
nozzles, this is an important consideration; however, in restartable nozzles
which suffer from strength degradation bhcause of grain growth, v•ost af this
advantage can be lost, as will be seen in Paragraph 3.6.

An upper design bound represent-inF complete restraint is not really
meaningful for tungsten; therefore, such a curve is not slicwn in Figure 3-15.
An attempt was made to define an upper bound on the effects of restraint by
considering the back side prescure to be eqaai. to the bearing strength of
an ATJ graphite backup structure. This bearing strength was taken as
8000 psi and the equation used is

aal 2 21 [ p - ( 8 2 + 1) 8000 (3.25)

all E(T - f

However, the insert became so safe that the design limits lay outside the
range cf the heating parameter used in the thermal portion of the anal)-is.
A rr•iieh extrapolation of tne data seems to indicate that all values of A
are valid for initial f 4 rings for throat diameters up to about 10 inches.

The objective of this analysis has been to establish a simplified method
or procedure by which the important design variables could be exa.ined to
discover problem areas or ranges in these variables ovec which brittle
elastic fracture could be a problem. These areas or ranges could then be
verified or examined by use of the more expensive computer analysis, there-
by eliminating or miriC*.,l;ng a costly computefized random approach to
finding problem areas. However, the extent to which the random approach is
minimized depends on the accuracy of the simplified method. in order to
obtain an indication of the accuracy of the method, comnarisons were made
with computer solutions. TheL'e are two general areas in which comparisons
were necessary in order to provide a comprehensive evaluation: (1) the
prediction of temperature as o fnction of tioe, a-d (2) the pred;ction of
the stress response as a function of time. Since the method was based on
an ;nsulated back wall, a comparison was also made of the temperature and
stress response when the insert has a conducting backup structure. -

Comparisons of solutions from computer pcograms with those of the simplified
method have been presented for AT- and tungsten in Reference (3.3) and are
not repeated here. These comparisons showed for tunsten that -or the
examples studied the hot wall temnperature, the tetifperatý.'e difference
ac°oss the walls, the time at which the maximum temperature occurs, and
the hape parameter n of the simplitied method gives a surprisingly good
approximation to the computer solution. This is true for both an insula-
ting and a conducting backup struct'ire. The stress solutions frcr~ the
computer and the simplified me'hod also gave a good comparison.
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The ccmparisons with ATJ were not quite so good. The maximum temperature
differential and the time at which it occurs matched quite well, but the
shape parameter, n, was as much as 25 percent in error at the time of peak
surface temperature differential. A 25 percent error in n results in a
much lower error in the loading function, fn" No comparison was made with
the stress solutions.

To investigate whether the simplified method for pyrolytic graphite gave a
good approximation, spot checks, utilizing computer solutions for both the
thermal and stress analyses, were made on the FAIL/SAFE curves of the
design chart. It was found that the maximum allowable radius ratios, f,
were between 5 and 10 percent conservative.

3.2.2 THERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS OF A THICK-WALLED CONICAL SECTION

The entrance and exit sections of a nozzle are considered to be cone
frustums for purposes of this investigation. This consideration is a con-
tractual requirement and removes the generally complicating involveo~ent of
double curvature in the analysis.

A detailed literature search of existing works directly related to the
particular problein of thick-walled conical sections was made before a
definite method of solution was adopted. t.eferences 3.4 through 3.9 are
some of the more significant of these works. Several methods of solution
were considered, including analytical solutions, analog computer simulation
procedures, and approximate methods using digital computer techniques.

Because of the restrictive assumptions required in order to obtain
an analytical solution, this approach was not considered to be fruit-
ful in the present investigation. Analog simulation of the problem
is a very powerful tool but, because of the complexity of the present
problem, requires a prohibitive amount of equipment in order to obtain a
reasonable degree of accuracy and, therefore, was not pursued further. A
finite difference solution, making use of relaxation techniques and a
digital computer, appeared to be the most promising. Sufficient informa-
tion was available to indicate that reasonable accuracy could be expected
to be achieved within an acceptable length of computer run time (Refer-
ences 3.4 and 3.5)... Thus, this was the method of approach used, as out-
lined in the following discussion.

A biconical coordinate system was established as shown in Figure 3-16,
and equilibrium equations were written in terms of this coordinate system.
Making use of strain-displacement relations and the Duhamel-Neumann thermal
stress-strain relations, the equilibrium equations were expressed in terms
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.f R and a) displacements. Because of the assumed axial symmetry, the
thlee equiiLbrium equations could be reduced to two equations in terms of
the displacements U and V in the w and R coordinate directions, respec-
tively.

In addition to the assumption of axial symmetry, the material. was assumed
to be linearly elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic. Body forces were
neglected, and the temperature and stress distribution problems were un-
coupled. These are basic assumptions in the analysis and were made in
order to simplify the initial solution. All are realistic and practical
assumptions, the celaxation of which would have added considerable com-
ple:xity to the solution, and this was not felt to be justified in the
initial effort. The removal of some of these assumptions, however, (e.g.,
the consideration of nonlinear elastic, visco-elastic, or plastic material
behavior) was considered to be likely for future efforts. Like-
wise, heterogeneous and/or anisotropic materials were of interest and
could be treated in later efforts if the additional complexities introduced
were felt to have been justified. Considering body forces and coupling the
temperature and stress distribution problems introduce, in general, only
higher order terms and therefore were of little consequence.

Both normal and shear loadings of arbitrary distribution (within the
limitation of axial symmetry) were to he accommodated on all four boundaries;
i.e., interior, exterior, and both ends.

Thu equilibrium and boundary condition equations, which are partial dif-
ferential equations, were rewritten in difference form in order that they
might be solved numerically. In the preliminary analysis, several assump-

tions were made in order to simplify the solution and make the checkout of
the basic computer program simpler. These include the assumptions of
(1) a single layer of material, (2) that material properties, with the
exception of the coefficient of thermal expansion, do not vary with tem-
perature, and (3) that the finite difference grid spacing in any one co-
ordinate direction is uniform. All of these simplifying assumptions were
to hawe been removed as required. Analytical work necessary for including
the effects of temperature-dependent material properties in the basic
formulation was accomplished, and these additions were to have been in-
corporated as required after the basic computer program was checked out.
Thus, it would be possible to analyze conical sections made up of multiple
layers of similar or dissimilar materials having temperature-dependent
material properties and arbitrary loadings.

The method of successive over-relaxation was used for the solution of the
difference equations with the cross section being defined by a finite
difference grid and the number of grid nodes being arbitrary (within the
upper limit of computer capacity, which is adequate). A relatively simple
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point-by-point iteration procedure was used with periodic checks on rate of
convergence and a detailed re-evaluation of residuals at specified intervals
to minimize accumulative error.

The problem, as analyzed above, is general enough to be of real significance
in solving practical problems and yet i3 specific enough to permit ob-
taining results within a reasonable amount of time and effort. A computer
program was written in Fortran language for use on the Philco 2000 computer.
However, difficulties were encountered in obtaining convergence of the
numerical relaxation method for the general case of ar-itrary surface
loading conditions. Other problems invoiving certain mixed boundary con-
ditions were solved with some success. in particular, these problems Zon-
sidered displacement conditions on the ends of the conical section. The
program converged quickly (1-2 minutes of bor computer time) to a solu-
tion when only displacement boundary c ndi. rns were specified. However,
when stress boundary conditions o- ixed boundAry conditions were specified,
convergence was not obtaineO.

Attempts were made to make use of the fact that specifying boundary dis-
placements does give r:nve-geuca in oraer to solve the general mixed
boundary value problem. By sp.!cifviig bouvdary displacements based upon
the magnitude of th, ap,,lied boundary lcidings, solving this displacement
boundary value prcblem uy the celaxaticnal technique, and then calculating
boundary stresses corrcsponding to these assumed displacements, the assumed
displacements could b2 revise•j to 6 ive better agreement between the applied
and calculated stresses. This ;-xocess can then be repeated as necessary
until sufficient accuracy is attained. Because of the nature of the existing
finite difference equations, nhever, successive revision of the boundary
displacements does not neceqsarily lead to the desired results. The
coupling between adjacent boundary point displacements was too weak to
transmit changes adequately.

Another attempt was made to obtain convergence by revising the original
difference equations at the boundaries in order to eliminate forward and
backward differencing techniques and to provide a more orderly system of
difference equations with which to work. The details of such a method are
similar to those outlined in Reference 3.10 for soiutions of plane elas-
ticity problems. However, again convergence was not obtained for the case
of mixed boundary conditions, and the method was discarded.

Because of the difficulties encountered and the lack of contract time
available for additionil development, work was suspended at this pcint.
The computer pr'•gram which actually resulted then was one which would accept
displacement boundary conditions but would aot accept stress boundary con-
ditions or mixed boundary conditions, This type of program was not con-
;idered sufficient to analyze conitai sections in this investigation. As a

consequence, no structural analysis was performed on these sections.
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3.3 ANELASTIC BEHAVIOR.

Elastic-perfectly plastic behavior was investigated in this analysis; no
viscoelastic or time-dependent anelastic behavior was studied. The Tresca
yield criterion was adopted for greater ease in investigating plastic
behavior. An analysis wae developed for determining the plastic bohavior
of hollcw cylinders,

It was elected not to develop a computerized numerical methodology for
the anelastic behavior of nozzle materials. Although such computer pro-
grams would greatly enhance capabilities for nozzle analysis, it was felt
that they would find little practical application toward achieving the
goals of the present restartable nozzle study. In addition, the property
data required for efficient, ac:urake use of such programs do not exist
in directly applicable form for most nozzle materials.

The assumption of ideal elastic-perfectly plastic (non-work-hardening)
behavior would appear justified for tungsten, considering stress-strain
curves at temperatures above the brittle-ductile transition temperature,
such as ;iose typically shown in Reference 3.11. However, examinat 4 oa of
literature or various grade- of graphites, i.e., Reference 3.12, and
manufacturers' and supporting test data on pyrolytic graphite, such as in
References 3.13 through 3.19, would seem to indicate that the graphites
possess extremely work-hardening (or occasionally work-softening) charac-
teristics, when not behaving as typinal linearly elastic materials. Graph-
ite is also a viscoelastic material, according to 'Ieftrcnce 3.12, brittle
to approximately 28000 F, plastic above 4500 0 F, ard in a transition state
between these two temperatures.

Below the brittle-ductile transition temperature, some types of tungsten
also have no apparent yield region at all, exhibiting linear elastic
brittle behavior. For such essentiaily comnl-tely britLle materials as
tungsten at low temperatures, it is required to interpret any yield crite-
rion as actually a failure criterion, since behavior ib upproximately
linear elastic until failure. Scrutiny of the stress-strain curves pre-
sented for the graphites and pyrolytic graphite in References 3.12 to 3.17
i'dicate that for many of these3, ex-ept a* the hif:.er týmrraturus,
behavior is not linearly elastic and completely brittle. The work-hardening
or softening portion of the almost bi-linear curves applies over most of the
deformation range, until "brittle" failure. it appears quite adequate then
to approximate materials so characterized as completely elastic, to brittle
failure, on the first application of loading, using the "worK-iaidening
modulus" as the elastic modulus. This appears to be the modulus uquilly
tabulated for pyrolytic graphite, but not for other graphices, f~r which
sonic moduli are founa. 3 . 12  It is onlyzwhen loading is removed and then
reapplied that the possibly true anelastic behavior comes into play for
these materials, work-hardening or softening being reflected by a different
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unloading (and subsequent reloading) modulus than used initialiv. (Such
work-hardening is indicated in Figure 101 of Reference 3.19 for pyrolytic
graphite.)

At the higher temperatures, the stress-strain curves also can usually be
conservatively approximated by ideal elastic plus perfectly plastic
behavior on f.. st loading, again omitting the initial small elastic region
but accounting for its effect on subsequent unloading and reloading. (It
is observed that such work-hardening or softening behavior under cyclic
loading requires care be taken in identification of the "initial" state of
a material with respect to its use in a nozzle.) Thus, the assumption of
elastic-perfectly plastic behavior appears quite valid for typical nozzle
throat materials, if interpreted as above for application of first loading
to the materials, with yield criteria replaced by brittle failure criteria
where required,

Reference 3.20 has shown the comparative ease of use of the Tresca yield
criterion and associated flow rule in place of the Mises criterion for
isotropic materials. Analytic results are generally not expected to differ
significantly between application of the two criteria for isotropic mate-
rials. The Tresca condition is a maximum resolved shear stress yield con-
dition for isotropic materials. Since tungsten is elastically isotropic,
fabrication and crystallographic orientation producing any plastic ani-
sotropy exhibited, and since some polycrystalline graphites are not highly
anisotropic, it would appear using a generalized Tresca condition would be
as adequate as using the Mises criterion for yield. Reference 3.21 is a
discussion of failure criteria. The analogy between yield by Mises or Tresca
cri :ria and failure by, respectively, energy of distortion or maximum
resolved shear stress becomes immediately apparent. For brittle materials,
the latter failure criterion is typical. Thus, using a maximum resolved
shear stress yield or failure criterion for tungsten and polycrystalline
graphite would appear more easily justified than use of the Mises criterion.

For pyrolytic graphite, Reference 3.19 indicates brittle failures generally
occur during compression of the basal plane by shear failure, the failure
surface being a plane at 45 degrees to the load and across laminations
(therefore, normal to the basal planes). This type of failure would agree
with values of a-direction tensile and compressive strengths and trans-
lamina.r shear strengths quoted in Reference 3.22.

For the purposes of structural analysis under this program, nozzle throat
analyses are based on symmetrically loaded hollow infinite circular cylin-
der or thin annular plate models, or some analytic combination thereof.
It is consistent with these models to assume, as in Reference 3.20, both
that (1) the Tresca yield condition applies and that (2) yielding (or
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failure) takes place under the action of the stresses in the plane of the
cross-section only without influence of "axial" (plate surface normal)
stress. Expressed mathematically, the criterion is

e-o - =r (3.26)

where p is the shear strength and at the outer boundary of the material.
The associated flow rule is

dep : d;p : dep = 1:-l:0 (3.27)r z

As in Reference 3.20, the conditions on axial load to satisfy this yield
assumption may be determined a posteori. In actuality, it is thus antic-
ipated that at first yield or failure of cylinders (or plates in contact
regions) the axial and circumferential stresses will have the same sense
and similar magnitudes, while the radial stress will be small or of oppo-
site sense. For surface traction free portions of plates, it is antic-
ipated that if the radial stress is not of sense and magnitude similar to
the (in this case) vanishingly small axial stress, it then opposes the
circumferential stress in sense.

3.3.1 INITIAL YIELDING OR BRITTLE FAILURE OF A CYLINDRICAL INSERT

Consider an axisymmetric, long, cylindrical nozzle throat insert loaded
also axisymmetrically with a net axial load P, internal and external
pressures Pa and Pb, and temperature producing free thermal strains.
Assume that this throat insert is made of an isotropic, homogeneous mate-
rial with elastic-plastic properties invariant of location for a given
thermal loading. For practical problems of isotropic throat inserts,
initial yield on first firing will not occur between surfaces. For pur-
poses of this analysis, yielding is considered to be initiated at the
surface. The stresses are considered to result from thermal loading and
from internal and external pressures. The stresses are given by adding
the pressure stresses to the thermal stresses given by Equations (3.3)
and (3.4) and including expressions for the radial stresses. At the
inner boundary

0  Le= (Ta "Tb) (fnl) + -28
0 -V a b n + 2_ 1b (3.28)
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0z - Lo-& (Ta - Tb) (fn-l) + q (3.29)

S= Pa (3.30)r

and at the outer bbundaiy

f+ 2 2
b(T2 a 2 T b (3,31)1-V n 2_.1 a 2_ 1

a Ea (T Tb f + q (3.32)
z 1.' ~a b' n

- Pb 
(3.33)

where q is a uniform axial stress resulting from an axial load, P, which
is negative if compressive. These equations are for a long cylinder. If
a short cylinder is considered, aY vanishes on both boundaries except for
the quantity q, and V is set equal to zero in the expressions for the
hoop strese.

The above equations may be combined with Equation (3.26) to determine the
point of first yield or failure for the combination of loads applied. At
the same time, it is asp'imed in using Equation (3.26) for an Isotropic
material that, at any material point where yielding takes place, Oz is
algebraically intermediate to a and Or. This can be analytically
expressed as

0 " < 1 (3.34)

Consider the same polynomial temperature distribution, (1- t)n, and the
same thermal loading function, rn, used in the thermoelastic analysis,
Paragraph 3.2.1. For convenience, define the parameters

F (I-V) (pa-Pb)
F = E(T a-T b)
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I

; (l 4 ,•pa)
2E a (Ta-Tb)

-Ea. (Ta-T b

It is seen that U > 0 aL all times.

There are three conditions which must bE satisfied:

(1) e C0rI 2 2A

(2) fOr -or[ on the surface which is yielding is
greater than Iao - Orr on the opposite surface

(3) az is between ae and ar

Utilizing Equation (3.26) and considering practical values of all param-
eters, yield or failure will take place first at the inner surface when
F reaches the value Fa

F 2[U- 1/2 (fn-l)] (3.35a)

a A2/2 -)

This expression applies when (ae- Or) > 0. However, it is also required
at this point that

F > 1/2 (3.35b)

which assures that laO - Oni at r - a is greater than aOo - rl at r .= b.
Also, for Equation (3.26) to be the correct portion of the yield surface,
Equation (3.34) gives

2
- F(< Q< 1/2 (fn-1) (3.35c)
2

A 1~

which says that Oz is intermediate to 00 and ar,

3
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Yielding also occurs first at the inner surface under an alternate set of

conditions if F achieves the value Fb

r b [U + 1/2 (fn-1)] (3.36a)

This ex'pression applies when (0- r) < 0.

It is required that at this point in stress history as well as space

F< G =(- 1-( /2) (3.36b)•2+i

and that

1/2 (fn-l)< Q - 4 F (3.36c)
n 2_-1

Yielding otherwise occurs first at the outer surface according to Equa-

tion (3.26) for the problem under corisideration when F reaches Fc

F. = (2 -1) (U-1/2 f (3.37a)

However, in this case it is also required that

G < F < 1/2 (3.37b)

and that
L+1 (3.370)

11fhj < Q < 1/2 (f -F)(33)

Obviously, each pair of Equations, (3.35a) and (3.35b), (3.36a) and (3.36b),

and (3.37a) and (3.37b), can be combined to determine conditions on the

parameter U required in each case for yield or failure to occur in accord

with F achieving one of its required values, provided the corresponding
conditions on Q ore met. Thus, yield occurs when F F 7a at the inner
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surface, if

U > 1/2 f + (3.35d)
n

provided that at yield

U- [ -1/2 (fn-l)] < Q < 1/2 (fn-') (3.35e)

Yield occurs when F = Fb at the inner surface if

provided that

1/2 (f n-1) < Q < 1/2 (f n-1) + U (3.36e)

Yield occurs when F = Fc at the outer surface if

1/2 [(2- fn +1 < U < 1/2 fn + r (3.37d)
S+1 R 1

provided that

A2+12< <r182+
2 U - 1/2 f n - - 1/2 f (3.37e)

Similar analyses could be performed considering that Iz - Orl 2t and
placing the proper restrictions on the boundary on which yielding first
occurs and requiring that aq is intermediate to az and Cr.

For practical problems in this program, only yielding of tungsten is con-
sidered. Since corrosion considerations severely limit the maximum ser-
vice temperature of ATJ graphite to about 42000 F, this material remains
essentially brittle in nature throughout its service life and does not
reach the plastic threshold temperature of 45000F. Yielding of pyrolytic
graphite in the a-b plane has never been observed in any nozzle firings.
Large anelastic deformations do not occur in pyrolytic graphite at temper-
atures below about 47000F. When the nner surface temperatures remch this
value, the thermal loadings are usually rather small.
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The initial yielding of tungsten is important on the inner surface when
F - Fb. Yielding would not occur for F - Fa since this condition requires

(9 - ar) to be positive and this in turn requires a tremendous value of
Pa. Brittle tensile failure will occur on the outer surface of a tungsten
insert before yielding will occur for F - Fa.

The magnitude of the compressive stress on the inner surface of the tung-
sten insert will always exceed the magnitude of the tensile stress on the
outer surface. This is true since fn is always less than 1/2, and

Inn'l1 >fn

and the thermal stresses contribute the major components of the stresses.
It is found thatfor most practical problems, the inner surface is'fairly
warm ",hen the stresses build to a significant magnitude, so that the
question of a brittle compressive failure mode for tungsten rarely arises.

Using the method of comparing an allowable O0 with an attainable 60 as
was done in the thermoelastic analysis presented in Paragraph 3.2.1, and
taking the tungsten properties as

E - 50 x 106 psi

S- 2.2 x 10-6/OF

S=0.3

-= 25,000 psi and 50,000 psi

a graph which can he used as a design chart car, be plotted. Such a graph
is shown as Figure 3-17. It should be pointed out that the values of $
shown above are taken as reasonable values and are not intended to indicate
precise values. These values can be used at least as representative for
illustrative purposes.

It is seen by a comparison of Figure 3-14 with Figure 3-17 that compressive
yield can occur on the inner surface before brittle tensile failure occurs
on the outer surface. This does not indicate that the yielding will occur
to the exclusion of brittle back side fracture. Indeed, a plastic inner
zone can develop in a tungsten insert which still fractures on the back
side. Figure 39 of Reference 3.23 shows an insert which has undergone
such an occurrence. This figure shows a back side fracture whose propa-
gation terminated in the inner plastic zone.
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3.3.2 PLASTIC FLOW OF AN ISOTROPIC ELASTIC-PERFECTLY PLAST!C CYLINDRICAL

NOZZLE INSERT

Consider a cylindrical nozzle insert made of an isotropic, homogeneous,

elastic-perfectly plastic material possessing uniform, Leniperatilrc-

independent, properties. Let the inner and outer radii of this cylindcr bv

rI and r,, respectively, with associated internal and external prcossure; P1

and P2' and net axial load Pz, where an average diameter, D, thickness, h.

and boundary stresses are

D = r 2 + rI h - r2 - r1

ar (rI) = "Pl or 2) = _P2

Assume that under thermal and mechanical loading, elastic and plastic

regions develop. Irrespective of their number and location, the assumptions
of plane strain, which apply to all analyses of long cylindrical throaL

inserts, the yield condition (Equation 3.26), and the 3ssociated louw

rule (Equation 3.27), require that the following holds,

2 E 2v 2 2 (3.38)

q+ 4 dfrTdr + 7h- • 2P2-l P1)

Let it be assumed that strains and iisplacements are small. Assume also
that once a region becomes plastic, the load path is such that it remains

plastic until loading is complete. Removing the absolute value signs

from Equation 3.26, yielding is then defined by the positive or negative

quantity T with absolute value I
a

1/2 (a r a + (3.39)

Equations (3.38) and (3.39) hold as long as within any nlastic ..

rp " r < r,+l the additional relation holds, for a', r,

x (r) - 2 < q/T" < x (r) 3. .•)a

where

x (r) - (l-2v) Wr r)+ ECT(r)] 7

V 2[T + p ) r 2 (T~ + p1) r1 3J§laa+ 2 2a
"r Dh

+ C rTdr
a rI
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Consider any elastic region a4 r4 b. Equations (3,2g8, (3.29), (3.31),
and (3.32) still apply. in addition

b2p 2 b
U 6 EaT -bb apa) 2vEa

(a-v) = E2 22 ( a + 2 2 f rTdr (3.42)
(b2 a2) (1-V) (b2-a )

The hoop strain, E0, and radial displacement, u, in this elastic region
are found from the relations

(1+V) a 2 b2  b - P (l+v)_(I-2v)(b2pb - a2pa)-e =_ VJ r_ p P)-z 2 2 2" 2
E(b - a2) r E (b - a)

r

* (L+v~a b f rTdr + rTdr (3.43)
2__ 2 2

(b rr f
(l-y)(b -- )a rr

b

+ (I-207 f rTdr

a

Note 1iowever that, unlike the purely elastic analysis previously conducted,
the locations a and b, and associated pressures Pa and Pb' are to be
determined. At the bo-undaries of the to be determined pla3tic regi--.n
r. r<.rp+l consider that the actually stiil unknown stresses are imposed
pressures,

o r (r p) -p p C r(rp+l )="PP+l

Solution of the plastic flow problem for small radial displacements u,
following Reference 3.20 if desired, gives

-P + 2T alog II P+ + k-r lo., -1 (3.44)

CY r + 2T (3.45)r a

cz = E (z - aT) + 2V (7a + Cyr) (3.46)

. 2 . V ( + V3+v) (1-2'k) 2
r E a + E~ r Tr z E r r a

r (3.47)

+ 2 (21"V)= rTdr

r 2 rf
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Where r can be either r or rp+l, and represents the tadius at the
transitten from elastic to plastic behavior. In either case, cont;Vnuity
,t the region interface requires

2 b

Egg rTdr (3.48)
a Pb [ (b2 a2) (I-)

(&- P(+a) ( Pb) + 2 T log8e (3.49)

However, the following sets of relations also apply, depending on the
location of the interface ra,

PA ý Pp+l = Pa

-i fPp r r+ f a (3.50)

PA+l Pb

P6 Pp; = Pb

A+l Pp+l rn =b (3.51)

It is seen that (p6 1 - pA+I), chosen for notation compactness, actually
represents the "pressure" drop across one elastic plus adjacent plastic
zone of the nozzle.

Satisfaction of the surface pressure (boundary) conditions on the entire

insert completes postulation of, and permits solution of, any such jlastic
flow problem. It is noted that an inverse approach is probably most practi-
cal for such problems.

3.4 DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY FOR STACKED PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE WhSHER INSERTS

In Paragraph 3.2, the elastic response of pyrolytic graphite washer
inserts was analyzed. This analysis did not treat the effects of axial
loads or the high contact stresses which regult when these loads are
carried by a narrow annulus at the hot inner surface of the washers.
These high contact stresses can resulL in permanent axial (c-direction)
deformations of the washers as determined in the materials laboratory.
(Rerer to Section 4.)
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A higher order plate theory was developed to analyze these washers, which
are actually plates. This theory and its modification into the form of
classical theories have been presented in References 3.24 and 3.3.
Because of its length and complexity, it is not reproduced here.

A closed form elastic solution to the problem wan also obtainrd.
f solution is presented here. A computer program was also developed to

treat the problem when variable material properties or multiple contact
regions are involved.

The closed form elastic solution was obtained by dividing the washer
into two pieces as shown below. The e axis is perpendicular to

Pc

C

TbI

the plane of the paper and the r-) plane is a plane of isotropy. The

treatment is as follows:

Piece 1

0 Load thermally and with Pa and Pb"
Temperature is monotonically decreasing radially outward.

* Assume plane sections remain plane;
SCz is a constant; plane strain prevails.

(In a washer stack, symmetry about the washer
(; midplane is assumed.)

* Solve for ar, 0 o'r, and u with b, Pb' and e unknown.
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Piece 2

G.. Load thermally and with pb and Pc*
Temperature is monotonicatly decreafing radially
outward.

* Assume O a 0 everywhere; plane strees prevails.

* Solve for Cr,, go, and u with pb and b unknown.

Simultaneously

* Match u between Pieces 1 and 2 at r - b.

* In Piece 1, require Oz - 0 at r - b.

& In Piece 1, require 27Twb ardr = P
There are now three eqiatigns in the three unknowns
b, Pb, and £

e Solve the three equations simultaneously.

The solutions for the stresses and displacements in each piece were! obtained in the usual way by utilizing the stress-strain equations of
Hooke's Law, the strain-displacement relations,

du - (3-52)
r dr

u

the equilibrium c 4uation

dr + -" , (3-53)
dr r

and the compatibility equation,

d ( r e0
r dr (3-54)
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Simultaneous solution for the three unknowns yielded three equations from
which the unknowns could be determined. The first of these is

E ' ( + ) b1-E Pr r (Vr )r r 2 Trdr - T(
2r 2z 2 2f bJ (5)

7r (b a ) ('"Vrz Vzr) a

S[ For compressive axial loading, P is negative. The interface b may be
determined from this equation and the process is an iterative one. The
remaining two equations are:

1 F b
pa- ~Ea +v ) c-b 2) Trdr

ib 2 22 2"a2" +r 'Vr ad"b (cr
bc a r a (3.56)

1C

-E c (b 2 a2 Trdr - pa 2 (c 2b 2) (1-V " c 2 (b "a2)r r a rz Vzr c
b

and
KU b

Vrz 2 z ra2 Trdrz az
E 1- 2 2 Jf T rr Tz

rz zr a a rz b
! •. 2 pbb2(3.57)

v2_ 2
- rz Pb aI: E b2 2

r 2_a

In these equations, the subscripts on a and E denote the direction inL4 •which they are measured. The Poisson's ratios are defined by

i

The stresses are given by the fcllowing equations for Piece 1:

SEvr ( r + V Ctz) r 2 "a2 f Trdr . r Trdr jr" (1.V= V r 2 b 2-a 2a

2L (3.58)

Pbbb (r2-a) + paa (b-r)

r 2 (b-2_a)
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E (s + v a~) 2 1,,r sr a r + a 2
r 2 2 2 f Trd, Trdr -Tr2

r? (1V r b-a a (3.59) i
+2222 +a 2 ) 2 a2 (b2 ÷ 2)

r (b - a2)

Er zrr 2 (Cr +Vzr) b_ _Vrzr +CLZ
-fa Trdr rz T]

1-V r b a a2 J (3.60)

2 2
pb p a

+ 2V -+ E pzr b2  2 v Er z- a rz

and for Piece 2

M E 2 2 d 1"-r r r2  f b-b
r 2c 2b 2J rr-fTd

2 . ~(3.61) "
2 2 2 2 2 2 (.1pc (r b + pbb (c r)+ c bj]+22 2r (c - b

C2 E2 C r1
S2 2 _r-2 f Trdr +f Trdr T-r2

2 2 2 2 2 2 (.2
+PC -(r +W) -Pb b (c + r)(.2

r 2(c 2 b 2
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The stress of interest is the axial stress at r a a in Piece 1. This vill
be the greatest compressive axial stress in the constant-property body

with the temperature distribution applied. The body will also be
hottest at this point and therefore have the greatest tendency to
deform. At r - a, this axial stress ts given by the expression

Ea (V' C + a
Sr 3r ÷ (T - (3.63)(i-V V)Y a b)

[~~ b aIr r

T is found by solving Equation (3.56) for the interface, b. Assigning
rkasonable values to the material properties, it is found that at r - a

,z -30 (T - T) (3.64)

a b
so that the temperature difference across the plane strain region need
be only a few hundred degrees Fahrenheit for this stress to be quite
significant for producing permanent deformation.

The determination of the axial load, P, may ho made with considerations of
pressure loadings and restraint to axial expansion. Good design practices
dictate that pyrolytic graphite washer inserts should not be constrained

L from axial expansion; restraint loading, then, will not be considered.
The axial load resulting from pressure may be calculated by two different
means, one of which is definitely cona'ervative. The more conservative
calculation assumes that the chamber pressure acts over the P•tire frontal
area of washer. Alternately, the pressure differential across the wa~her
thickness (pressure at upstream edge minus pressure at downstream edge)
can be applied to the frontal area. In regions of high axial pressure
gradients, this latter loading can be around half .he first loading.
Care should be taken in design that the pressure lads acting on the
entrance section are not transmitted directly to the inner circle of the

V upstream pyrolytic graphite washer in the stack. If this is allowed to
happen, even higher loads may result.

A computer program based on plane strain solution of a hollow cylinder
was developed for this problem. By an iterative procedure, contact regions
are defined. Where contact does not occur., the axial modulus, 9 is made
quite small (as much as a hundred orders of magnitude less than the actual
9 c). This has the effect of imposing plane strass conditions upon the
noncontacting regions and transtorming the washer into a tension limited
cylinder (axial tension cannot be supported).

I3
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This computer program is capable of analyzing anisotropic washers for
axisymietric loading. In addition to input of variable material properties,
the loading consisting of internal and external pressures, the net axial
load, and thermal load are required inputs to permit solution using
this program. The principal axes of the material must coincide with the
radial, circumferential, and axial directions of the washer. An arbitrary

first guess of the value of r where contact between washers is lost is
also input. By the iterative procedure, E is made as small as desired
where any previous approximation has indicited a positive axial stress.
The progams ceases when iteration produces compressive stresses only in

the regions of true A . Any arbitrary temperature distribution may be
used since mu~ltiple €ntact regions can be determ3ned.
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[i 3.5 THEMAL FATIGUE

At the beginning of the program, thermal fatigue was identified as a
potential problem area. It was enveloped in an aura of mystery, since the
subject iteself, which is one of plastic straining, was not well developed
and its application to brittle materials had hardly begun. The huge
deficits of unknowns naturally raised certain fears of impending disaster

f! for the flamefront materials when subjected to cyclic operation. This
led to a rather extensive literature survey, some preliminary laboratory
testing, a study of crack nucleation and propagation, and an extensive
laboratory test plan. Many of these fears were allayed when, midway

t. through the program, the first experimental thermal fatigue date on
tungsten and pyrolytic graphite became available and indicated that
thermal fatigue may not be a probl"a for up to 50 cycles. The nozzle

( testing program did not show thermal fatigue to be a problem for the duty
cycles imposed.

V This paragraph contains a rather detailed discussion of thermal fatigue
as applicable to restartable solid rocket nozzles. Although at the end of
the program, thermal fatigue was not considered to be the problem that
was feared at the beginning of the program, this diseussion has historical
significance as well as value as a foundation for that time when further
work becomes necessary. The literature survey, the important consider-
ations of the dual brittle and ductile natures of the candirate materials,
crack initiation and propagation, and an experimental program are included•- in the discussion. The investigation was designed to ferret out those nsoo

critical items and to determine the severity of the thermal fatigue problem
for 40 restarts.

3.5.1 PRELIMINARY LABORATORY TESTS

In order to obtain a baseline indication of the thermal fatigue character-
istics of the candidate flamfrout materials, some rudimentary laboratory
tests were conducced rather early in the program. These tests are
discussed and results are presented in Paragraph 4.6. The results were
inconclusive in that a definition of thermal fatigue as a problem
area could not be made. Consideration was given to the meaningful exten-
sion of the laboratory work in order to obtain thermal fatigue data which
could be applied to the restart nozzle analysis. The preliminary investi-
gation vhicic was conducted wts designed to define some reasonable tests
which might he run on the three candidate materials to see if thermml
fatigue and/or associated brittle fracture is a problem. The approach
used was to deteraine the critical variables for each material and to
attempt to formulate several tests to delineate the scope of each variable.
In implemeetiag this approach, a literature survey was completed, the
"coupling of materials and ta erature was examined, and seveoal testing
approaches were considered.
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3.5.2 LITUA!URE SURVEY

A very comprehensive review of thermal fatigue has been presented by
Yen. 3 .2 5 Although this review centers around ductile metals, some of the
factors are germane to refractory nozzle materials. There is a basic
difference between mechanical fatigue at a constant temperature and
thermal fatigue. The effect of a cyclic temperature on a specimen in a
uniaxial test in which the specimen is constrained may be the same, stress-
wise, as the effect of a cyclic load at a constant temperature in a fixed
strain range. However, with the varying temperature conditions, there
are associated changes in physical properties and microstructural varia-
tions which are dependent on both time and temperature. Correlation of
thermal fatigue and mechanical fatigue at constant temperature, based on
the cyclic plastic-strain range, can be made in some instances provided
no major microstructural changes occur during the testing period. This
has been done by Swindeman and Douglas 3 . 2 6 for Inconel. However, Inconel
is known to be metallurgically stable and to possess a rather uniform
deformation mechanism within the range of the testing temperatures. The
variation of mechanical properties and microstructure with temperature and
time gives rise to difficulties in evaluating and interpreting the results
of material testing at elevated temperature. For most materials, both the
modulus of elasticity and coefficient of thermal expansion change with
temperature. Thus, the history of the temperature distribution in reach-
Ing the extremes of the thermal cycle affects the degree and rste of the
stress and strain to which the material is subjected. Annealing, hot-
working, reerystallization, and grain growth may result from the tempera-
ture and time effects of the cycle. These factors may influence the stress-
strain curve, the ductility, the strength, and even the deformation mecha-
aism of the material. Corrosion of the nozzle material under operating
conditions may lend thermal fatigue data obtained in the laboratory invalid
for application because at elevated temperature the effect of temperature
is superimposed on that of the strain, an any transformation is likely to
be more pronounced.
The review of Yen siinarized above is based on cconsiderations applicable

to ductile materials. Indeed the preponderance of fatigue md thermal

fatigue data deals exclusively with ductile materials. Forrest, 3 -2 7 in
discussing the literature on thermal fatigue, says on page 261, "No mention
has been made of thermal fatigue in non-metals. The thermal fatigue
resistance of ceramics is poor because of their brittleess and this is
one of the reasons that has restricted their use." And Pope, 3 2 8 on page
221 points nut. "From the engineering point of vie, a less important
-variety of cast irons are the white and chilled cast irons which consist
entirely or in part of a hard brittle white cast iron containing no
graphite. Such irons are rarely used in components vhere fatigue is
important, except perhaps as rolls in rolling sills. In any case, so
little data are available on the fatigue properties that it has been
necessary to ignore them in this acccunt."
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In searching th, literature, it quickly becomes evident that fatigue
behavior of brittle materials has not been the subject of extensive
investigation. This is largely because brittle materials are not usually
employed in structure* subjected to large cyclic loads. In almost all o•
the thermal fatigue work reported to, date, only ductile materials have"K •been considered. In these materials, crack propagation is, in effect,

slowed by the formation of a plastic region at the crack tip. It has
recently been reported 3' 2 9 that for some very ductile materials crack

L nu..iwation is accomplished in less that 25 percent of the mechanical
fatigue life, while propagation of thb crack covers ovir 75 p3rcent of the
life. However, for brittle materials propagation of a crack to the
critical length could occur relati-ely soon after nucleation and Lhe major
portion of the fatigue life could be involved with crack nucleation.

One item uncovered on brittle mcterials is that of Baron and Bloomfield. 3 . 3 0

Cracking was produced in test pieces of chilled white iron, engineering
grey iron, and two casts of nodular iron uy repeated heating of ove edge
of the specimen while the mass of the specimen was water cooled. The
large cool mass largely prevents expansion of the heated edge, and the
resulting thermul stresses eventually initiate cracks normal to the edg
The temperature of the heated edge is the only index to loading or loading
severity. The results of the tests are presented in Figure 3-18. It is
interesting to note that the shapes of the curves can be roughly correlated
to the ductility of ie material. The white iron is quite brittle and
exhibits a very flat fatigue curve. Taking the properties of the grey

L. iron reported (tensile strengch of 30,000 psi, modulus of 15.4 x 106 psi,
and an elongation of 0.3 percent) a ductile strain of 0.04 perce.t is
computed. The accuracy of prediction of ductility for this material is
questionable; however, its brittleness should not be so pronounced as that
of the chilled white iron. The nodular iron is ductile and characteriAti-
cally exhibits elongations of about 8 percent or a little greater. The
white iron has a fairly flat fatigue curve; the grey iron showe, a curve
with not only greater fatigue life but also with more slope; the nodular
iron exhibits much greater life in the lover cycle range and a still
greater slope.

For an extremely brittle material, such as the chilled white iron, o,'e
must critically question the implication of fatigue life. At a maximt
temperature of 600fC, the iatigue life ranged from spqroxinatt.ly 6 to 25
cycles As read from the curve. At a maximnu teupcrature o2 5&OC, the
range was apprcaiaately 80 to 700 c7cles. Thus for an 18 percent decrease
in the loading index, the fat 'ue life spanr over two orders or magnitude.

4. In a hsrdwkare application, one would have to be able to predict rather
precisely the loading in order to have any c•afidence in such a fatigue
life.

I
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In one rather extensive review 3. 3 1 of thermal fatigue, several literature
items relating to brittle materials are covered. Since most of these
items are of British publication, the originals wete not sought. Those
references dealing with thermal fatigue of brittle materials, mostly cast
irons, are listed in this report as References 3.32 through 3.39.

The first experimental thermal fatigue data 3.40 on tungsten and pyrolytic
graphite becaie available about midway through the program. Tungsten and
pyrolytic graphite rods 1/4 inch x 3 inches were cycled between 400 and
50000 F. Both notched and unnotched specimens were tested under full
restraint. Some specimens were cycled 25 times and others 50 times in
order to meet a 20-cycle objective. No thermal crack was observed
in any of the test specimens. These data represent a giant stride
toward establishing the existence of thermal fatigue problems with these
two materials. However, since the testing reported did not include certain
information which was felt to be pertinent nor did the investigation
include certain considerations which were felt to have a great bearing on
the applicability of the test data to restartable solid nozzles, the
principal investigator was contacted by telephone. 3.41 A brief discussion
of the items covered follows:

(1) The notch root radius of 0.005 inch was the lower
limit of the machining technique used in the
reported investigation. No attempt was made to
introduce a sharper notch. As is pointed out
below, a crack, tip af 0.0001 inch radius is
critical for tungsten. Such sharp cracks can be
initiated by corrosive attack in solid nozzles.

(2) The tungsten rods suffered column buckling at the
higher temperatures. Such buckling substitutes
an eccentrically caused stress distribution for
full thermal restraint.

(3) The samples were secured in the test fixture by
set screws. Such devices raise the serious ques-
tion of how well the specimens were restrained
in tension at the low temperature portion of the
cycle.

(4) The groove was introduced into the pyrolytic graph-
ite randomly. It was not known whether the groove
was in the edge-grain of the material, or in the
a-b faces, or in some oblique orientation. If the
groove were introduced so as to propagate a crack
across the basal planes of the material, the planes
themselves would serve as crack stoppers. A groove
across the edge grain of the material would be in
the same direction as a critical crack in a pyro-
lytic graphite washer nozzle.
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'he data reported3 . 4 0 indicate that thermal fatigue may not be a serious
problem for tungsten and pyrolytic graphite in restartable solld nozzle
applications. It appears that this inJ1cation is of a preliminary nature
only and further investigation, including the effects of corrosion initi-
ated cracking, is certainly warranted before firm conclusions can be made.

3.5.3 DUCTILE AND BRITTLE CONSIDERATIONS

The refractory materials used in rocket nozzles arebrittle over some
portion of their operating temperaturle range. Indeed some graphites display
essentially a brittle behavior over as much as 80 percent of their operat-
ing temperature range. Tungsten, depending upon recrystallization and how
1it was manufactured, has a brittle-ductile transition teiperature of about
350 0 C. Pyrolytic graphite and ATJ graphite are definitely brittle at
16500C and display no appreciable ductility below 22000C. Thus, these
materials may be subjected to thermal cycling in both the brittle and
ductile ranges. As a cozsequence, the thermal fatigue behavior of the
candidate materials is important not only in the ductile range but also
in the brittle range.

Considering that brittle fracture is usdally associated with the develop-
ment of some critical crack length, such as is involved in the Griffith or
Orowan theory, one might question the applicability of a fatigue life.
Considering that fatigue is concerned with the nuclaation and propagation
of a crack in a brittle material, one would suspect that the development of
a crack of critical length would be highly dependent upon any micro-
structural flaws which existed in the material initially. Since there can
exist no plastic zone at the crack tip to attenuate crack growth, one would
surmise that the ý-rack might propagate very rapidly. Tle major portion of
the fatigue life would then be the crack nucleation period, while the
propagation would account for only a minor fraction of the life. Then
fatigue life would depend upon the initial flaws in the material and would
be more of a statistical phenomenon.

Any fatigue life data gathered for brittle materials might be expected to
sho" a great deal of scatter. This can be seen in the data of Baton and
Bloomfield shown in Figure 3-18. This scatter probably reflects the same
sort of scatter that is exhibited by strength data of brittle materials.
Also, one would expect the data to be dependent on the size of '-e test
specimen. Since it has been reasoned that fatigue life is depe dent on
the existence of initial microstructural flaws, a small sample would have
a lower probability of exhibiting such a flaw than a large sample, and
should, therefore, show a greater fatigue life.
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If a crack nucleates under plastic straining in the ductile range, the
material may have quite an extended life if the thermal cycling is
conducted without dropping below the brittle transition temperature. The
propagation of the crack could proceed systematically in the ductile range,
while one excursion into the i.rittle range may rcsult in an immediate
brittle fracture. Likewise, a crack nucleated in the brittle range may
propagate slowly if subsequent thermal cycling is conducted only in the
ductile range.

With the candidate refractory materials operating in a desirable tempera-
ture range, this program was faced not only with the difficult problem of
classic thermal fatigue in the ductile range (which is complex enough),
and not only with the difficult problenm of thermal fatigue in the brittle
range, but also with the problem of combining the two.

There were several alternatives:

(i) Restrict the nozzle, after the first firing, to
operation only in the ductile range of the par-
ticular material. Vhu- materials then could be
investigated in the duci-lte region where some
existing theory of ther.m, 1 fatigue, based on
repeated plastic strainiiy,-, could be applied.
This would severely restri the cooldown of the
graphites since they would ihably be prohibited
from falling below aboutit 2 '. It. should be
mentioned that ATJ may be ,'!,:te% to opera-
tion below this tcmperalurc &AuNi (t corrosion
considerations and may thu;• rulv' become
ductile. For tungsten this rP b%. No qevere
a restriction since this mate. U,d probably
be permitted to drop to about ,issure its
ductility after recrystallizai Io.

(2) Assume that it is too restriccive to prohibit
temperatures to drop to the brittle range after
the initial firing and that the materials will
cycle in the brittle region. Since a shorter
crack can be tolerated in the brittle regine,
this is the critical regime. Assume that cracks
will nucleate at least as easily in the trittle
regime as in the ductile. Considering that
within the brittle region materials properties

(strength, modulus, and expansion coefficient)
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do not vary over very wide ranges, there should
not be much difference between thermal fatigue
and mechanical fatigue. (The exception here may
be tungsten, which could possibly undergo some
microstructural changes during brittle strain-

Sing.) Then all materials could be tested in the
brittle range in mechanical fatigue with con-

: - servative application of the results to thermal

fatigue over the entire thermal cycle range.

(3) Define minimum and maximum temperature extremes
which the materials will experience in the rocket
nozzle and devise a conservative test (such as
XX percent restraint) to investigate the
materials while being cycled between these
extremes.

(4) Use a combination of the above approaches which
can be selectively applied to the several
materials. For instance, the brittle only
assumption may be applied to ATJ since it will
probably not be permitted to go ductile in a
nozzle application. Tungsten and pyrolytic
graphite could be cycled between temperature
extremes.

3.5.4 SPECIFIC MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND TEST PLANS

In order to maintain the greatest flexibility of duty cycle, all three
candidate materials (tungsten, ATJ graphite, and pyrolytic graphite) are
considered to operate in a high temperature range where some micro-
structural changes may take place. At the same time, all materials are
considered to be thermally cycled into temperature regions where they are
inherently brittle. This negates any standard thermal fatigue approach to
the problem but necessitates the examination of material characteristics
in the whole spectrum of its solid state. However, the task was to
simplify, where possible, so as to work within the scope of the program.
This imnediately limited the definitiveness with which experiments could
be planned and it should be emphasized that the program delineated below
is subjected to this limitation. Since more is known about the ductile
and brittle characteristics of tungsten as well as its recrystallization
and oxidation behavior, this material is discussed first. This is
followed by a discussion of ATJ graphite and pyrolytic graphite along with
a proposed experimental plan for each material.
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1]In view of the favorable negative indication of the thermal fatigue

data3 o40 discussed in Paragraph 3.5.2, a decision was reached that no
experimental program would be conducted in this area. The discussion and
program delineated below are included because of their significance to the
problem and because they form a logical basis for the next step in this
area when further work becomes necessary.

a. Tungsten. -In determining the significant variables for this
material, it should he realized that maximum flexibility in the restart
capability is desirable. This dictates designiug for the ambient tempera-
ture of deep space which is well below the ductile-brittle transition
temperature for polycrystalline tungsten. Therefore, both high-temperature
piaqtic thermal cycling _zt low-temperature brittle fracture must be
cop dered with the thought that there may be a single limiting parameter.

(1) High Temrature Range. At the very high temperatures, classic
thermal fatigue resulting from cyclic exhaustion of plastic strain is
possible. In this type of failure mechanism, the important considerations
are maximum temperature, time at temperatur , heating and cooling rates,
amount of plastic flow as determined by the degree of constraint and
number of cycles to failure. The maximum temperature is probably most
critical in that both plastic flow properties and microstructural changes
occur more readily with increasing temperature. Both of these are detri-
mental to thermal fatigue life. For example, Kennedy 3 . 4 2 has found that
the thermal fatigue life of course-grained Inconel was one-half that of
the fine-grained material in tests where the maximum temperature was well
below those where grain growth occurs. One might expect that cycling into

F the temperature region where recrystallization and grain growth easily
occur, as is the case for tungsten, would even be more detrimental.
Similarly, the time at maximum temperature has been shown to slightly
reduce the thermal fatigue life of stainless steel.

L The final criterion for thermal fatigue failure embodies the amount of
plastic flow per cycle as determined by the degree of constraint and the
cooling rate and the number of cycles. For example, under fully con-
strained conditions, plastic flow of about one percent in compression may
occur near 50000F (2760°C) since the strength of tungsten is only about
2 to 6 ksi. With rapid cooling rates, very high residual tensile stresses
will exist. With slow cooling rates, the material may creep to relieve
the constrained condition. Constdering the cooling rate in a typical
0.38-inch-thick shell, the tungsten could creep to a strain of at least
0.5 percent under a stress of 9 ksi in the time it takes to cool from

MO5 F (3040 0 C) to 3500oF (1930 0 C). Iven at temperatures as low as
250001 (13700C) where the cooling rate is very slow, sow creep is
possible at stresses on the order of 30 ksi. Thus, the restrained con-
dition could be relieved by creep, and a similar cycle could be repeated
on the subsequent firing. This would result in the classic type of
therisl fatigue.
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Saperimposed upon these obvious variables is the fact that crack and void
formation may take place during thermal cycling of noz'zle materials. This L
could be quite serioua since Coffin 3.43 has shown that a amid stress
concentration may reduce the fatigue life by a factor of five. Thus,
cyclic propagation of sub-size Griffith cracks could prove deleterious to
thermal fatigue life. That is, if the stress at the low temperature of
the fatigue cycle were sufficiently small, cracks cf a zertain size would
not propagate. These could, however, decrease th.. fatigue life in the
high temperature range. Not only could sub-size Uriffith cracks reduce t
the fatigue life, but void formation from hiph tempereture creep and
intergranular corrosion from the high temperatuve gaseous environment also
could reduce the fatigue life.

(2) Surface Condition. In the insidt ,•rface of the nozzle, erosion
and corrosion may produce an irregular suxface with many sources of
potential failure. tor example, in Figure 3T19 cracks about 0.060 inch
deep are found throughout the section of a tungstun washer that was fired
only once. (This material was u:ed on another program: ContracL No.
AF 04(611)-8387.) All of these cracks seem to emanate from the internal
surface and form an intergrantlar crack as is seen at higher magnifica-
tion in Figure 3-20. These cracks would he potentiil sources of inter-
granular corrosion during th& next firing and would eventually cause
failure. Perhaps even more iyuportant than the effect of the surface
condition on classic thermal fatigue would be its enhancement of crack
growth which could cause brittle fracture at abient temperatures. That
is, if intergranular corrosive attack or carbide precipitation at grain L.
boundaries occurs, the energy required to propagate a crack intergranu-
larly would be much less and long cracks would eventually form.

(3) Lov Temperature Range. Propagation of Griffith-size cracks at
low temperature may well be the limiting factor in the nunber of restarts
a nozzle may achieve. The Griffith3 -4 theory for brittle solids is an
energy concept based upon the fact that the decrease in the strain energy
of a system must be slightly greater than the increase in energy from the
formation of new surfaces. The condition for the propagation of an exist-
ing crack of length 2C follows from the Iuglis 3 .4 5 stress analysis,

a . 57(3.65)

where a is the applied stress on -the syste', K is the elastic modulus and
T is the surface energy term.
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Orowan 3 -4 6 and Irwin3. 4 7 applied the Griffith concept to more ductile
materials independently modifying the classic Griffith theory to allow
for plastic energy dissipation as well as the energy required to form new
surfaces. Thus, they redefine Equation (3.65) to

c r, (3.66)

where Gc is the energy release rate taking into accouint both surface
energy and plastic strain energy. Schroder,et al.,3-48 found that poly-
crystalline tungsten follows the Griffith type criterion in that the
squr -root characteristic of the crack length versus applied stress was
obser d. His measured values of the energy for crack propagation,
howev r, were much larger than the true surface energy of tungsten. Some
values for the true surface energy of several materials are given in
Table 3.3 along with some theoretical or empirical estimates. E.,zopt as
noted, the data in this table were taken from Reference 3.49.

TABLE 3.3

VALU•S OF SUFACE-TENSiON

Surface Tension
Metal Experiments Breger Glauberman Kunin Zadumkin

Fe 1409 ergs/cm2  2480 1427 1210 1180-
Ag 927 2170 810 923 940
Na l19 777 208 206 223
140 2240 (Ref. 3.50) ---- ---- 681 "1530
W 3000 (Estimated) ........ 970 1900

Based upon the relatively good agreement between theory and experiment,
the value for tungsten was estimated to be 3000 ergs/cmZ. Using the
Irwin modification, Schroder 3 . 4 8 calculated the fracture toughness, K ,

2K2 - G E
K C. . ; 3.67)

of recrystallized tungsten to be 6.2 ksi -V'i. This yields a Gc value -of
0.77 lb/in, or 135,000 ergslcm2 which iz; much more than one order of
magnitude greater than the true surface energy value. This discrepancy
is partially attributed to plastic deformation at the crack tip and the
effect of grain boundaries. The grain boundary allows zhe very sharp
characteristic of the crack to be removed when the crack tip~ inteisects
the grain boundary, Thus, the greater the grain boundary area, the more
the crack is impeJed while propagating transgranularly. This is one
reason why Ault -. 51 attributes large grain refractory metals to having a
lover fracture energy than fine grained ones.
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Another possibility for the high value measured for tungsten is that the
specimens used had machined notches with root radii of about 0.003 inch.
The resulting stress concentration is not sufficient to simulate a natural
crack. Gerberich3 . 5 2 has confirmed that the root radius required to measure
the true characteristics of crack proragatioa must be smaller than,

2
Kp

Pc (3.68)
1 2

•ys

where K is the fracture toughness and ly is the yield strength of the
materiai. Utilizing the measured value of Kc (which is an upper bound) and
Syield strength of about 80 ksi gives a Pc of 0.0001 inch, which is much
smaller than the 0.003-inch radius used. Tests with sharper notches, such
as t.ose introdiuced by fatigue cracking, would probably yield smaller values
of K., Thus, the value of energyx release rate for crack propagation of
concern should be between the lower limit of 3000 ergs/cm2 or 0.0171 lb/in.
to an upper bound of 0.77 lb/in. Utilizing these two-extremes allows the
calculation of tensile stresses which may cause failure in tungsten inserts.

As a first case, assume a surface abrasion fr,. machining or from the
combined corrosive and stress environment of the first firing to give a
small crac 0.006 inch deep. Utilizing the minimum and maximum values of
fracture toughness gives a tensile failure stress ranging from 6740 to
45,000 psi. 'Since the upper value is probably -ore realistic, this may
not be a limiting condition since the tensile stress wculd have to be
developed at temperatures below the ductile-brittle transition temperature.

As a second case, assume that a fairly gross crack has developed either
through a shock loading, repeated cycling, or from the corrosive environ-
ment. For example, take the average crack depth of 0.0t•0 inch that is
observed in Figure 3-19. With the range of fracture toughness possible,
tensile stresses varying from 2i30 psi to 14,300 psi may cause failure.
Thus, any microscopic fla4 of this dimension would probably cause failure.
In summary, if high temperature creep is sufticient to relieve all stresses
at temperatures below the ductile-brittle transition temperature, the
classic type of thermal fatigue may predominate. On the other hand, if a
tensile stress exist* at low temperatures, there is a probability that
brittle fracture will occur on the first or second cycle. The intermediat%.
situation is that subsize Griffith cracks will form and grow at the high
temperature reaching a size that will result in catastrophic failure at
low stress level tcmperatures.

(4) Experimental Plan. A very few tests could be periorvwd to deter-
mine which fracture phenowmenon is likely to predominate. First, in order
to represent the most extreme condition, consideration shouid be given tk
the effect of carbon diffusion into grain boundaries and how this might
affect the energy ior cack propagation. This is imprtant, as carbon will
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diffuse into the backside of an insert on the first firing; on the second
cycle during heating, very high tensile stresses will be involved which
may cause failure. Therefore, the following tests c-e recommended with
a temperature cycle of 150OF (65 0C) to 5000°F (2760 0 C) and a maximum
cooling rate with the specimens at least 90-percent constrained from
thermal expansion:

(a) Two specimens with a polished surface

(b) One specimen with a polished surface, carburized at
the maximum backwall temperature for 5 minutes

(c) One specimen with a shallow notch (0.005 inch t,-
0.010 inch deep)

(d) One specimen with a shallow notch, c,.rburized
at the maximum backwall temperature for 5 minutes

(e) One specimen with a deep notch (0.060 ir-!h deep)

(f) On specimen with a de:-p notch, carburizc, as
above

Seven test )ecimens would be involved with a maximu,, nti jer cf 100 cycles
being run on any one condition. In preparing these test , it is recommended
that fat gue ( acking of machine notches be used to - troduce natural
cracks so that the seriousness of the problem may be issessed. With this
spectru.m of ests and the ability to monitor tei..perature and loading, infor-
mation Pi the ac-ual energy release rate, critical failure stress, and the
effect ot temperature and environment on crack growth would be forthcoming.

b. ATJ Gra-hire. Thermal fatigue b-havior of ATJ graphite is dis-
cussed in fht subseouent paragraphs.

(1) jih Temper.ture Region. It is d&ubtful that the classic typr,
thermal fatig-ue would result in the temperature range being utilized ifr
ATJ graphite. Thf' ,aximum service tempcr.4tureE(about 23000 C! is in tilt:
range in wh ch creep ..•y occur 3 o- 3 but it is so slow that little microscopic
flow could take pt'c- in order to obt in pla'tic thermal fatiguc behavi',r.
However, at this t-'nper: ure t me micr.)sccvic changes could take place
which might be of significance at the •ow, r temperatures.

(2) Low Tcmper:,turkc Regio.. Brittle fracture is possiblh in the
whole spectrum of t•mperatures within which ATJ graphite is to be utilizvdz.
the classic typo of G.riffith concept is .ppropriate since the -.atvrial i
a very brittle solid capable A. very little inelastic detormati.n. The
limiting condition is that the pitch-coke graphites arn extrec-lv-
geneous and therefore have inhvrently large ,.lvws which ýake th'-ý Lnheren! lv
veak to start with. Theroeric.s! Values for ,,- tr,- .r:--:.•-r
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graphite crystals is given by Bruce. 3 "5 4  For the stress parallel to the
basal planes it is 5470 to 6320 ergs/cm2 . From some data on pitch-coke
graphite by Martens and Kotlensky3.55 the deduced value of surfacc energy
from mechanical tensile tests ranges from 2000 to 4000 ergs/cm2 which is
within the range of the theoretical values. Based upon the range of true
surface energy and the anisotropic effects of the crystallites, critical
flaw sizes ranging from 0.01 to 0.05 inch may be calculated. Flaws of these
sizes are already inherent in the molded graphite material so that sub-
size Griffith crack propagation is probably the most likely failure mech-
anism at stresses short of the tensile strength.

(3) Experimental Plan. The experimental approach would be to deter-
mine if the high temperature does have an effect on the microstructure and/
or fatigue life. It is also desirable to determine if a corrosive atmosphere
can degrade the fatigue life of ATJ graphite. With these thoughts in
mind, the following tests are suggested:

(a) Since temperature may be of small consequence in
determining fatigue behavior, run a staudard S-N
curve at room temperature in tension-tension
fatigue with 1000 cycles being the upper limit
of Lhe run. A maximum of 20 specimens w Aid be
utilized with the initial stress level being
90 percent of the tensile strength. Adjust-
ments may be made in the strebs level to irolong
or shorten the fatigue life.

(b) Hold three specimens under the :•aximum tenile
stress and temperature condition for i hc'ur.
With one spL.imen observe any microstru-nral
changes. Run the oLher two at the stress
level where failure previously occurred in
about 100 cycles and compare.

(c) Hold two specimens in a CO2 atmosphere for
5 minutes at 400001' (22000C). Fatigue at
room temperature' using the same stress level
as in test condition (b).

c. Pyrolytic Graphite. The extreme anisotropic behavior ot pyrol-,ic
graphite injects a large degree ot unce!rtainty in projecting what the thermal
fatigue behavior --,ay be.

(1) High I.Tperbture Region, Thermal cycling into the 5O0O7'F (27b00C)
range not only nay cause creep and void for-ation, but it also :a': produce
s i-terezinkg ml£crostructural changes. Kotlensky 3 .5 5 has shown that

hot-working pyrolytic graphite at temperatures near 50001F (270'"C) will
change the growth cone a-;,warance and re-ult in much higher tensile
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proparties. With deformations in the range of 12 to 22 percent, the growth
cone appearance is completely removed and the tensile strength at room
temperature is lacreased from 17,800 to 46,000 psi. With larger deforma-
tions up to 38 percent at 5000°F (2760 0 C), microcracks are introduced
which result in a lower strengtn of 31,000 psi. Small deformations, up to
5 percent, did not change the microstructural appearance and resulted in
minor strength increases. However, accumulative plastic strain from thermal
cycling may have a similar result as a single large deformation so that
this possibility should nut be overlooked.

(2) Low Temperature Region. At room temperature, the tensile strength
of pyrolytiL graphite is about 15,000 psi in the direction of the layer
planes and about 700 psi perpendicular to them. Fortunately, the directions
of high strength and high thermal conductivity can be utilized in design.
The apparent surface energy for crack propagation across layer planes in
pyrolytic graphite may be calculated from mechanical property data3-55 to
be about 26,000 ergs/cm2 which is at least a factor of five greater than
that of AIJ graphite. Of course, with the stress acting perpendicular to
the layer planes, the resistance to crack propagation is extremely low and
delamination will readily occur. The fact that the apparent surface energy
ir pyrolytic graphite is increasi.d over ATJ means that for the same stress
level greater flaws may be tolerated in pyrolytic graphite. However, the
very fact that the strength of pyrolytic graphite is a factor of five
greater than ATJ means that a material with a smaller initial flaw size has
been manufactured. Actually, if the two materials are to be designed to
their respective tensile strength levels at room temperature, the pyrolytic
graphite can withstand smaller flaws than the ATJ. This means that prior
structural changes may be more significant to pyrolytic graphite than to
ATJ. From microcrack and mechanical properties observations, the apparent
surface energy of hot-worked pyrolytic graphite is 85,000 ergs/cm2 which is
more than three times as great as as-deposited pyrolytic graphite. Thus,
if the uesign stress for hot-worked pyrolytic graphite is similar to that
of as-deposited pyrolytic graphite, a real advantage might be ga •ed in
that the resistance to microcrack propagation would be greater. It should
be cautioned, however, that hot-work may degrade the basal shear strength by
a factor of four 3 . 5 6 . However, since this may not be a critical design
problem, the hot-worked pyrolytic grapl~ite should be considered as a poten-
tial material if necessary.

(3) Experimental Plan. Six specimers a e vequired for the proposed
plan. The tests listed below should be conducted with the specimens 90
percent constrained from thermal expansion.

(a) Two specimens thermally cycled between 150OF
(65 0 C) to 5000OF (2760 0 C) to a maximum run of
100 cycles.
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(b) One specimen initially treated with CO2 gas at
5000°F (2760 0 C) for 5 minutea, cycled between
150OF (65 0C) to 5000OF (2760 C) to a maximum
run of 100 cycles.

(c) One specimen with a surface flaw 0.010 inch
deep cycled between 150°F (65 0 C) to 5000OF
(27600C) to a maximum run of 100 cycles.

(d) One hot-worked pyrolytic graphite specimen
cycled between 150°F (65 0 C) to 5000°F
(27600C) to a maximum run of 100 cycles.

(e) One hot-worked pyrolytic graphite specimen
with a surface flaw 0.010 inch deep cycled
between 150OF (65 0 C) to 5000OF (2760 0 C) to
a maximum run of 100 cycles.
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3.6 CHANGES IN MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Problems caused by changes in material characteristics are, of course,
related to spe.*fic materials. Although many potential prol'lems can be
defined, the r- - one actually deemed important enough to investigate vas
that of tungsLe-

The change of maeri..ls characteristics of ATJ graphite was not expected
to be significant. Since ATJ graphite is severely limited as to maximum
service temperature because of corrosion considerations, the material
remains essentially brittle in nature throughout its service life.
Changes in materials characteristics would be expected to be limited to
such things is void formations or increase in void size, having a bearing,
as a result, on the thermal fatigue characteristics of the material. It
would not be expected that materials characteristics would change signifi-
cantly within the allowable service temperature range.

The change of characteristics of pyrolytic graphite are expected to be
generally reflected as a change in the degree of structural transformation
which the material has undergone. These changes actually result in the
formation of a different material. Withim this program three different
types of pyrolytic graphite were studied. These are as-deposited, heat-
treated, and annealed pyrolytic graphite. Any changes in materials
characteristics which are not reflected as these different types of
materials can be regarded as a change in degree of transformation leading
to these materials. Thus an as-deposited material, which has undergone
some slight degree of heat-induced change, lies somewhere between as-
deposited and heat-treated material. These two materials can serve as
bounds on the slightly changed material. Thus, considering pyrolytic
graphite to be in these three forms defines three discrete regions within
a range in which this material may exist. All threo forms of the material
were utilized in the test phases of the prcgram.

Work was conducted in the materials laboratory relating changes in
properties of tungsten to grain size. Work was also conducted relating
rate of grain growth to thermal cycling. These data are discussed in
Section 4. It is shown that the strength of tungsten degrades very
rapidly with only a slight increase in grain size, while the elastic
modulus remains virtually constant over a great range of grain size.
Since a slight growth in grain size results in a marked reduction in
strength, rather severe limitations on the design strength of tungsten
result. Although the data are limited insofar as indicating the rate of
grain growth with respect to maximum temperature, one may conclude con-
servatively that any second, or subsequent firing of a restartable nozzle
should consider the strength to be markedly degraded as shown in Section 4.
The chdngc in coefficient of thermal expansion was determined to be
unaffected by grain growth. The product of elastic modulus and coefficient
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of thermal expansion is linearly related to the thermal stress response of
the material. Thus, the thermal stress response of tungsten remains un-
altered over a range in grain size, while the ability of the material to
support this response is considerably degraded.

The effect of this reduced strength on the resistance to brittle tensile
fracture may be investigated by inserting the new strength into Equations
(3.21) and (3.23) of Paragraph 3.2.1. As an example of the effects of
restarting a nozzle with a tungsten insert which has experienced some
slight grain growth, Figure 3-21 has been constructed. It is similar to
Figures 3-14 and 3-15 which are design charts constructed for tungsten
with a tensile strength of 94,000 psi. Figure 3-21 illustrates the decline
in the maximum A when the grains have grown to an average size of
0.0015 inch. It should be noted that even the insert restrained by ATJ
(Pb = 8000 psi) will necessarily be quite thin if a tensile fracture is to
be avoided. For larger grain sizes, the structural properties of the
material are reduced to a level such that the failure, theoretically take
place only tenths of a second after initiation of tae heating. In this
analysis the heat transfer was applied as a step input (i.e., no startup
transient was assumed). Since many solid rocket motors can achieve 90 per-
cent of peak thrust in a few milliseconds, this step input assumption would
be applicable to these motors.

To illustrate the potentiality of tungsten inserts with large grains, a
5/8-inch diameter insert was examined for the full range of grain sizes
measured in the materials studies. Figure 3-22 illustrates the maximum
allowable 8 for the 5/8-inch D* nozzle as a function of the average tungsten
grain size. This figure depicts a phenomenon which should receive further
investigation. For grain sizes greater than 0.008 inch, the strength of
the material is continuing to decrease, but the elastic modulus decreases
more rapidly. This can be seen in Figure 4-15 which shows the variation in
mechanical properties with grain size. Therefore, with increasing grain
size, the allowable S begins to increase again for average grain sizes
greater than 0.008 inch. Of course, this curve may be misleading since
it was constructed from a relatively small number of data points; however,
it may be a valid indication that large-grained tungsten can be a very good
material for restartable rocket motor nozzle throat inserts.

Degradation of elastic modulus has not been studied in depth. No predic-
tion can be made relative to the cause or ultimate degree of this degrada-
tion. But it will be recalled that the room temperature modulus of the
as-received gas pressure bonded tungsten was only about 55 percent of what
could normally be expected. Yet from all appearances, this was "sound"
material. Here, then, are two examples of reduced modulus in material
which was fired in this program. It opens up interesting speculation about
the use of low-modulus tungsten.
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FIGURE 3-22. THE EFFECT OF GRAIN GROWTH ON THROAT INSERT DESIGN
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Another indication of the effects of grain size in tungsten is given in
Reference 3-23, where it is observed that there is a correlation between
resistance to thermal stress cracking and large grain size. The materials
of largest grain size, which were pure tungsten either cast or fully cold
worked, showed the best crack resistance. The atithors state it is likely
that the large grain size favors resistance to crack propagation for
three reasons:

(1) The lower yield strength of coarse grain material
would result in deformation at a lower applied
stress. This deformation could favor reduction
of stress concentrations and absorb sufficient
energy from a propagating crack to terminate it.

(2) Fewer grain boundaries exist for crack initiation.
Since it is generally observed that crack ini-
tiation in tungsten is invariably intergranular,
the presence of fewer grain boundaries would
reduce the number of possible crack initiation
sources.

(3) Fewer grain boundaries exist (normal to) the
direction of the principal fracture stress.
Fracture propagation is generally inter-
granular, and cracks follow grain boundaries
whenever a suitably oriented boundary exists.
For coarse grain material, grain boundaries
are not always present in the proper direc-
tion; in this event the propagating crack
must enter a grain wherein the deformation
which occurs may be sufficient to terminate
the crack.
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3.7 UNIQUE LOADING EFFECTS

Loadings on nozzle throat sections are attributable to temperature, pres-
sure, and structural restraints. Unique loadings result from novel effects
of these three causes and from residual effects resulting from prior
structural behavior.

No unique effects are caused by pressure or strvctural restraints. How-
ever, thermal loading effects and residual states can be quite different
from those considered for single-firin2 nozzles.

All structural analyses have considered that the initial condition of the
nozzle insert includes uniform ambient temperature. If it is desired to
restart the nozzle during some period of cooldown before uniform ambient
conditions are reached, a new loading is imposed on the structure because
of the resulting different temperature distribution. It has been shown in
the thermal analysis that during all portions of the duty cycle, both
firing and cooling, the temperature is either monotonically decreasing
through the thickness or else is very nearly uniform at some level above
the ambient temperature. The departure from uniformiLy in the temperature
is not severe enough to cause a worse loading condition than that attained
from an initial ambient uniform temperature. Nor is the monotonically
decreasing temperature distribution worse than that which would have
existed had the firing not been interrupted. Therefore, the assumption of
an initial uniform temperature results in the most severe thermal loading
obtainable. The lower the datum of this uniform initial temperature, the
more severe will be the resulting loading. Since ambient temperature is
the lowest datum for which corroborative test results could be obtained
on this program, the assumption of an initial uniform ambient temperature
results in a conservative structural analysis.

It has also been shown in the thermal analysis that alumina depo.ition
retards the buildup of thermal gradients. Structurally, this means that
tte temperature difference across the insert is reduced while the shape
of the temperature distribution is closer to being linear. The effect of
the reduced temperature difference is more powerful than that of the shape
of the distribution; this results ir an decrease in the thermal stresses.
Again, the assumption of an initial uniform ambient temperature results
in a conservative structural analysis.

There are, then, no unique thermal loading effects to be considered.

Residual stresses resulting from permanent deformation have no significant
importance for any of the throat materials except tungsten. Considering
that the inner material of the insert undergoes a greater hoop permanent
deformation than the material in the back side region (experimental results
establish this as true) and that this is a compressive deformation, then
the inner material will be in residual hoop tension while the back side
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material is in residual hoop compression. These stresses are of the opposite
sense of the thermal stresses developed during heating of the insert and
represent a prestressed condition which must be overcome by the thermal
stresses and are therefore subtractive to the thermal stresses. Thus, the
thermal stresses developed in such a prestressed insert will always be
less than those generated in an initially stress-free insert. Thus, the
assumption that no residual stresses exist results in a conservative
structural analysis.

No residual stress analysis was conducted during this program. Residual
effects must be calculated from a complete history of the part--a state-
ment of the residual boundary strains is not sufficient to allow a residual
analysis to be performed. It is necessary to have a complete elastic and
anelastic biography of the entire part. It is evident that purely plastic
deformation does not account for all of the tungsten insert shrinkage
observed in the test phases.

Complete radial restraint of thermal expansion of a tungsten insert up
to temperatures near its melting point, even if the material were totally
plastic and had no resistance to deformation, would cause at most a shrinkage
of only 1-1/2 percent. This shrinkage is merely the a//L orlodT of the
material. Plastic deformation with some resistance to deformation would
cause a somewhat smaller shrinkage. Actual shrinkages observed for single
firings ranged upwards to 3 and 4 percent. The other effects which could
contribute to the shrinkage are the tendency to extrude the insert with
the conical back side through the die formed by the backup material and
crystallographic changes which may occur in the material. The radial
pressure exerted on the insert from the extrusion is of the order of
1000 psi. The inserts were noted to shrink a little each time they were
heated. Any extrusion effect would then be a time-dependent phenomenon
involving viscoelastic behavior of the material. Time-dependenL phenomena
were not included in the structural analysis.

It must be concluded that the phenomenon of tungsten shrinkage is not
completely underszood and until the causative mechanisms are defined and
their effects on the residual state are known, no meaningful residual
analysis can be conducted.
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SECTION 4

MATERIALS STUDIES

The materials studies effort was conducted in three areas. A literature
survey was made, laboratory investigations were conducted, and post-firing
examinations of test hardware were accomplished. The post-firing examina-
tions are discussed in relation to the nozzle test program in Sections 5, 6,
and 1, and in the comparison of analytical and experimental data in Section
8. The literature survey was conducted to provide material properties
data and to support the laboratory studies. Materials laboratory studies
were designed to examine the phenomenological characteristics of the ma-
terials of interest. Tungsten grain growth investigations studied both
the rate of grain growth and the effects on mechanical properties. Tungsten
carbon interaction studies examined eutectic formation and the use of dif-
fusion barriers. Brief studies related to alumina deposition and reaction
were conducted. An original investigation of the high temperature c-direction
compressive deformation of pyrolytic graphite was made. Some preliminary
thlermal fatique testing was also cond(icted. No materials laboratory work
was done on reinforced plastics; comparative assessments of these materials
were to be made in rocket firing tests.

4.1 LITERATURE SURVEY

The literature survey was divided into two portions. The first was a
comp~ilation of physical, thermal, and mechanical properties of materials.
This was largely to provide support to the analytical phases of the program.
The second portion was designed to search out meaningful data on the be-
havioral characteristics of materials in the rocket nozzle environment.
This was to provide support to the laboratory investigations is well as to
the nozzle test phases. The literature compiled in the second portion of
the survey is discussed and referenced in those areas to which it is
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related; e.g., the materials laboratory investigations, the nozzle test
program, and the comparison of analytical and experimental data. The
properties compilation produced no new discoveries. The following remarks
seem appropriate in summary.

Data for gas pressure bonded microsphere tungsten are contained in the
supplier's literature4 * 1 What is essentially a second edition of this
literature has recently been published4 . 2 Limited data appear in the
open !iterature(o3 The gas pressure bonded tungsten used in the rocket
motor tests was in the as-consolidated form. There is a dearth of property
data on the material in this condition; most of the published data is for
highly worked material. A summary report 4 . 4 on tungsten issued by DMIC
and the Polaris Materials Manual 4 . 5 do an excellent job of compiling the
physical, mechanical, and thermal properties of sintered, arc cast, and
hot pressed tungsten. In addition, extensive property data for wrought
tungsten are given in Reference 4.6. The compressive mechanical properties
appear to be absent from the literature. The only data appear in two
reports. Kirchner 4 .7 estimates the ultimate compressive strength at 4100°F
to be 11,000 psi. Union Carbide 4 . 8 sonically measured the modulus in
compression up to 1800 0 C and obtained good agreement with other published
data obtained from tensile tests at room temperature. However, the
compressive sonic modulus diverges, with increasing temperature, from the
tensile data.

The largest collection of data on the polycrystalline graphites has been
found in reports from Union Carbide Corporation generated under Contract
No. AF 33(616)-6915. Volume XXVI 4 "9 of this series contains a sunmmary of
property data. Values of Poisson's ratio are conspicuous by their absence.
Caution should be exercised in using the published values of Young's
modulus. The published values were determined by sonic methods which
impose very small strains on the material. The stress-strain curves are
bilinear and show that the initial slope is very high compared to the
slope at large strains or stresses. Thus the initial slope (and the
sonic modulus) may be over twice a- high as the secant modulus at large
strains.

In general, the data generated by Lockheed 4 . 10 several years ago still
stands as the most complete compilation of pyrolytic graphite properties.
Additional data on the compressive properties are presented in Reference
4.11. More recent mechanical property data are published in Reference 4.12.
A classified version of these data is contained in Reference 4.13. These
later data were obtained with specimens which were carefully selected,
machined, and tested. It, Lherefore, attempts to exclude the effects of
material flaws which are inherently present in haidware-size pieces of the
material. No material properties for heat treated pyrolytic graphite were
found in the literature. The use of the material in this form is relatively
new and the lack of property data should not De surprising. Thermal property
data for annealed pyrolytic graphite were taken from Reference 4.14.
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4.2 TbNGSTEN GRAIN GROWTH

The effect of grain size on the strength of tungsten is critical in
determining the potential use of this material i nozzles for restartable
rockets. With each successive firing, the tungsLen grains can grow larger,
the extent being dependent on the firing duration which in part determines
both the temperature obtained and the residence time at temperature. Yet,
with the initiation of the successive firings, the material must withstand
the induced loadings while in the increasingly larger grain state. It is
then imperative that the properties of the tungsten, as influenced by grain
size, be known to compensate for variations from the initial material.

One material selected to evaluate the effect of grain size on the tensile
strength and Young's modulus was Climax Molybdenum Company's Climet arc
cast unalloyed tungsten. The composition of the material was

Carbon Iron Nickel Silicon

0.003 0.004 0.001 0.001 wt.%

with the balance tungsten by difference. The initial arc cast ingot was
7-1/4 inches in diameter. This ingot was processed as follows:

(1) Extruded at 31001F to a 1-1/4 inch by 4 inch
billet of rectangular cross section.

(2) Recrystallized at 30000 F.

(3) Rolled in five increments to approximately 1/8 inch
thickness using a rolling temperature of 3000° F
each time.

(4) Final recrystallization at 3000OF for one hour.

(5) Cut to pieces 1/8 inch by 3 inches by 7 inches.
The 3 inch dimension was in the roll direction.

Test coupons corresponding to Figure 4-1 were cut from the slabs. These
coupons were thermally cycled for various times to simulate successive
firings, and were subsequently tested in tension at room temperature.

The"thermal cycling consisted of heating the specimen by rf in a vacuum.
The powar was applied until the specimen reached a preselected temperatuce
(about 25 seconds to 2400 0 C). When the specimen reached the temperature,
power was discontinued. The specimen was then allowed to cool for five
and one-half minutes prior to the next cycle. During this time, the
specimen was below 8000 C for approximately 3 minutes. After the final
cycle, the specimen was illowed to cool at least 30 minutes prior to
removal from the vacuum system.
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This method of cycling resulted in a uniform grain size over the gauge
section of the specimen. The gripping end, however, usually had smaller
grains. These smaller grains were a consequerce of the thermal gradient
at the ends which resulted from conductive heat transfer to the supporting
block of graphite and loss to the unheated upper section.

The thermal cycling history of the test specimens is listed in Table 4.1.

TABLE 4.1

TUNGSTEN GRAIN GROWTH HEATING CONDITIONS

Avg Grain Size at
Sample Max. Temp Time to Temp Point of Fracture

No. (oc) (sec) Cycles to Temp (in.)

1 1850 20 1 0.00075
2 2400 25 2 0.0015
3 2400 25 5 0.0070
4 2400 25 10 0.0045*
5 2400 25 10 0.0090
6 2400 25 10 min at 24000 C 0.0100
7 Room 0 As Received

* Fractured in transition region of specimen near grips.

Following the temperature cycling, the specimens were electrolytically
polished and etched in a solution containing 20 grams of NaOH per liter
of water.

Figures 4-2 through 4-6 show the maximum grain size in the gauge section.
This size is representative of the size that can be expected during the
exposure to cyclic temperature. Marks resulting from the grinding re-
quired to shape the specimens are evident in these photomicrographs.
These marks were not considered as detrimental, as the purpose was to ob-
serve the grain size.

Figures 4-7 through 4-12 show the. grain size at the point of fracture
resulting from tensile tests. It is this grain size that must be used
to correlate mechanical property variation with -rain size. Figure 4-7
shows both the maximum grain size and the grain at the point of fracture.
Figures 4-13 and 1-14 show a comparihon cf grain sizes in material cycled
the same as Sample 5 but which fracttred during thermal cycling. These
figures reveal additional cracking along the roll direction. This suggests
that the fracture occurred prior to or during the early stage of the first
heat cycle.
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FIGURE 4-2. ARC CAST TUNGSTEN SAMPLE 2,
2 CYCLES TO 24000C, LARGEST GRAIN (lOOX)
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FIGURE 4-4. ARC CAST TUNGSTEN SANPLE 5, 10 CYCLES TO 24000 C,
LARGEST GRAIN (100X)
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FIGURF 4-6. ABC CAST TUNGSTEN AS RECEIVED (200X)
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FIGURA. 4-S~. ARC CAST TUJNGSTEN SAMPLE 2,
2 CYCLES TO 24O00C, GRAIN AT FR2l:'TLtRF (200V)
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FIGURE 4-14. ARC CAST TUNGSTEN,
10 CYCLES TO 24000 C, CRACK DEVELOPED
DURING HEATING CYCLE (200X)
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"A plot of Young's modulus and tensile strength with grain size at the
point of fracture is shown in Figure 4-15. The limited dacL to date indi-
cate that the modulus is moderately insensitive to grain size on to a
critical size. At this point, the modulus decreases with increasing size.
The tensile strength appears to fall rapidly with the formation of grains
"and decreases slowly with increasing grain size. This suggests that the
grain boundaries as formed are comparatively weak with little interlocking
of grains.

The data of Klopp 4. 1 5 at 25000 to 4000OF show a similar dependence of
"strength on grain size as observed in the present work ..ith similar ma-
terial. Thus, the weakening of the structure exists over the region of
transient thermai rise and is continued with further grain growth.

Each specimen failed by brittle fracture. The fracture was predominantly
"intergranular with the only evidence of transgranular fracture occurring
on Sample 6. This transgranular fracture appeared to result from inter-
locked grains along the path of crack propozation. An intergranular
fracture at this point would have required a two-grain width offset over
a two grain distance.

The tensile strength variation suggests the material, with the formation
of crystals, behaves as a polycrystalline as opposed to a single crystal
material. The modulus behavior also suggests the polycrystalline behavior
with low porosity (thin grain boundary). An examination of the samples
after fracture revealed no grain-to-grain movement other than at the
fracture line.

On the tungsten examined, theJre appears, as indicated in Figure 4-15, to
"be a deterioration of the mechanical properties with grain size increase
as would be experienced in a restartable rocket motor. The limited data
indicate a trend bur without further verification should not be used in I
absolutely quantitative sense.

U• Measurements .jr the coefficient of thermal expansion in the range of room
temperature to 1000oC were made on all specimens listed in Table 4.1. All
specimens displayed the same thermal expansion characteristics, indicating
that grain growthi does nL. affect 'his property in the range studied.
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The investigation of grain growth due to thermal cycling on the strength
and modulus of tunasten was to be extended to the gas pressure bonded
microsphere material of Allied Chemical Corporation. However, room
temperature tests on the as-rEceived material sh wed a tensile strength
of 30,100 psi and a Young's modulus of 31.4 x 10 psi. These low values
4 ndicated that grain growth studies of this material would be rather
pointless. One specimen held at 25000C for 5 minutes displayed grain
growth predominately within the particles as shown in Figure 4-16. This
growth was not sufficient to make the hexagon-like structure typical of
this material.

4.3 TUNGSTEN-CARBON REACTION STUDIES

T-e reaction between tungsten and carbon is of considerable interest
because all materials which can be used as adjacent components of tungsten
throat inserts are carbon based. If the interface temperature between the
carbon and tungsten is higher than the melting point of the reaction pro-
duct between carbon and tungstev, a liquid will be produced which may
lead to alteration of contour, gas leakage, or even obtrusion of the insert.
The reaction between tungsten and carbon results in the formation of W2 C
and WC and takes pLace at relatively low temperatures. The literature
shows a wiee discrepancy in the minimum solidus temperature for the
tungsten-carbon system. Temperatures range from a value of 24750 C reported
Dy Hansen,4" a value of 27lU° 8 reported by Rudy, to a temperature of
2732 0 C as reported by Nadler. This difference of some 250 0 C could be
very important as the typical m ximum backside tungsten-giaphite interface
temperature for many conditions is in this region.

There is very little agreement between the different investigators 4.19
4.20, 4.2i on diffusion of carbon into tungsten. Peterson4"22 has

reviewed the data and concludes that the activation energy of carbon is
probably of the order of 100,000 cal/mole. This would suggest a rather
low rate of growth of a carbon bearing tungsten phase (assumed to be
"diffusion controlled) even a, hl-` qq ')0°C. Howeer, recent experimental
observations, both at Phil, 4.23" ,J lly and Hiltz, 4 "24 suggest that
a reaction between tungsten and carbon occurs rapidly as low as 1815 0 C.

A.. Lally and Hiltz state that there is a slow solid-state reaction at tempera-
tures below 25000 C. Above this temperature, a liquid eutectic of W-W2 C is
formed, and the rate of reaction becomes rapid. The liquid formed attacks
in two directions, dissolving both the tungsten and the graphite.4"24
Observations at Philco, in general, confirm those of Lally and Hiltz.

The reaction between tungsten and carbon results in the formation of W2 C
- ~ and WC and takes place at relatively low temperatures. In general, the

Lounercial production of tungsten Qarbide is done at temperatures in the
7' range of 1400-170VOC. 4 . 2 5 The first eutectic between the tungsten-rich

soliO solution and the carbide W2 C is present at 1.5 percent carbon.
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The tungsten-caLon reaction Ltudic., were tundertaker, to deternine thV
minimum temperatire for these reactions between, actual materi, is of inter-
est for this restart program. The seCondar,' objective was to investigate
the effects of diffuision barriers.

The tungsten used for the experimental studieý; was obtained from Clim.-
Molybdenum Company and contained by weight 0.003 percent carbcn, 0.004 per-
cent iron and less than 0.001 percent each of nickel and silicon. It was
supplied in a sheet 1/8 inch thick. The source of carbon was ATJ graphite.
These materials were considered typical af the types of materials which
would be used in a nozzle. The saiahles were cut into specimens measuring
0.3 inch by 0.3 inch by 0.125 inch'. They were arrangod between blocks of

ATJ graphite and placed in an inducthn coil where they were inductively

heated using a 20 kw, 450 kc power supply.

The typical tesc was conducted as follows:

(I) Thq faces of the tungsten sample were polished
using 600 grit alumina paper.

(2) The sample was placed between the ATJ blocks and
set in the induction coil.

(3) The chamber was evacuated to a pressure of 10-4

torr or lower.

(4) The sample was heated to a temperature of ap-
proximately 10000 C and the pyrometer focused
on the sample.

(5) The sample was cooled to approximately room
temperature.

(6) The power was turned on to a Predetermined
level for the desired length of time.

(7) The sample was allowed to cool to room tempera-
ture before removing from the chamber.

Ai attempt was made to duplicate ti.- heating rates of the actual nozzle as
mfich as possible. A typical time-tem! rature cLrve is shnwrn in Figure 4-17.
This heating rate is in the range of the rates experienced by Actual in-
serts at the tungsten-graphite interface. The tempecatures were measured
with a continuously recording two-colot optical pyrometer which had been
calibrated against a N.B.S. tungsten filament and waj adju'sted to read the
true teraperature.

Some tests were conducted to deterviine the effectiveness of a material as
a diffusion barrier. These materials, Th0 2, ZrO2, and Ta, -tere in the
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form ' powders, -250 mesh size, and were reagent grade. The povdcra were
sprinkied onto the surfaces of the ATJ and W and formed a diffusion barrier
approximatoly 5 mile thick. One experimont was conducted using Ta foil as
the diffusion barrier.

The results are listed in Table 4.2. Some silecimens are shown after test
in Figures 4-18 through 4-21. The results vi these experiments indicate
that above 2475 0 C (45000 F) incongruent melting occurs between tungsten
and carbon. This melting results in the formation of WC and W2 C. Because
of the presence of both of these compounds in the melted phase, the liquid
phase must tend to form the stable compounds wLich have-higher melting
points. However, the solubility of carbon in the melt is high, and only
a small amount of carbon is required to maintain a liquid. This condition
would be very serious in a rocket nozzle where the interface temperature
between the tungsten nozzle and the graphite backup is above the melting
point of the eutectic composition. In this -ordition, the interface tem-
perature is the lowest temperature in the tungsten. When the temperature
of the interface becomes high enough for melting to occur, the reaction
would be accelerated by the hotter unreacted tungsten. The composition
of the melt would be continually changing, tending toward the formation of
a higher melting composition. This condition could cause failure of the-
tungsten insert.

The use of a diffusion barrier appears to be promising. Generally, a
higher melting material is more stable, and the diffusion of carbon through
this material is much less. The initial tests were run at a temperature
which was below the temperature where nelting was observed between tungsten
and carbon. The thickness of the carbide layer formed on the tungsten was
decreased when diffusion barrier materials were used. The result of the
Test No. 25 using thoria as the diffusion barrier where a liquid was formed
at 23800 C mpy be misleading. This test was conducted in a vacuum and there
is some indication4 . 2 6 that the thoria is not stable in a vacuum at these
temperatures.
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TABLE 4.2

SUMMARY OF TUNGSTEN CARBON EXPERIIMENTS

Time Carbide Layer
Experiment Power Temp Thickness

No. on (sec) Atm (°C) (mil) Remarks

4 32 Vac 2490 0.75-2 Sample was stuck to ATJ.
Outer surface showed
presence of liquid. See
Figure 4-18.

5 35 Vac 2490 16 Sample stuck to graphite.
Carbide layer showed liquid
phase and appeared to be in
2 layers

6 300 Vac 2040 0.05 Sample not stuck to ATJ.
Outer surface of W changed.
See Figure 4-19.

11 300 1/2 2410 17 Outer layer (W2 C) 10 mil.
Atm Inner layer (WC) 7 mil.
Ar

16 3j 1/2 2540 60 Sample deformed and slumped.
Atm Nearly all of original W was
Ar carbide. See Figure 4-20.

19 300 Vac 2410 17 Layer same as Experiment 11.

23 300 Vac 2410 0 W separated from ATJ by I mil
Ta foil. Ta foil warped and
made poor contact with W
and ATJ.

24 300 Vac 2410 0 W separated from ATJ by 5 mil
Ta powder. Ta powder sintered
and reacted with carbon to
form Ta 2 C and small amount
of TaC.

25 300 Vac 2380. 1-5 W was separated from ATJ by
ThO2 powder. Sample did not
reach desired temperature of
2410 0 C because of arcing.
X-ray diffraction showed liq-
uid formed at interface to
be W, W2 C, WC and an unknown
cubic phase. See Figure 4-21.

26 300 Vac 2410 0 W separated from ATJ by Zr0 2
powder. Zr0 2 sintered and
some reaction occurred at
Zr0 2 - C interface but none
at ZrO2 - W interface.
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FIGURE 4-18. TUNGSTEN-CARBoN JKXIWIURMEN NO. 4 SHOW1ING MELTING
AT THE INTICI.RFACL*.
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SURFACE CHANGES.
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FIGURE 4-21. TUNGSTEN-CARBON EXPERIMFNT NO. 25 SHOWING LIQUID
PHASE WHICH OCCURRED WHEN USING ThO2 AS A
DIFFUSION BARRIER.
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4.4 ALUMINA STUD IES

An excellent comprehensive discussion of the reactions between alu numS• oxide and carbon has been presented by Poster, Lang, and Hunter,4."' Oni

graphites, the alumina deposit consists of an A1 4 C3 bonding layer at the t
graphite interface and an outer layer of a mixture of A1 2 03 , A120C, and
SA1404C. The A14C3 layer is nece3sary in order for the deposit to stick.S~It is formed by the reaction betweenA1203 •and C which gives off 0O at
high temperature. The mixture of alumina and the oiv7-carbides may existI
through the enitire thickn~ess of the deposit. i

To verify this work, a brief experiment was conducted., A1 2 03 , In the formSof tingle crystal sapphire rod, was placed in a hole drilled in ATJ graphite.
This sample was heated inductively in one-half atmosphere of N2 to the

Smelting point of the alumina. Initially, there was some gas evolution,
prmoably CO. Thereafter, the melt came to equilibrium and formed a rela-

tively low (20 to 30 degrees) contact angle indicating wetting of the
graphite by the A120 3 . After cooling, an interface of A14 C3 wa3 observed
between the graphite and the alumina. X-ray diffraction analysis of the
melt showed it to contain A1 2 03 , A120C, and A14 04 C. This brief work con-
firmed the data reported by Foster, Lang, and Hunter and conclusively
demonstrated the existence of a mechanism for alumina to wet and deposit
on graphite.II The Al4C3 bonding layer is not stable in air since this compound hydrý,lyzes

with the water vapor to give C2H2 and A1 2 03 thereby destroying the inter-
face which provides the bonding of the layer. In a vacuum, no wau;er is
available for hydrolysis. In addition, the oxy-carbides are stable in air
but their stability in -acuum (space operation) injects a complicating
factor which is not completely understood. Therefore, there are serious" questions about the relative stability of the alumina layer in air and in
vacuum. Alumina deposits which would become unbonded during cooldown in

air and which would then be ejected on restart may remain bonded to graphite
surfaces in space operation. Instead of being ejected on restart, these
bonded layers may remain for several seconds until they can be melted and
removed.

From thermochemical considerations, little or no chemical reactions between
the condensed phase oxide A120 and tungsten should be expected below 27600 C.
This is substantiated by data froq General Telephone and Electronics Labora-
tory4 . 2 8 which show no chemical interaction (no new compound phases) for
tests performed at 30000 C for one minute. The A1 2 03 did, however, vet and
adhere to the tungsten. On the other hand, Lally and Hilts4 _2 4 noted that
at temperatures below 27600 C, the liquid oxide rapidly attacks the tungsten
setting up a eutectic system. Thus, disagreement exists regarding chemical
reactions between A1203 and tungsten.
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Frtvm the nozzle sttmdpoint, the problem of condensed phase effects is not,
however, a simple matter of iwe4suring or following gross chenical reactions
but is rtther a matter of studying the effect of hardening due to movement
"or diffusion of extremely small quantitie of the oxides or their decom-
position products into the substrate metal. This is particularly important
in the casc of tungsten where the formation of fine o~ids particles in the
grain boundaries below the surface can cause a conaiderable decrease in
tenstle strensth of the tungetep and thus alter its structural behavior.
There are, of course, two possibilities: either the A12 03 may penetrate

7. i -- ito the interior and precipitate, or, what is more likely, oxygen resulting [J
eizher from the suLiimati-n-vaporization decomposition of the oxides or
reactions of the oxides with the tungsten substrate may dissolve at the
surface of the substrate and diffuse inward leading to variation in and
degradation of physical properties.

As an experimental approach, high-purity A1 2 03 was melted on a tungsten
substrate at controlled temperatures and for controlled periods of time.
By following microhardness and microstructure changes as a function of the
two experimental variables, temperature and time, it was planned to gather r
quantitative data on the effect of oxygen penetration into the interior.

Briefly, the experimental procedure involved inductively heating a tungsten
disk, 1 inch in diameter by 1/4 inch thick, containing high purity A1 2 03 on
the jpper surface. This upper surface had previously been polished metal-
lurgically and controlled hardness measurements had been taken. All tests
were run at a total argon pressure of 200 psia for 300 seconds in a high
pressure furnace assembly. The experimental temperature range studied
us 2000 to 30000 C.

Initial experiments were conducted with fine grain, thoriated tungsten
+' ~(Fansteel) because of its immediate availability. Although some minor•

Ssurfaco hardness was detected at the higher temperatures, no clear-cut
correlation developed between hardness and temperature or metallographic
microstructure changes and temperature.

r A similar series of experiments was made using tungsten fabricated at Philco
t 4plied Research LUboratories by hoc pressing Linde microspheres. Again,

however, no clear-cut correlations between the experimental variables could
be found.

On the basis of these experiments', the measurements of microhardness and
microstructure changes were abandoned. The results of these experiments
were negative in that they were inconclusive.
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4.5 HIGH TEPERATURE c-DIRECTION COMPRESRIVE DEFORMATION OF

PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE

The purpose of this inveotigation was to determine the permanent c-direction
deformati..n of pyrolytic graphite rapidly heated to very high temperatures
and loaded in compression. No other Oats, such as mechanical or thermal
properties, we're sought or recorded. Only comercially available plate
material was used in the experimental program.

It is well known that pyrolytic graphite undergoes a structural change at

very high temperature which results in alterations of the dimensions of
the material. In addition, the application of loads at high temperatures
can result in very large deformations. Some of the most significant data
on the change of dimensions of pyrolytic graphite at elevated temperature
without load has been reported by Richardson and Zehms. 4 . 29  Although

~ [7their work showed that considerable d& ormation occurs with the application
of temperature alone, the effects of loads were not considered. One item
on the deformation under load has been reported from France.4.30 The
primary concern in this instance was not the deformation but the abilityto form a large single graphite crystal from pyrolytic graphite. Kotlensky4. 3 1

has reported a 12 percent deformation in a specimen compressed in theSc-direction with 5000 psi at 28000C. However, the time involved was sev-
eral tens of minutes. No data on these deformation characteristics associ-
ated with extremely high temperatures and very short time with load in-
cluded as a parameter exist within the available literature.

S[The experimental apparatus consisted of a power source, vacuum jar, and a
cluster of calibrated helical springs. The test setup is shown in Figure 4-22.

The test samples were nominal 1/2-inch cubes obtained from commercial 1/2-
inch plates. It was felt that by using material from a single plate the

j •influences of microstructural differences would be eliminated from the
results. However, results from the planned series of tests indicated that
additional data were highly desirable in order to broaden the spectrum of
results. Additional testing was performed on samples obtained from a
second plate of material.

The material used in the first series of tests was obtained from High
Temperature Materials (Union Carbide). Although there was no information
available relative to its processing parametars, it was considered to be

Stypical fine grained, continuously nucleated pyrolytic graphite. The
second plate was obtained from Super Temp Corporation. It wai a disc from

fl •Polaris manufactre and confouned to the U.S. Wa"y specification. It was
"* Usubstrate nucleated and ezhibited no oversised nodules. Samples from each

maufacturer were tested in essentially different regimes so there were Very
little data to cmpan the two material..
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In both cases, the material was supplied with the a-b races machined
parallel. The plates were cut into nominal 1/2-inch cubes which were
subsequently milled on the edge-grain faces to square up the sample. No
further treatment, such as polishing, was given to any of the faces.

Samples were tested in a vacuum of 10" torr or lower and in approximately
1/2 atmosphere of argon. There was no discernible difference in the re-
sults when tested in vacuum or an inert .. tmosphere. Some of the high
temperature (>27000 C) tests run in a vacuum showed some slight loss of
material but in no snase was this loss greater than 0.005 weight percent.

The samples were resistively heated by a 40 volt 550 amp dc power supply
through water-cooled electrodes. These electrodes were in direct contact

with the a-b faces of the test samples.

Loading of the samples was effected with a cluster of calibrated helical1 |springs. The spring constant of the cluster was 4700 lb/in. As the sample
was heated, the springs were of course further compresbtJ resulting in an
increase of load. Deformation of tCe samplem in turn relieved this in-creased load. The net result was that the true stresses are within

* 1 5 percent of the reported values.

The load was applied when the samples were at room temperature before the
vacuum bell jar was closed and remained on the samples until the tests
were completed. The samples were allowed to cool naturally co room
temperature in the bell jar after the power was shut off. The samples
cooled below red heat (<5000 C) in 30 seconi s. The samples were probably
at room temperature in less then 90 seconds as the copper electrodes were
water cooled and at no time was there observed an appreciable increase in

•" the water temperature.

Tim was measured from the instant the sample reached test temperature.
• Figure 4-23 shows a typical temperature trace for a test. The samples

reached temperature In approximately 12 seconds after the power was turned
" on. Averare beating rates were approximately 210DC per second. Depending'
on the test terpersture, there undoubtedly was some deformation which

"K occurred during the latter portion of this initial heating.

Temperature was measured with a continuously recording two-color pyrometer
which was calibrated against a UB tmngsten filament. The pyrometer vas
focused on ona of the edge-grain faces through an optical flat which served
"as a window. The temperatures were compared to temperatures measured with
a micro-optical pyroe•ter which was focused on the bottom of a hole drilled
into th center of a speclam; the hole had a length to diameter ratio of
10. *he temperatures compared to within +10 0 C over the entir teperature
ramg. Thui wuld be expected as the emissivity of pyrolytic graphite

" [perpendicular to the c-ais is quite high.
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The dimensions were measured with a one-inch (0.0001) micrometer, In
general the surfaces after a test were-very nearly parallel. Each sample
was measured al each corner, the center of each edge and the center after
the test. The samples were measured in both the c-direction and the a-b
directions.

The first determination made was the minimum temperature at which deforms-
tion would occur vithout load. This temperature was found to be 26000C.
In order to determine the threshold of permanent deformation with load,
preliminary testing was conducted at a stress of 4200 psi, which is lou
relative to the range of stress of interest, while the specimen was held at

[. temperature for 50 seconds. This testing was begun at a temperature of
22000 C. The threshold temperature on the plate obtained from 1TM was found
to be approximately 2300 0 C. The permanent deformation resulting from the
above combination of stress and time was found to be 0.25 percent. This
"threshold temperature is 300 0 C lower than the minimum temperature for de-
formation to occur without load as found in this investigation and as
reported by Richardson and Zehms. 4 . 2 9  No effirt was made to determine the
minimum temperature at which deformation would occur when a sample was sub-
jected to a lod greater than 5000 psi or for times longer than 50 seconds.

The iniLial phase of the testing was concentrated within the range of 2000 C
above the threshold of permanent deformation. This wac done in order to
establish trends of the deformation with respect to time, load, and temper-
ature and to determine the accumulative nature of deformation on specimens
which were repeatedly testee. The results of this initial phase of testing
ire shown in Table 4.3. The percentage decreases for the accumulative
tests are based on the original dimensions of the specimens before the first
r-n. As wouid be expected, these results show that deformation increases
with increasing time, temperature, and load.

The results of this phase of the testing are shown graphically ii, Figure 4-24
where time is used as the abscissa and in Figure 4-25 where temperature is
the abscissa. Insufficient data were obtained to plot the dLta against
stress. Each point plotted in Figure 4-25 represents one sample tested.

The second phase of testing involved higher temperatures and lower loads.
"These results are tabulated in Table 4.4. Extreme difficulty of applying
the simple testing technique was encountered at the higher temperatures.
Tempezatures of 3000 0 C were attempted; however, no usable data were obtained
above 2CýO 0C and at this temperature only for low load. Rather large
incremental increases in deformation werz observed at the higher tempera-
tures (above 270 0 °C). In 30 seconcs deformations of over 3-1/2 percent were
obtained on specimens 36 and 40 with relatively low loads at the higher
temperatures.

The results of this second phase are shown grapiically in Figures 4-26 and
4-27 where deformation is plotted against time and temperature, respectively.
Each point plotted represents one sample tetted.
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Comparing data obtained from the two materials, to the extent that this can
be done, leads to the observation that the STC material probably underwent
a slightly lower deformation for a given set of test conditions than did
that obtained from 11TM. Caution should be exercised in attempting to
combine data from the two phases of the testing since the two phases were
conducted using materials obtained from different sources. The influences r
of microstructural differences of the two materials have not been essessed.

However, in order to ootain an in.licatcion of the relative influcnce of the r
three parameters time, temperature, and stress, the data from the two phases
have been combined in order to develop surfaces in three space. These
surfaces for constant temperature, time, and stress are shown in Figures 4-28,
4-29 and 4-30, respectively. The constant temperatt.'-e surfaces s1nown
in Figure 4-28 are the only ones that can be generated with the available
data. Only traces in other surfaces could have been shown. The 2770 0 C
surface has been generated with only three data po~nts and cannot be con-
sidered to be piecise. However, it is included for comparison with the
2310°C surface. The greater degree of steepness of the higher temperature
surfa.e is quite apparent. -,

Only one constant time surface is shown in Figure 4-29. This is the 30-
second surface for which the most data exist. This surface shows very
graphically the effect of temperature and stress upon the deformation,
especially at the higher temperatures. &i

The majority of the test data was obtained at a stress of 13 ksi. This
well defined surface is shown in Figure 4-30. Since the available data do
not permit extension of this surface to the higher temperatures, traces of

the 11 ksi and 7 ksi surfaces are shown. The marked increase in the effect
of temperature at these stress levels is quite apparent. It appears that
the 13 ksi surface extends only to the onset of greatly increased
deformations.

Figure 4-31 shows percent deformation versus time for a series of samples
which were retested. These samples were all tested at the same temperature
(2520 0 C) and load (13,000 psi). The curve labeled first run is the defor-
mation versus time for samples 21, 22, and 23. For the second run the
samples were rerun under identical conditions as the first run (i.e.,
sample 21 was heated to 25200C with a 13,000 psi load for 10 seconds,
making a total of 20 seconds at temperature). The percent deformation for
the second run is the percent change in c-axis length from the first to the
second run. Likewise, the percent change for the third run is the percent
change in c-axis length from tht .. cond to the third run. Fijure 4-32
shows the same data replotted so that the deformation is accumulative
(i.e each data point is the change in length from the original) versus
accumulative time (time sasle was at taerq ature). The slope of the curve
for the 10-second runs is much steeper than thb slope for the longer runs.
This would indicate that for a given length of tins at temperature, if this
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tims were accumulated by a series of very short runs, the deformation would
be such higher then if the time were achieved in a small number of long

rusw. This is an unexpected and, at present, an unexplained phenomenon

which may be due to the experimental techniques.

3 Other samples besides those used for establishing the threshold temperature
end those listed in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 were tested. One sample tested at
2770°C and 20 ksi fractured at a time of 23 seconds. Subsequent testing at

] j this temperature was conducted at 11 ksi. A sample tested at 28500 C and
* 13 ksi fractured in 17 seconds. Only one data point, at 7 ksi, was obtained

at this temperature. Another sample, tested at 3000°C and loaded to 13 ksi
shattered in 3 se:onds. As a consequence, no further testing was attempted
at this extreme temperature.

Measuremtnts of the deformed samples were made in the a and b directi.ns an
well as in the c-direction. These measurements indicated that the volume
change of the s#mples in all cases were negligible. Both the a and b dimen-
sions showed an increase for all samples.

All data obtained from samples which successfully completed their testing
cycles have been reported.

The onset of large, rapid permanent deformation in pyrolytic graphite com-
pressed in the c-direction appears to occur in the range of 2600-27000 C.
The c-direction deformation increased rapidly above this temperature even
w when tested at stresses as low as 7 ksi. This in the same temperature
range in which large p.astic deformations occur when the material is tested
in tension in the direction of the basal planes.4"I
In order to determine wtether the deformations recorded were partly due to

structural transformation of the material, several samples were subjected to
X-ray diffraction. Since this transformation is more likely to occur at the
higher temperatures, only the phase 2 material was examined. The surfaces
of three samples were studied. A sample of untested material (STC), sam-
pie 36 which experienced a 4.94 percent deformation at 2770 0C, and sample 38
which underwent a 0.97 percent deformation at 24900 C were examined. All
three imples displayed a unit cell co dimension of 6.837 I. This dimension
is typical of a-deposited pyrolytic graphite and indicated that no mesas-
urable structural transformation occurred at the faces of the &&,ples during

t testing.
Samples 36 and 38 ware split in halves and the interior material, which
experienced the test temperature, we examined. Sample 38 showed a co
dimensio of 6.832 1 which is only slightly different from the value for
the a-deposited material. Smple 36, which experienced the greatest

i deformation at high temperature, showed an (004) doublet indicating varying
values of the c. dimension end thus varying degrees of stru tural transfor-
mation. The two measured values of co are 6.768 and 6.716k. The latter
velue is representative of a highly transformd maierial.
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Since the heated samples were in contact with the water-cooled electrodes,
the contact surfaces were cooler then the interior of !he mterial. This
probably accounts for the absence of transformation at the faces of the
samples. During the observation of the samples with the disappearing
filament pyrometer, it was found that the sample had a constant temper-
ature zone over 90 percent of the thickness. Approximately 5 percent of
the sample at each end was at a much lower temperature. No attempt has
been made to determine the true nature of any distribution of temperature
in the test samples. The temperatures reported are those measured at the
center of the visible face of the samples.

4.6 THERMAL FATIGM TESTS

To obtain a first look at thermal fatigue of the candidate materials, some
preliminary testing was undertaken. The tungsten used was in the form of
a 3 inch by 0.4 inch by 0.125 inch bar obtained from Climax Molybdenum
Company. The -- terial was supplied in the form of a 1/8 inch sheet and was
the same material used in other zaterial experiments. The graphite used
was ATJ in the form of 1/4 inch by 1/2 inch by 3 inch bars. The samples
were heated in a vacuum bell jar which could Le back-filled with argon.
The power supply wds a 4000 amp, 10 volt ac source. The samples weve
clamped onto water cooled copper electrodes. The clamp consisted of a
copper plate, 1/8 inch thick, which was held in place by four screws. This
copper plate was not directly cooled, but a copper spacer, the same thick-
ness as the sample, was put behind the sa)Aple to provide a better conduction
path to the cooled electrode. The power was applied to the sample by
adjusting a variable transformer to a preset power level and the full
preset power left on for 30 seconds. The variable traasformer was then
adjusted to zero. The samples reached temperature in approximately 12
seconds. After power shut off, a temperature below 4000 C was achieved in
30 seconds by the graphite and in 1U secondr by the tung ten. The tungsten
was allowed to cool for a total of 45 seconds and the temperature reached
approximately iSO-?00°C. The graphite samples ,ere allowed to cool for
90 seconds. The temperature was measured with a continuously recording
2-color pyrometer whicl had been calibrated to read true temperatuzre.

The samples are shown after tenting in Figure 4-33. The results are
tabulated in Table 4.5.

After tosting, while still clamped onto the water cooled electrodes, Sample
i displayed a gap of about 0.015 inch. However, upon removal from the
electrodes, the specimen showed no net change in length. This would
indicate that the specimen had not been tightly clamped and some slippage
had occurred, at least on the first heating. Samples 2 and 3 suffered
gross loss of material from sublimation in the regions of their fractures.
Thus they broke in regions of very porous, weak material.
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: YTABLE 4.5

PRELIMINARY THERMAL FATIGUE TEST DATA

SSample Maximum
No. Material AT0 Temperature Result

iATJ Vacuum 2500°0C Sample broke after
Graphite 10"-horr 90th heat.

2 ATJ Vacuum 31000 C Sample broke during
Graphite lOSTorr 2nd heating.

3 ATJ l0"Ar 3150 0 C Sample broke during
Graphite 14th heating.

4 ATJ 20"Ar 29000 C Sample cycled 100
Graphite times without failure.

W W Vacuum 26000 C Sample cycled 100
l0-5Torr times without failure.

No indication of
cracking.

It would be difficult to estimate the exazt degree of constraint afforded
by the electrodes; however, Sample W did suffer plastic deformation during
test as evidenced by a slight out-of-plane Joggle caused by a slight mis-
alignment of the holding fixture.

This preliminary testing was t, tiz used to indicate whether thermal fatigue
was definitely a problem. Howe--.. , no sutch clear results came irom these
tests. Had the specimens cracked after a few cycles, it could be concluded
that thermal fatigue was potentially a serious problem. With the results
obtained, no such conclusion can be reached without further study.
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SECTION 5

ROCKET MOTOR TESTS

Fourteen nozzles with 5/8-inch diameter throats were tested at nominal con-
ditions of 700 psia chamber pressure and 325 pounds thrust. The purposes
of these tests were (1) to evaluate design concepts, (2) to provide a
comparison of material performances in the various nozzle sections, (3) to
establish a range of restart capabilities for the primary nozzle materials,
and (4) to corroborate Analysis where applicable. The rocket motor tests were
conducted on the Aeronutronic Solid Propellant Simulator at the Newport
Beach facility. All tests utilired a simulation of CYI-75, an aluminized
solid propellant with -a combustion-temperature of 6175 0 F. Duty cycles were
varied for each test to provide the maximum amount of useful information
over the spectra of materials and design concepts that were investigated.
A summary of these rocket motor tests, including the materials investigated,
-duty cycles employed, test conditions, throat performances, and conclusions,
is presented in Table 5.1. For nozzle sketches and post test photographs
see References 5.1 and 5.2.

As a result of this phase of the test effort, certain conclusions applicable
to restartable nozzles can be reached concerning material applicability,
duty cycle limitations, and problem areas that require additional investiga-
tion. To facilitat2 the presentation of these conclusions and observations,
each of the four basic sections of the nozzle (i.e., the throat, the
entrance or aft closure, the exit cone, and the backup structure or
insulation) is treated as an entity. It must be remembered that inter-
dependency among these sections exifts in practice and is the final deter-
minant of overall nozzle performance.
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[ COiNFIDETIAL
5. 1 NOZZLE THROAT SECTOUS

~ The basic throat materials and material subgroupings that were considered
for restart nozzle application are depicted in Figure 5-1. ic should be
mantionad that ablative plastics, c~arbides, nitrides, borides, oxides, etc.,
were not considered as candidates for restartable rocket nozzle throat
materials basied on experience and prior results.

The rocket motor tests se'noved that polycrystalline graphite. should beL eliminated from further consideration in this program. Assuming a 5 percent
area enlargamat limit, ATJ graphite as a throat material is limited to
short pulses of six secondo or less, with adequate cooldown. becwe~u pulses,

t ~and a maximus of eight to ten restarts based on the exos ion results gathered
with these tests. The use of a higher density polycrystalline graphite such
as Graph4 tite (K extends these limits slightly but not significantly. ForC ~most miss ions and invisioned future mission requiremente, this limitation
is prohibitively restrictive. That Is not to say that the use of
pcolycrystalline graphite. as throat materials1 along with the ablative
plastics, wost be rejected for use in the very large roclI.et nozzles, but an
experimental treatment of this problem is beyond. the scope of this
investigation.

f By the same token, present state-of-the-art fabricati'ce inadequacies of
the shell configuration, or a-b plane deposited form of pyrolyttc graphite,

C': preclude its use in a restart application. Although this method of utilizing
pyrolytic graphite shova sowe merit in theory, Its a 'tual performance is
unreliable.

Thus, in effect, pyrolytic graphite throats of the stacked edge grained
washer configuration, and tungsten become the primary candidates for re-
startablie nozzle throat materials.

The use of edge grained pyrolytic graphite throats is primarily a function
of hemcalcorrosion.

Firing times without an adequtaae cooldown period are limited to 50 to
60 seconds (for the throat diaseter and radial thicknesses used in these*
tests) aiid are i~ndependent of pulse lotogth or number of pulses (iLe.$ 10-

f_ý second pulses with short damw times may be treated as a single 50 second
firing). Duty cycls limits. for pyrolytic graphite nozzle# of the configura-
tion used in these rocket motor tests have been establisherd in term of
number of cycles versus firing time/cycle for the minimum and maxim.n delay

F times. These limits are shown in Figure 5-2. The curves are grouped with
the analogous curves for the developmet and demonstrat ion test phase* to
facilitate scaling comparisoms.. Indications are that annealing or partial

f umesaling of pyrolytic graphite can extend the total allowable firing
duration to a degree. The use of a maximum pulse length before adequate
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cooling effectively reduces the maxium allowable pulse length of subsequent
cycles slightly due to washer gapping and creation of resultant sites for
selective erosion. Design mechanics such as aliowance for thermal expansion
does not appear to be a limiting problem.

Although ttmgstea has exhibited excellent erosion resistance, it has some
serious restart linitations when compared to polycrystalline graphite for
short pulses, or to edge-grained pyrolytic graphite for firing times up to
60 seconds. There is the possibility of fracture after a small n.zer of
pulses due to property changes which occux during thermal cycling.
Dimensional chansgs during long firings and carbon diffusion while hot can
seriously limit its capabilities. Leakage behind the insert, espe--ially
after several firinps can also be a limitation. However, die to its
excellent erosion resistance, tungsten should be given furth r consider 'tion,
although many of its properties are not known. Since the success of tungsten
as a throat material is primarily dependent upon its interact, 1 or Compa -

ability with surrounding nouxle materials, and itR physical retu ition, t.o
meaningful duty cycle curves such as those for pyt Ily:'c graphite cai. be
established.

5.2 NOZZLE UlTANCE SECTIONS

The primary entrance materials and their subgwoupings , -t were considered
in this program are depicted in Figure 5-3.

Neither of the two grades of polycrystalline graphi :e e-%uined in the
entrance sections can be considered as adequate for res tart applications,
particularjy vhere many multiple starts are to be affecced. In all tests,
the ATJ grapbite or Graphitite GK entrance stctions cracked on either the
first or second :ycles. These cracks worsened on s.osequent restarts, and,
where the auty cycles were severe enough, the entrance sections failed
complet-ly. This failure invariably oczurred while the remainder of the
notcle was still in a condition acceptable for restart. Duty cycle limits
for the ATJ graphite entrance configuration and thickness used in these
rocket motor tests in terso of nuber of cycles versus firing time/cycle
for the minimum and moximm de'ay times are shown in Figure 5-4. These
curves are plotted with the compsrable curvee for the development and
demonstratiou test phases to show the scaling effect as in Figure 5-2.
It =at be emphasized that these curves, of necessity, do not take
catantropbical tailur"s into ac-owt, and for this reason the ATJ graphite
appears sore serviceable than an &blative plastic ia this entrance section
application. It is, ho'Rsver, this vey mode of failure that has occurred
with ATJ with monotonous regularity durir, the rocket motor teats that
accents its Inadequacies and lack of reliability as an entrance flamefrout
material.

To provide a brooder aspect to the dut. cycle limitations of ATJ graphite
entrmcss (Figure 5-4 is tee tricted to the 400-sil entrance cone sixe ased
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P in the rocket motor tests since it is based solely on experimental data)
and to allow some latitude in nozzle design, a plot of total allowable
firing time versus section thickness has been constructed in Figure 5-5.
This curve is derived from a simple empirical approach in which only ..one
thickness is varied. Although this method introduces some errors inhere.t
in its over simplification, it can provide a rough estimate of total- firing
time as a function of entrance cone thickness. Thus, it can be utilized
in mission requirement-weight limitation tradeoff studies. For conveni-mce,S~~and to provide comparative data, the ablative plastic (carbon c-ioth -

phenolic) family of curves is shown on the same plot. As in Figure 5-51
these curves do not consider catastrophical failure of the ATJ graphite.

The performances of carbon cloth phenolic and graphite cloth phenolic in~ L the rocket motor entrance section were comparable. Both showed superior

* performance to the polycrystalline graphites in terms of physical integrity.
"Although their erosion rates were slightly higher than the poly.rystalline
graphites, this erosion was a uniform regression free of.catastrophical
failures. As a result, a more adequate protection of the throat wa. "•
achieved. Duty cycle limits for carbon cloth phenolic entrances of the
configuration and thickness used in these tests are shown in Fi[-ire 5-6
for minimum and maximum coast times. As mentioned above, Figure 5-5 showsallowable firing time for a range of carbon cloth phenolic entrance section

thicknesses.

5.3 NOZZLE EXIT SECTIONS

No particular limitations appear to be critical for exit materials of 6ither
i the graphite class or for the ablative plastics. The gross regression noted

on the rocket motor tests involving several of the tungsten insert nozzleis
can be attributed eatirely to gas leakage behfid the tungsten. In cases
where leakage was.overcome, little exit erosion occurred. Minimal amounts

. t• of erosion of the exit section occurred in all tests involving graphite as
the throat material. The exit materials considered in this program were the

SU"same as the entrance materials (see Figure 5-3).

5.4 NOZZLE INSULATION

f Figure 5-7 shows the various insulation materials that were considered for
restart application. Table 5.2 presents a detailed summary of the fabrica-
tion procedures for all the plastics used in this ptogram. Although the
scope of this program did not permit an extensive investigaf ,.)n of the
many types and classes of insulations in use, it is felt that those con-
sidet.ed were representative of the overall reinforced plastics group.

;: F
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CvMENTIAL
Asbestos furfuryl and carbon cloth imidite were eliminated as suitable
insulation materials for a restart application because of their high char
rate and/or their lack of structural integrity. Both the molded asbestos
and silica phenolics showed merit, the former because of its relatively
low char rate (even under protracted heat soak conditions), and the latter
due to its inherent structural integrity after long firing durations. The
effects of variation in resin content, raw material source, method ofU "
fabrication, and the use of fillers were then investigated for the two
primary insulator candidates. The use of 4 low resin content silica pheno-
lie OM 5019-25) resulted in improved performance over the initial silica
phenolic tested (FM 5067). A measure of thij performance was a decrease
in chat rate to a level comparable to the asbestos phenolic while mkintain-
ing the superior structural integrity of the silica phenolic family. This P
feature provides support to the theory that a minimization of resin content I
may be advantageous in restart application where adequate performance is
required after numerous heat soak or coast periods. Variation in material
source (asbestos phenolic FM 5062 versus 150 RPD) had no effect on per-
formance for the two types tested. For this application, the molding
method of fabrication proved superior to the tape wrap method (asbestos
phenolics FM 5062 and 150 RPD versus asbestos phenolic RPD-41). The use fl
of a cork filler in the cnse of asbestos phenolic (23 RPD) showed no
advautage over the unfilled material, and resulted in a higher char rate
coupled with a deterioration of structural integrity. Tables 5.3 and 5.4
present sumnaries of insulation evaluation for the entrance and throat j
sections, respectively

Duty cyjle liaits have been established for asbestos phenolic (FM 5062)
of the thickness used in these tests. They are shown graphically for
entrance and thrort insulation applications in Figures 5-8 and 5-9, respec-
tively, and are plotted with the comparable curves for the development and
demonstration test phases as was done for entrance sections to show scaling
effects. Figures 5-10 and 5-11 provide a broader basis for the use of
asbestos phenolic insulators in a restart application. These figures show
the effects of thce-kness variatinn on total a1lowal run time and are
derived from the experimental data for the specific insulation thicknesses
used coupled with the use of the empirical equation for calculating char
thickness detailed in References 5.1 and 5.2 with run tiwes calculated for
limiting values of char thickness.
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{ SECTION 6

DEVELOPMENT MOTOR TESTS

I.I

Five nozzles with 1.25-inch diameter throats were tested in the development
phase of the program. The propellant simulated (CYI-75), combustion tem-
perature (6175 0 F), and nominal chamber pressure (700 psia) were identical
to those of the rocket motor tests. A larger motor was used for these tests

-- and the thrust developed was approximately 1100 pounds. This test series
was designed to (1) utilize the knowledge gained in the program to design
nozzles for particular duty cycles, (2) to provide additional data for the
demonstration tests, and (3) to bring all previous laboratory efforts and
analysis, combined with the results of the rocket motor tests, together.

L--. The development tests are, therefore, the bridge between the rocket motor
tests and demonstration test. Two basic duty cycles were used for these
tests, the second of which was modified for the last two tests as a result
of simulator limitations. A sunmmary of these five development motor tests,
including the particular duty cycle employed, materials utilized, test con-
ditions, throat performance, and conclusions is presented in Table 6-1.

Presentation of observations and conclusions drawn from the development
motor tests follows the same format as that utilized in the rocket motor
tests (Section 5) in that each nozzle section is treated separately. How-
ever, a more detailed discussion of individual test results can be made
for these development tests due to the limited scope and the reduction of
nozzle variables in this phase. Figures 6-1 through 6-5 show the nozzle
configurations used in these tM.ts as well as summarizing nozzle material
performance in terms of erosioc; data.

6.1 DEVELOPMENT NOZZLE THROAT SECTIONS

As a result of the. rocket motor tests, edge grained pyrolytic graphite and
r tungsten were the only logical throat candidates for consideration in the

Sdevelopment motor test phase (see Paragraph 5.1).
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BEFOASBEFTOR

..... i': .PHENOLIC

f STAIOANNEALED P I GS 2.APHITE 3X

BEFORE AFTER
•_i TOTAL

•-STATION PHASE I PHASE 2 PHASE 3
[• ~ F NO. .- •-•-- ..

DIA. INCHES DIA. dr/dt DIA. dr/Jt DIA. dr/dt P T c dr/dt or

INCHES .IL/SEC INCHES MIL/SEC_ NCHE-S MILSEC INCHES dl C/dt

4.06 4.06 0 4.24 2.6

3333.60 1.17 0.32 1.6

3.28 . 3.28 0 3.46 2.6 to to to to
__ 3.66 1.67 0.38 1.9

" 1.22 -. 258 1.247 -. 043 1.302 0.52 0.052 0.26
1.25 to t0 to to to to to to

S1.25 _ _ 1.232 -. 425 1.284 0.49 1.315 0.87 0.065 0.33

1.64 '• 1.64 0 1.64 0 1.64

G 2.50 2.50 01 2.50 0 2.54 0.67 0.04 0.2

3.8 (•3.81 0 3.81 0 3.89 1.34 0.08 0.4

S--0.20 2.0

- - -• j- - - 0.32 3.2

FIGURE 6-.1 R ESTART DEVELOPMhT TEST NO. 1 F04477 C
J MTERIALS "ERFORW.CE
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LA .03 1.15 3.16 3.00 0.34 1.70
t.74 0 to 0.83

1.74 • 1.74 0 to 1.81 to 0.07 0.A5
"1 1.76 0.29 1.17

S...... 1.181 -. 271 1.176 -. 05 0.071 -. 355() 1,.249 .• 1.209 -. 57 t~o to to to to to
1.190 -. 400 1.178.-.234 -. 073 -. 365
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42 44.23 0.02 0.1 to

4.23 4.23 to t- o 0.55
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FIGURI, 6-2. RESTART DEVELOPMENT TEST NO. 2 FO4478 C
MATERIALS PRFORMANCE
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FIGUKE 6-3. RESTART DEVELOPMENT TEST NO. 3 04479 C
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PHASE 1 PHASE 2 -o
- dr/dt orSTATIOII DIA.

NO. INCHES DIA. dr/dt DIA. dr/dt INorHc dcL/dtS
INCHES NIL/SIC INCHES NMILSEC INCHES NIL/SEC

3.52 1.8 3.89 3.0 0.55 2.75
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3.59 2.5 4.09 5.7 0.75 3.75

(® 1.704 1.9 1.75 0.5 1.89 1.4 0.19 0.95

@ 1.249 1. 1.207 -0.42 1.180 -0.27 -0.069 -0.345

01.73 2. MASKED BY OBTRUSION PROCESS

2.49 0.1 0.01 0.05
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3.92 9.75 3.92 - - 2.50 0.2 0.02 0.10

3.92 9.75 3.92 0 3.92 0 0 0

. 0.25 2.5
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FIGURE 6-4. RESTART DEVELOPMENT TEST NO. 4 F04480 C
C EOIALS PETAL E
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The rocket motor tests did not, however, present any clear cut choice amcna
the mnnealed, as-deposited or heat treated (partially annealed) states of
pyrolytic graphite. In an attempt to obtain more comparative data -n this
area Devel9pment Tests 1, 3 and 5 utilized nozzle throat stacks composed
of the aforementioned materials. An examination of Table 6.1 shows that
the development tests did nothing to establish a performance superiority
of any one of these materials over the other two. When the simulator func-
tioned properly, none of the nozzles exhibited any erosion under the duty
cycles imposed. Duty cycle limits for pyrolytic graphite nozzles of the
configuration used in these Development Motor tests have been established
in terms of number of cycles versus firing time per cycle for the minimum
and maximum delay times. These limits are shown in Figure 5-2 with the
analogous curves for the rocket motor tests and the demonstration test.

Tests 2 and 4 utilized tungsten as the throat material. The arc cast rolled
and extruded tungsten was chosen as opposed to the gas pronnure bonded micro-
sphere type primarily because of availability and compatibility with sched-
uling requirements. They differed from each other in that Test 2 utilized
a two segmented insert split radially at the sonic line while Test 4 con-
sisted of a single piece insert. Performances were identical in that
neither showed any throat regression for the duty cycle employed. There
was, in fact, a decrease in radial dimension of the throat in each case.
This is discussed more fully in Paragraph 8.2. Both inserts obtruded
approximately 0.062 inch per test phase. This supports the conclusion that
the success of tungsten as a throat material is primarily dependent upon
design criteria rather than a predictable thermal erosion/corrosion re-
sponse, as is true for pyrolytic graphite. The logical inference is,
therefore, that although tungsten presents a superior corrosion resistance
than pyrolytic graphite it is inherently less reliable in restart applica-
tion due to a failure mode which must be considered catastrophic.

6.2 DEVELOPMENT NOZZLE ENTRANCE SECTIONS

ATJ graphite ann carbon cloth phenolic were chosen as entrance materials for
the development test phase. These materials were considered representative
of the material families investigated in the rocket motor tests (see
Figure 5-3). As stated in Paragraph 5.2, neither material proved better
than marginal for restart application. The primary purposes of this test
phase, in terms of entrance sections, were (1) an attempt to design a poly-

crystalline graphite entrance that would n.t fail cat.astrophically under
restart conditions and (2) to determine more precisely the erosion rate of
an ablative plastic entrance section. The initial three tests of this series
utilized ATJ graphite as an entrance material, and the latter two tests
employed carbon cloth phenolic entrances. Developtent nozzle No. 1,
Figure 6-1, itsed stepped ATJ washers forward of the throat. These washers
cracked badly during the first phase of the duty cycl". These cracks
worsened during the second phase of the duty cycle, and it is highly ques-
tiou*ale *-hether the entrance section would have survived another firing
phase. The entrance of development nozzle No. 2 was similar to that jf the
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first nozzle, and its performance was equally poor. The condition of the
ATJ graphite after completion of firing was marginal at best. Development
nozzle No. 3 employed an entrance section in which the ATJ graphite washers
were allowed virtually unrestrained axial motion. No cracking of the ATJ
was noted after the test, indicating the soundness of design approach.
However, a comparison of Station (2) of Figure 6-3 with Stations (I) of
Figures 6-4 and 6-5 at approximately the same values shows little or no
advantage in regression rate as compared to carbon cloth phenolic entrance

F" sections. As Figures 6-4 and 6-5 show, the carbon cloth phenolic entrance
sections of development nozzles 4 and 5 are comparable. Botn performed
satisfactorily from a structural standpoint, but their relatively high ero-
"sion rates, compared to both tungsten and pyrolytic graphitu! throat sec-

, tions, leave much tc be desired.

Duty cycle limits for the ATJ graphite entrance configuration and thickness
used in these development tests in terms of number of cycles versus firing
time/cycle for the minimum and maximum delay times are shown in Figure 5-4.
These curves are plotted with the comparable curves for the rocket motor
and demonstration test phases to show the scaling effect as in Figure 5-2.

1. To provide a broader aspect to the duty cycle limitations of ATJ graphite
entrances and to allow some latitude in nozzle design, a plot of total
allowable firing time versus section thickness has been constructed in

Figure 5-5. The derivation of this curve is explained in Paragraph 5-2.
For convenience, and to provide comparative data, the ablative plastic
(carbon cloth phenolic) family of curves is shown on the same plot. Duty
cycle limits for carbon cloth phenolic entrances of the configuration and
thickness used in these tests are shown in Figure 5-6 for minimum and maxi-
mum coast times.

An obvious and vital conclusion which cannot be overemphasized can be drawn
from the rocket motor and development test seri:s:

The restart test series has shown that a problem exists with nozzle entrances
that is equal to, if not greater than, that of the throat. This problem
centers about creation of an entrance that will perform adequately from
both a thermal and structural standpoint. Invariably, the over. 11 .. znle
performance has -'iffered from an entrance section performance whi-h is, at
best, marginal. Many of the duty cycle iimitations of throat r .terials,
particularly tungsten, are critically limited by poor entranc performance.
Although an ablative entrance has shown an overall improvew t over graphite
entrances, its erosion rate is high enough to be unacceptal-k where pulses
of long duration are a part of the duty cycle. A cnncentr4Lt4 eknct in
"terms of material and design evaluation geared toward solving this problem

L•. or at least alleviating it to the extent that entrance performance is com-
parable to throat performance will be required.

6-9
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6.3 DEVELOPMENT NOZZLE EXIT

The development nozzle exit sections in all cases corroborated the con-
clusions drawn from the rocket motor tests, i.e., no problems areas have
been uncovered for nozzle exit sections in terms of restart capabilities.
Future efforts should be directed toward weight and design optimization.

6.4 DEVELOPMENT NOZZLE INSULATION

Of those mater!als considered in t!he rocket moLor tests (Figure 5-7),
FM-5062 molded asbestos phenolic and RPD-41 tape grade asbestos phenolic
we-re chosen for use in the development test phase. The choice of asbestos
phenolic FM-5062 was based on its relatively superior properties, as
discussed in Pararaph 5.4. The tape grade asbestos phenolic •RPD-41) was
chosen for two reasons. The primary reason for utilizing the asbestos
tape insulavor was so thst special thermocouples could be wrapped in
precise locations within th,= insulation in an effort to obtain thermal
response data for the corroooration of the ablation analysis. The second
reaton for using RPD-41 was to verify the superior performance of the moldcd
asbestos phenolic noted in the rocket motor tests. Regrettably, the low
resin silica phealic. (FM 5019-25) could not be included in this phase
since it would require a number o' controlled experimental firings to
establish the credMiity of its superior properties. A stu'.Y such as this
was c. unsidered to b& c(:yord the scope of this program. Tables 6.2 and 6.3
present summaries of "nsulacor evaluation for the entrance and throat
sections, respectively. As these tables show, cte muded FM-Q062 asbestos
phenolic exnhbits a superior performance over tihe tape grade in terms of
lower char &rvwt: versus t"Ie. This verifies the data obtained ir :th
rock.ct motor tests.

Duty c)cle limits have been established for asbestat phenolic (FM 5062) of
the thickness used in these tests. They are shown graphically tor entrance
and throat insulation applications in Figures 5-8 and 5-9, respectively,
ana are plotted wiLh the comparable curves for the ro--ket motor and demon-
stratic-. test phareb. Figures 5-10 and 5-Il provide a broader basis for
the use of asbestos phenolic insulators in a restart application. These
figures sht-cw the effects of thickness variations on total allowable run
time ;-nd are derived in the tmar.ner described in Paragraph 5.4.

CON -lOIA



TABLE 6.2

ENTRANCE INSULATOR EVALUATION - DEVELOPMENT :rOTOR TESTS

K
Test No.

Matcr' ii Description i 2 4 5

Asbestos 1. FM 5062 0.032 0.029 0.040 C.045
Phenolic 2. RPD 41 J.055

K=

where

6c = char Thickness, inches

t = firing time, seconds

K = characteristic constant
of char growth

TABLE 6.3

THROAT INSULATOR EVALUATION - DEVELOPMENT MOTOR TESTS

, K

Test No.
Material Descript~ion 1 2 3 4 5

Ashe• Los 1. FM 3J62 0.020 0.020 0.025 0.030
Piien ii'7 2. RPD 41 0.043

K 6i~t

where

6c = char thihkness, inches

t = firing tirx-, seconds

K = characteris-.. constant

of chai growth

6-11
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SECTION 7

DEMONSTRATION TESTS

The design, fabrication, and test of the demonstration nozzle represents
the culmination of all efforts expended in the rocket motor and develop-
ment test phases of this program. The purpose of this demonstration test
was to show the feasibility of scaling up a nozzle design utilizing the
experience from the prior two test phases and to demonstrate the ability
of such a nozzle to satisfactorily undergo a duty cycle which is of max-
imum severity and contains a rigorous number of varied firing cycles.

7.1 TEST CONDITIONS

The demonstration nozzle contained a 2.50-inch diameter throat and was
tested at nominal conditions of 700 psia chamber pressure and 5190 pounds
of thrust. Firings were conducted on an Aeronutronic Solid Propellant
Simulator at the El Toro remote test site. The propellant simulation
(CYI-75 with a 6175OF theoretical combustion temperature) was identical
to that used in the previous test phases of this program.

7.2 DUTY CYCLE

The specific duty cycle established for this test was based on two primary
factors. It was considered the most severe combination of firing conditions
that could be imposed on the nozzle while maintaining a satisfactory per-
formance. The duty cycle was also chosen as being representative of a
fictitious but realistic mission requirement. Figure 7-1 illustrates the
demonstration nozzle duty cycle.

7-I
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7.3 NOZZLE DEST'N

The nozzle designed for the demonstration test is illustrated in Figure 7-2.
The contour and intirnal configuration is basically the same as that used
throughout the earlier tee.. phases. The basis for materials usage and
specific design criteria are described in the following paragraphs.

The choice of as-deposited pyrolytic graphite for the throat material was
based on several con iderari;ns. As explained in Sections-5 and 6, edge
gzained pyrolytic g:dphite and tungsten were the only logical throat
c',.didates for restartable solid propellant rocket nozzles of this size
and subjei-ted to this test environmint. Pyrolytic graphite was chosen
rather ý.han tungsten because of the more predictable behavior of the
former. Prior test efforts have shown that its use is primarily a func-
tion of chemical corrosion and its thermal response. Provisions for
thermal expansion can be easily and reliably made in nozzle design. Al-
though tungsten offers superior corrosion resistance with the attending
possibility of an extended duty cycle, its reliability is questionable.
Because of problematihal design considerations such as throat obtrusion
al extended firing durations due to insert backside melting resulting
from a tungsten-carbon reaction, and from shrinkage, the use of tungsten
carries with it a possibility of failure. It was believed advantageous to
accept the possible lower duty cycle limits of pyrolytic graphite than to
chance thc catastrophical failure mode of tungsten. The ultimate choice
of the as-deposited sto!=c -f pyrolyti. graphiLý over the anneaLed or
partially annealed states vas dictated by a lack of sufficient data con-
cerning the advantages of the latter two forms over the former.

The pyrolytic graphite throat stack is contained in an 0.5-inch thick
ATJ graphite ring which crerhangs the upstream pyrolytic graphite washer
0.25 inch and h..s a 5 mil clearance between its ID and the OD of the
throat. The overhang is calculated to result in the forward surfaces
of the ATJ and pyrolytic graphites being in the same radial plane when
both are fully expanded during firing. The clearance between the ATJ and
pyrolytic graphite allows unrestricted radial thermal expansion of the
pyrolytic graphite while providing sound structural support for the hot
pyrolytic graphite washers. Axial thermal expansion of the pyrolytic
graphite is provided for by a gap forward of the entrance section. The
width of this gap is designed to 110 percent of the maximum pyrolytic
graphite and ATJ graphite expansion. The gap is filled with an RTV type
silicone which forms a char which is eaily crushed to 10 percent of its
original thickness. Thus, the pyrolytic graphite is virtually unrestrained
in thermal expansion. This procedure has been found by Aeronutronic to
eliminate delamination and "elephant f-oting" of the 'yrolytic graphite
which would otherwise occur. Based on the previous tests, doscribed in
Sections5 and 6, there was no requirement for snrings or other devices to
account for axial thermal expansion.

7-3
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The heat sink limitation of the throat was based on two complementary
considerations. The fir3t of these considerations was a li~miting b/a,
or washer to throat diameter ratio, which was imposed to prevent spall.3ticn
of the throat 6urface. A detailed riiscussion of this effect is contained
in Paragraph 3.2 of this report. The complementary restriction to heat
sink size was a requirement for a specific insulation thickness designed
for the 200 Reconds of firing in the proposed duty cycle. This thickness
requirem~ent was determined from the empirical predictions illustrated in
Figures 5-10 and 5-11. The aforementioned factors, coupled with nozzle
holder size, effectively dictated the internal dimensions of the nozzle.

The decision to utilize an ablative plastic entrance was a direct out-
growth ofl the earlier test phases and, in a sense, parallels the reasoning
b~hind the decision to use pyrolytic graphite rather than tungsten as a
throat material. The high probability of catastrophical failure of a
polycrystalinie graphite entrance which was adequately demonstrated during
the earlier test phases dictated the use of an ablative plastic entrance

adthto acceptance of an inherently higher erosion rate. It must be re-
emphasized that this decision was made with an awareness that both types
of entrances cucisidered leave much to be ci'sired in terms of satisfactory
performance (see Paragraph 6.2).

The combination of materials utilized in the nozzle exit section was
chosen primarily as being representative of materials and material con-
figurations that could easily 'be converted to a flight weight nozzle. No

-'~efc problem areas were artic,'pated for this section of the nozzle.

7.4 TEST RESULTS

7.4.1 NOZZLE NO. 1

A demonstration nozzle was fabricated from the design described above,
and tested under the conditions outlined in Paragraph 7.1. Approximately
two seconds prior to ctuspletion of the initial 50-second firing (see
Figure 7-1), a chamber burn through occurred due to malfunction of the
simulator slurry injection system. The nozzle was apparently unharmed,
but accomplishment of the 20-second firing of Phase 1 was delayed. The
duty cycle was continued after repairs were effected on the chamber and
simulator. A second catastrophical failure of the simulator caused an
explosion of the motor chamber which destroyed the nozrie. Dsta was
recorded, and nozzle performance for the 48-second firiog was corviled.

r ~This performance coupled with peat test insulator an4lysis is shown in
Figure 7-3. It is of interest to compare the nearly identical throat

L erosion performance and insulation performance (K values) for the aborted
50-second test with the full 200-second duty cycle run on the notalo
described in the following parat~raph.
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7.4.2 NOZZLE NO. 2

A second demonstration nozzle was fabricated from the same design as the
original and fired in accordance with the duty cycle shown in Figure 7-4.
This actual duty cycle differed from the planned one (Figure 7-1) in minor
detail only. Table 7.1 shows the nozzle throat performance throughout the
various phases of the duty cycle. The gross erosion which occurred in one
quadrant of the nozzle took place during the first 50-second pulse and has
been attributed to simulator malfunction which allowed aa oxygen rich flow
over the affected quadrant. A comparison of chamber pressure throughout
the various phases of the duty cycle (Figure 7-5) with the erosion data of
Table 7.1 indicates the overall adequate performance of the nozzle except
during the simulator malfunction. Figure 7-6 is a'pictorial representation
of cumulative erosion rate versus time data taken from Table 7.1. The
average erosion rate of 0.427 mil/sec (Table 7.1) for the total firing time
of 200 seconds compares favorably with the 0.450 mil/sec erosion rate
experienced on the original demonstration nozzle (Figure 7-3).

The performance of the M-5062 asbestos phenolic in both the entrance and
throat sections was almost precisely as predicted. Table 7.2 gives the
K values based on char thickness and total run time. The close comparison
with the K values obtained in the original demonstration test (Figure 7-3)
is sigiýficant since the insulation of the original nozzle was subjected
to but one 50-second firing whereas the insulation of this nozzle underwent
19 separate firings with the various associated heat soak durations. This
substantiates the empirical method for the prediction of insulator char
growth derived ini Refe:rence 5.1, and utilized throughout the program to
calculate insulator requirements. As the use of this equation implies,
char formation for an insulation material is a function of total actual
firing time and is independent of the number of restarts as well as the
duration of heat soak. This can be explained by the apparent fact that
heat soak back time during coast periods is totally offset by the lag time
on restart.

The exit section of the nozzle performed as was expected. Erosion was uni-
form and varied inversely as to exit area ratio as shown in Figure 7-7.
No particular problems were anticipated or encountered with the exit portion
of the demonstration nozzle.

Figures 7-8 and 7-9 are photographs of the nozzle throat from the entrance
and exit sections, respectively, ane illustrate the throat condition after
Phase I of the duty cycle (75 seconds of firing). Figure 7-10 is a photo-
graph of the sectioned nozzle after completion of the 200-second duty
cycle. Figure 7-11, a picture of the same segment, illustrates the nozzle
contour after completion of testing.

7-7
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The performance of the entrance section can only be described as inadequate
It was found necessary to replace entrance sectiovs after Phase 1 (75 seconds)
and Phase 2 (145 seconds) since they were deemed unserviceable after each
phase. If the duty cycle were extended beyond the 200 secondr, a third
entrance section would have been required. The graphite cloth phenolic was
replaced with equivalent ATI grarhite sections for Phases 2 and 3 of the
duty cycle. Performances of all entrance sections were comparably poor.
The denmstration test reaffirmed the data obtained from the rocket motor
and development tees in terms of nozzle entrance sections for restartable
solid rocket motors (see Paragraph 6.2). It is obvious from the test phases
of this program that aL adJsZctory solution to this problem is the pacing
item for the advanceient of restartable solid propellant rocket nozzle
technology.
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r SECTION 8

COWPARISOK OF ANALYTICAL AND EUPERINEMEAL DATA

Within this section, data are presented from the series of rocket -otor and
development nozile tests to illustrate the relationships and the correla-
tions between various analyses used in this program and the actual test
results. Much of the material presented here has been previously dis-
cussed elsewhere in this report; however, it is believed that a better
understanding of capability and comparibility of the various analyses can
be obtained if they are preseinted in comparison with the corresponding test
results.

Each component of the nozzte - entrance seccion, throat. exit section, and
Insulation - is discussed separately. The materials used in each cow-
porent form the basis for discussion. A direct comparison of test results
with analysis can be made only for the throat sections and for the insula-
tion materials. Difficulties have been encountered in both the thermal and
structural analyses of the entrance sections. These difficulties have
precluded any analytical prediction of the behavior of these sections.
No problems were anticipated in the exit sections of the subs,..Aw nozzles;
therefore, no analyses were performed.

The primary objective of the rocket motor tests was not to provide a basis
for correlation of analytical work but rather to investigate problem areas
Individually by providing materials evaluations and problem definitions.
.Oly as a secondary objective was tb-re to be a correlation of analytically
predicted phenomenological occurrences with those observed in the tests.
These events include the occurrence of certain structural responses such

f as the developmet of fractures and spallation, and occurrence of erosion
and the deposition sad emoval of coodwnsed phases such s alumina.
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The developmeut nozzle tp3ts were designed to apply the data and knowledge *

gained from previous tests and analyses so that a translation of tech-
nology could be made to the demonstration nozzle tests. Also, additional
problem areas were sought expecially in terms of sealing and in applica-
tion of duty cy'.les to designs. Additional correlation of analysis with
test data was sought in this test phase.

8.1 ENTRkXCE SECTIONS

The major effort devoted to entrance sections was in the btructural area,
since so many failures and probl.ems were encountered in this area. Thermal
analysis was limited due to severe erosion-corrosion protlems.

8.1.1 ENTRANCE SECTION CORROSION

2egression or corro3ion rates of the graphite entrance section can be
calculated using the simplified equilibrium corrosion theory presented in
Paragraph 2.5.3, Figure 8-1 shows the surface temperature versus time for
three locations in development nozzle number 3 (as deposited pyrolytic
graphite throat). Also given are the calculated heat transfer coefficients
at two designated locations in the entrance section and at the throat. With
these coefficients and the temperature history, the "theoretical" surface
regression was calculated for the entrance section; that Is, locations
(1) and (2) in Figure 8-1. After the first pulse or phase of the duty
cycle imposei on this nozzle, diameter measurements were made at loca-
tions (I) and (2). Pretest measurements were also recorded.

The calculated and measured values are given below:

"Location Cal-ulated &r Measured Ar

(1) 0.035 inch (0.029) 0.050 to 0.065 inch

(2) 0.067 inch (0.052) 0.110 to 0.120 inch

As cau be seen, the agrecment is not too good, especially since the total
corrosio,. is reduced (numbers in parentheses above) when consideration is
made for the AI20 3 deposit on the entrance section at least up to surface
temperatures of 3700°F. As mentioned previously in Paragraph 2.5.3, the
theory of corrosion in rocket nozzles is poorly understood at present and
much additiona. effort is required Ln this area. The influence of particle
erusion may have contributed to the large surface regressions measured as
well as the result of pyrolysis gas flow. It is not clear at this time
which mechanisms are oredominant in causing these "higher than calculated"
rates. Observation of the onset of surface loss and its characteristics
are not readily measurable for the entrance section as they are in the
throat region.

8-2
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8.1.2 ENTRAN~CE SECTION -STRUCTURAL ANiALYSIS

Generally, because of the failure to generate a working computer program
for the structural analysis of concial sections, no structural analysis
could be performed on the entrance sections. Entrance sections performed
rather poorly from a structural viewpoint and/or from a surface regression
viewpoint in all of the nozzles tested in this program. Althrough the
reinforced plastics developed no structural problems when used as entrance
flamefront materials, their regression rates were quite high, Though the
basic regression rates of the polycrystalline graphites were not so high,
they developed severe crack patterns which accelerated the material loss.
In many cases, this resulted in loss of a sizable portion of the entrance-
flamefront material either by abundant surface regression or by pieces
being blown out through the throat.

Since no structural analysis tools existed for the examination of these
components, physical rationale based on behavior characteristics of cylin-
drical sections, was employed to redesign these entrance sections for i

* the development test nozzles. It is known that short cylinders experience
a lowered stresses response (by a factor of 1-') compared to long cylinders.
Thus, the first step in the redesign was to section the entrance into
washers with concial flamefront contours and cylindrical backside contours.
These washers were then split circumferentially into two rings to create
a washer within a washer with an intimate fit at the interface. This inter-
face then served as a crack-stopper for any tensile cracks which would be
initiated on the outer surface of the outer washer. By having the two
washers fit intimately, the stress response would be virtually identical
to that of an unsplit washer since axial effects essentially vanish. The
outer washer could then be expected to develop fracture surfaces initiating
at the outer radius, but these cracks would not propagate past the circum-
ferential interface of the two parts. The outer cracked part would still
be in place to provide backup restraint as long as the ablating insulator
provided backup to it.

There were three nozzles on which these design changes were incorporated
and for which any analytical predictions could be made. These were the
first three development nozzles. The entrance section designs are shown
in Figure 8-2 along with the heating parameter. The A ratios at the up-
stream and downstream faces of the washers are shown in the figure. The
first two entrance sections merely incorporated a washer design without
the crack stopper feature. Due to scheduling, the second nozzle had to be
designed before the first nozzle was fired. However, the third entrance
section was designed with the benefit of the results of the firing of the
first nozzle.

Relating the heating parameter to the allowable A ratios for those washers
lying downstream of the entrance nose piece shows that the allowable
ratics lie in a very narrow range of about 1.43. The upstream faces of

8-4
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the washers in development nozzles 1 and 2 have ratios of • at or below
this value, while the A ratios at the downstream faces exceed this value.
Higb values of a and E were used for ATJ so this analysis should be con-
servative, assuming tha- a washer is a good approximation to the short coni-
cal components.

In 11he first two nozzles, all of the washers cracked during the first •I
firing. This was not anticipated since a conservative approach was used

in their design. The nature of the fractures (in the radial-axial plane)
indicated that they resulted from hoop tensile stress. This indicated
that the analysis, based on the minimum A ratio for the short conical
components, was not adequate and that a more conservative design could
be obtained by basing the analysis on the maximum A ratios at the down-
stream faces of the washers.

The entrance section of the third development nozzle was designed to
incorporate circpmferential crack stoppers if the backside tensile fractures
should develop again. This technique was also carried to the massive nose
piece of the entrance. In this design, only one value of A exceeds the
1.43 limit and that was for the downstream face of the aftmost washer when
the outer ring is included. None of these washers cracked during the
first firing. This indicated that, by basing the analysis on the greatest
(or downstream) value of •, satisfactory analysis could be performed.
Testing difficulties prevented obtaining meaningful results on subsequent
firings of this nozzle.

This desig6n technique has limitations for small diameter components. To
stay below small ratios of P at5-the downstream face, thin (radially)
washers become necessary. When the washer radial thickness is less than
that needed to provide for normal surface regression, this limitation has
been exceeded.

8.2 THROAT OECTIONS

Correlations of convective heat transfer, chemical corrosion, and structure
behavior are presented in this section. Also presented are materials
phenomena as experienced during the test phases of this program.

8.2.1 CONVEUIVE HEAT TRANSFER

A comparison is made between the analytically predicted convective heat trans-
fer coefficient at the nozzle throat with that obtained during the development
motor tests. The analytical prediction, presented in Paragraph 2.1.3,
is modified herein to account for the effects of deposition of A12 03 on
the nozzle throat.

8-6
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In this discussion of the correlation procedure, only the first start-

in& cycle is treated; the effects of ablation on the heat transfer

coefficient may be neglected for the nozzle in question. The effect

of deposition may be approximately accounted for by the following

ti ~~procedure:_ _ _

The one-dimensional characteristic mass flow velocity is defined as

P A* g
C*

where

P a chamber pressure

A* - throat area

ag conversion factor 32.2 ibm ft/lb sec 2

9c F

a) a propellant weight flow

By requiring isentropic perfect gas flow in the inviscid stream and employ-

ing Bernoulli's equation, C* may be also given by
(.~)t 7+1C, -. 2- - • \i/2 (2)

In their early solid rocket Internal ballistic calculations, von Karman

and Malina (Reference 8.1) proved that an appreciable chamber pressure

change did not correspond to a significant change in chamber temperature;
therefore, C* is assumed constant throughout the firing period of uniform

propellant mass flux. The deposition thickness at the nozzle throat is

|only a function of the instantaneous chamber pressure and may be written"as
r (-Pro cr(3)

where the zero subscript refers to the initial condition at the start of
the run. Figure 8-3 shows the throat deposition thickness as a function
of time for the nozzle in question; the plot is calculated from a measured

I" chamber pressure versus time distribution.
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A reasonably aeeurate expression for the total heat absorbed by a throat
WVaher is

f tequil (4)'rP~ )PC ~'~' + (Pvc)ATJ t f 001

#is the materiel density, V is the volume, C Is the specific heat (Btu/lbm-°R),
pytolytte graphite Weree to the pyrolytic graphite washer, ATN is. the back-
Up eoe, T ilt the radial isothermal temperature, A io the hot side our-
t 'e washer (assumed independent of time), and 4 ablation to the

hot ablation (Stu/sec). For pyrolytic graphite backed with an ATJ heatI *i.. it has boon found that the radial isothermal ceodiloiti (Tequ£i) is
roiead eppuomImately 30 seconds after shutdown. As indicated above, the
ablation Is negligible during the firing portion of the first run cycle.I Frm t a tf to t - tequil there is some ablation; however, as was determined
from study of the thermocouple traces, Its effect on qT/A is considered
small. Correctly speaking, there should be an axial heat conduction term
ti sqation 4, but its magunitude is usually small compared to the terms
included.

In order to initiate the solution it is np:cssary to create a locus of
QT/A versus hbf values by repeated runs of the conduction-ablstion program,

Susing proper s:lld material ",ormal properties and the CYI-75 adiabatic
wall temperature at the throat (66000R). The conduction-ablation progrmn
solves for the wall surface temperature, Tw, as a function of time for an
assumed heff, the QT/A then being calculated by employment of (tf is the
36.5 second firing time)

A fheff (Tow, - ?) d t

f The resulting curve is shown an Figure 8-4. Equation 4 is then
employed to give QT/A from the experimental thermocouple Tequil value.
UsinS accepted thermal property data and a throat washer area of 2.27 in.2,
Equation 4 gives a measured (Q/A value of 342 Bu/in. 2 , which cor-
respond& to an heff of 0.0056 3tu/in.2saac% (Figure 8-4).
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This "measured" value of heff is now compared to the theoretical value
obtained from a sumation of the washer and deposit layer thermal resis-
tivities written in the form

ht (6)U heoft f.L (.L)dt +f(} )(6
0 0

As is seen, the quantity heff differs from the gas side coefficient hg
(determined from the boundary layer solution) due to the presence of
the deposited A1 2 03 layer. Of course, there is a degree of measurement
involved in Equation 6 since the deposition thickness 6 was obtained
from aid experimental pressure vers-is time distribution. §mployment of the
boundary layer theory .,hreat hg value (8.18k,0-3) Stu/iu. asecR), which
is assumed constant for the rvtn period (an approximation). together with
a tf of 36.5 seconds and a . of 6.02(005) Btu/sec in.°R gives a theo-
retical heff of 0.0057; Btu/in. 2secit, a value that is exceedingly close
to the "measured" heff. The several assumptions made in this calciiation,
i.e., the supposedly correct value of K taken from solid rather than liquid
Al 0 measurements, and the constancy of h as a function of time, must be

U LJvali, or at least the errors induced by ties should cancel each other out.I It is thus *see that a throat ha calculate.d from the real gas boundary

layer program does accurately correlate, whet adjusted for deposition, vithI the ex;*rimental date, and, as will nov be shown, is decidedly suporior
to the Reference 2.1 perfect gas value or one obtained from che Barts
(Reference 8.2) pipe flow type corr"lation. The Bartz formulIa for the heat
transfer coefficient is simply, t., , °.o

0.026 C P .P2) c EVic )0 -a .1 (\O.9(7

IL 0D *)* PrJrrc I\A I(7

where (a

! [. ",.

• Aithesigh the original Rares correlat'.op employed the c#haaber Cp value, it

'U has been determined that better results are obtained when a local "average'

"I, i -mmI0 JninmJ ll nzi i
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specific heat based on the local stsanation enthalpy and temperature dif-
ferences across the boundary layer "i employed, i.e.,

H -HC o W'z ()•
Tp * Tv' (

Figures 8-5 and 8-6 illustrate the uncorrected-for-deposition gas side
coeificienta far the three heat transfer theories, together with their
respective throat heff values as corrected for deposition by employment
of Equation 6. Also shown in the throat "experimentaL" value of heff
(Equation 4 and Figure 8-4). The superiority of the real gas cal-
culation, at least in Che throat region, is clearly evident.

8.2.2 THRMOAT SECTION COIMOM-ON

Duty cycle and firing time restrictions were imposed on pyrolytic graphite "
aad tungsten throat inserts based on allowable maximum surface temperatures.
These maximum surface temperatures were chosen as a result of the theoretical
equilibrium corrosion rate calculations modified by data acquired thrt gh
various programs utilizing propellants with similar exhaust properties.
Thus, the theoretical maximum temperature has been somewhat altered by
experience since, as mentioned in Paragraph 2.5.3. corrosion theory is
not yet adequate and reliable.

Several observations can be made from the firings conducted under this
program. The limit imposed on pyrolytic graphite was 50000 F. It has been
found in the thermal analysis that this surface temperature will be achieved
at the same time whether the nozzle is subjected to a continuous firing or
to a duty cycle of several pulses. Thus, ten 5-second pulses have the same
effect in producing this surface temperature as a single 50-second firing.

In examining the rocket motor test results, the occurrence of a given
degree of erosion can be deteruined more accurately than the initiation of
erosion. The time at which a five percent area change has occurred was
chosen as the experimental data which would be correlated. This comparison
between experimental and analytical data is shown in Figure 8-7. The
analytical predictions are based on the time to reach a 5000OF throat
temperature, at which temperature surface regression is assumed to occur;
whereas, the experimental results are for time sufficient to achieve a
Spercent throat area change. The discrepancy In the firing time% for
5 seconds or less between c)-es is attributed to the start transient
aluiena deposition and the time from the initiation of surface regression
tc a 5 percent area change. The consideration of alumina deposition
increases the firing time for a single pulse to achieve throat regression
fro& 46.3 seconds to 49.S *econds. The cxpertmental time for a 5 percent

8-12
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area change is 50 seconds; this indicates that the assumption of the ini-
tiation of surface regression at 5000OF may be slightly off. However, by
eliminating alumina deposition the thermal analyses used in this program
may be used to very accurately predict the duty cycle limitations of
pyrolytic graphite throat inserts similar to the rocket motor tests. The
only restriction that should be imposed on the thermal analysis is the [1
fact that after the first firing the throat insert will experience a change
from its original geometry. The influence of geometry change on duty cycle
is indicated in Figure 8-7 and imposes a definite limitation to the
analysis.

An examination of the development motor tests shows approximately the same
results. As shown in Figure 8-1 for test No. 3 the surface temperature i
at the throat was calculated to reach 4750°F at the end of the 36.5 second
firing. The post-test measurement showed no throat surface regression.
The 5000°F limit imposed does not appear to be excessively optimistic.

The interpretation of the data obtained for the tungsten inserts is more
difficult, since the effects of plastic deformation have clouded some-
what the post-test measurements. The maximum surface temperature imposed jj
on tungsten for this environment was 55000 F. The same reasons were used
as with pyrolytic graphite, however, less data were available upon which
confidence could readily be placed. Data acquired from the rocket motor
tests may be clouded somewhat by the fact that backside gas leakage hadoccurred. However, neglecting this the following can be shown:

Predifted Surface
Nozzle Firing Time Measured Erosion Temperature (OF)

0.625 inch dia 61 0 5530800 mils thick

0.625 inch dia 50 0 5520
180 mils thick

* 1.25 inch dia 35 0 -5200
0.400 mil thick

1.25 inch dia 45 0 -5400
* 10.400 mil thick

On all of these inserts, final-diameters were less than the original
diameter (see Sections 3 and 6). However, it was noted on several of
these inserts that fine axial grcoves occurred in the surface. Also,
tungsten carbide was found on the surface indicating a carbon reaction
from either the pyrolysis products (Paragraph 2.5.4) or from carbon
carried by the degradation of the entrance section. However, it does
appear that the 5500°F surface temperature limit is conservative, but it
is not known by how much, since some localized grooving (corrosion) did
occur.

8-16
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S8.2.3 THROAT SECTIONS - STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The structural responses observed in the tests consisted of the occurrence
or nonoccurrence of specific phenomena: either the insert spelled or it
did not; it fractured or it did .ot; anelastic deformation occurred or
it did not. The comparison of analytical predictions of these occurrences
with the observed test results forms the bas1s of the correlation betweenj3 the two.

a. Pyrolytic Graphite. Pyrolytic graphite was used in the test17 phases as shown in Table 8.1.

TABLE 8.1

PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE TEST UTILIZATION

Test D* (in.) b (in.) u g (rijls) Ug/Ib (approx)

i FRM 3, 10, 11, 14 0.625 1.5 4.8 1-2 0.0007-0.0013

€Dev3 1.25 2.5 4.0 3-5 0.0012-0.002

"Demo 1, 2 2.5 3.0 2.4 5 0.0017

SAs discussed in Paragraph 3.2.1, the structural analysis would predict
that these designs were ultrasafe from fractures resultirg from backside
tensile stresses. No such fractures were observed. Thus is can be con-
cluded that these analytical predictions were verified by test. However,
it cannot be concluded that the analysis is precise since it was impractical
to attempt to design the washers near their failu-e points. Nonetheless,it still appears that backside tensile fracture is an almost impossible

3•failure mode to induce in pyrolytic graphite.

The occurrence of spallation on the inner surface of pyrolytic graphite
t. washers could be predicted depending upon the backside restraint provided

and the a-b compressive strength of the material. In the rocket motor
tests, the geometric ratio, A, was quite high at 4.8. This is actually1: outside the range of values used in the analytically derived design charts.
Howevcr, assuming that some extrapolation is valid, the following remarks
can be made. The washers would have been sa.e, theoretically, if the
"inserts had oeen free to expand radially during the run. At the peak stress
condition, the washers require about 5 mils on the radius for this expan-
#ion, whereas only i or 2 mils was provided. Some slight extrapolation of1 curve 2 of Figure 3-13, the applicable design chart, shows the rocket
motor test nozzles to be marginal for spallation. Some gross surfaceroughening, much too coarse to be classed as purely chemical corrosion,

was observe in the pyrolytic graphite in tests 3, 10, and 11, but not

II 8-17
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in test 14. This rougheaing has been called spallation. In these tests
the picture is somevhat clouded because of the unsatisfactory behavior of
the entrance sections. On some of the test nozzles, the excessive surface
regressiou, as well as the loss of pieces, of the entrance sections re-
suited in unfavorable effects on the throat material.

The development nozzle design falls within the range of the design charts.
Referring to FiVire 3-13, the two curves with ug/b - 0.002, and the curve
for ug/b w 0.001, can be used for this comparison. The curve for the lower
strength of -10,500 psi and ug/b - 0.002 shows the design to be definitely
unsafe, as does the curve for ug/b of 0.001 and a strength of -13,000 psi.
The curve for -13,000 psi strength and ua/b - 0.002 shows the design to be
marginal. No spallation was observed in this nozzle after test.

The two demonstration nozzles were designed on the basis of the favorable
results of the development nozzle. Referring again to Figure 3-13 the
design point for these nozzles falls about midway between the two curves
for ug/b - 0.002. Thus, the analysis would predict spallation for a
strength of -10,500 psi and no spallation for a strength of -13,000 psi.
No spallation was observed in this nozzle after-test.

Spallatien in pyrolytic graphic is sensitive to the a-b compressive strength
of the material and to the degree of restraint to radial expansion pro- L
vided. It would appear from the test results that the greater strength of
-13,000 psi is probably more applicable than the lesser value of -10,500 psi.
Although a phenomenon, which has been referred to here as spallation, was
observed in the rocket motor tests, the actual occurrence of such a struc-

turally related event should be demonstrated in the laboratory so that
chemical effects are absent. Although Gobble and Salmen have shown
that basal-plane compression causes fracture at 45 degrees to the applied
stress in a compression specimen, it should be demonstrated that such
fractures are translatable to spallation in an elastic body of revolution
with some c-direction restraint..

The backside restraint imposed on the washers, even with a carefully con-
trolled backside clearance, is questionable. Deposits from the combustion
products and from the pyrolysis products which find their way behind the
washers reduce this clearance and increase the restraint to some degree.

The phenomenon defined as elephant footing in Paragraph 3.1 has been
examined analytically. Although the analysis was not completed until after
the rocket motor tests were completed and the development nozzles were

designed, analysits was conducted to see if this occurrence could be pre-
for the rocket motor nozzles. The vvent was not observed in any of

the rocket motor nozzles. Figure 8-8 shows the predicted axial stress at
the inner surface of the washers along with the predicted temperature as a
function of time. Two curves are shown in the figure representing two
values of axial load. The greater load is computed by assuming that the
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chamber pressure of 700 psi acts.. ever the frontal area of the washer. The
lesser load assumes that a pressure differential of 400 psi acts across the
opposing faces of the washer.. This represents the greatest axial pressure
difference across a distance equal to the thickness of a single washer.
As can be seen from this figure, at the time the inner surface reaches the
threshold temperature for c-direction permanent deformation, the stresses L
are above 14,000 psi compression. Referring to Figure 4-24 and the curve
labeled 23100C, 13 ksi, a permanent deformation of about 1/2 percent could
be expected if this load were held for 10 seconds. Referring again to
Figure 8-8, when the inner surface temperature has reached 2400 to 25000 C,
the stresse. are still in the range of -13,000 psi. In this case, the
laboratory data, shown in Figure 4-24, indicate that if these conditions
prevailed for.10 seconds, a permanent deformation of I to 1-1/4 percent
could be anticipated. When the inner surface has reached 27600C, the axial
stresses exceed -8000 psi, and the laboratory data, Figure 4-26, indicate
over 1.6 percent deformation could be expected in another 30 seconds.

A plot of the radial distribution of arial stress is shown in Figure 8-9.
The peak stress at the inner surface is not greatly sensitive to total load
carried. The annulus over which the load is carried is reduced as the load
is decreased. With the annulus decreasing, the triangular area under the
curve (which approximates the load, Pz - 27flfordr) drops rather abruptly
with only a slight decrease in stress. The significant point about the
stress distribtuion is that the high stresses exist only over a very small
radial distance. Stresses in excess of -10,000 psi only exist to a depth
of 0.045 inch for the lower load curve. It would require only a small
deformation in this area to redistribute the load and relieve these high
stresses. The relationship between degree of deformation and the stress
relief afforded has not been developed.

The predicted radial distribution of axial stress for the demonstration
nozzles when the predicted inner surface temperature has reached 2430 0C is
shown in Figure 8-10. The high load curve &ssumes the axial load to be the
product of chamber pressure and washer frontal area, and the low load curve
assumes a pressure differential of 210 psi acting across the w&sher. The
same comparisons can be made with the laboratory data as was done above by
referring to the 24200 C curve of Figure 4-24. For the lok load curve of
Figure 8-10, only about a 30-ail annulus is at a stress above -10,000 psi.
Localized redistribution could relieve these high stresses to a value where
no discernible permanent deformation would occur. This should be Investi-
gated but has not been on this program. From the computed structural data
and the Irboratory data, a prediction of some degree (approximately I percent)
of permanent c-direction deformation to a depth of not over 1/16-inch would
be made. This deformation could not be detected on the demonstration nozzles
after test.

b. Annealed Pyrolytic Graphite. This materfal was used in the nozzle
throats in rocket motor tests 6 and 9, and in development test 1.
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Thm tensile stress behavior on the outer surface of this material should
be such better then that of as-deposited pyrolytic graphite. The reasons
for this ie in the material properties: compared to as-deposited pyrolytic
graphite, the annealed material has a higher a-b conductivity, a lover s-b

U tbermal expansion, and a high a-b tensile strength. Thus not only will
the thermal loading be lover but the structural response viii also be lower
while the strength is higher. Since analysis has shown that it is virtually
Impossible to fail as-deposited washer inserts in tension, the same would
be even truer for the annealed material. Thus no tensile failures would
be pradlcted for the inserts of these test nossles; and none occurred.

Before the rocket motor tests were conducted with this material, the com-

pressive behavior at the inner surface could not be predicted. It is known
that at room temperature the annealed material has about half the a-b
compressive strength of the as-deposited material. But the higher tempera-
ture strength and the mode of compressive failure vere not known. It could
reasonably be expected that both the strength and the mode could be dependent
upon the c-direction b-'tng of the material. This bonding is Van der Waal
(electrostatic) and is .. eatly reduced by annealing. Thus it might reason-
ably be expected that the annealed material might be more sensitive to
compressive leading than the as-deposited material, even though no precise
predictions based on calculated magnitudes could be made.

In both rocket motor tests 6 and 9, the annealed material wrinkled, producing
kinks in the a-b plane as a result of the inner surface hoop compressive
stress. the washers in these nozzles had a backside radial clearance of 1
to 2 ails (ug/be'O.Ol) compsrable to the clearance provided for the as-

F deposited pyrolytic graphite washers used in this test phase. The wrnie les
appeared on both tests and extended in a continuous fashion throughout ie
length of the washer stack as if a wrinkle occurring in one washer had been
embossed on tlie adjacent washers. Where these wrinkles appeared on the inner
edge of the annealed material, a site for selective corrosive attack was
created. as a consequence, corrosion grooves were produced along the length
of the insert. The results of this phenomenon are graphically shown in
Figures 8-11 and 8-12. It appears that wrinkling of the soft annealed mate-

rial rather than spallation occurs from the inner surface compressive hoop
stress. This is a new problem definition resulting from the rocket motor

[! tests,

In development nozle I, the clearance behind the anealed pyrolytic graphite
washers was Increased to about 4 ails (u./bs*O.0016). The wrinkles developed
*gain" ass result of the motor firing but to a lesser degree than observed in
the rocket motor tests. Not all wrinkles extended to the outer radius of the
washer stack.

c. e•a-t Treated Pvrolytic Cru;Mte. This material was used I* the
notale throats in rocket motor test 4 and in development test 5. The

p structural behavior of bect treated pyrolytic traphite should be superior
to that of the as-deposited material for the same reasons cited above for

fl 8-23
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the annealed material, although the properties of the heat treated material
are not changed to the same degree as the annealed material. Analysis
indicated that no tensile failures could be expected for as-deposited
washer inserts; therefore, no tensile failures would be predicted for the
heat treated material. None were observed.

Whereas spailation was shown to be marginal for the pyrolytic graphite
rocket motor nozzles, heat treated material should show a small margin,
assuming a higher compressive strength for this material. No spallation
vas observed in the r~cket motor nozzle 4.

Certain testing difficulties obfuscated the observance of any structural
phenomena on the inner surface of development nozzle 5. Neither spallation
or permanent c-direction deformation could be detected because of these
difficulties.

d. Tungsten. Two structural phenomena could be analytically predicted:
backside tensi.e fractures an(. inner surface yielding. It may be recalled
that the effects of grain grcwth ot tVe strength and modulus of arc cast
material were studied in the laboratory. -. owever, it was foind that the
grain size of the tungsten inserts exceeded the range studied in the labora-
tory rather early in the duty cycle. Thus the occurrence of backside tensile
fracture could be predicted for the initial firnin, but the question of the
effects of large grain size reappeazs forpredf~ttons made for i--bsequent
firings. It is impossible to estimate accurately the grain size for second
and subsequent f iings. It app!ars quite safe- thbugh to assivme that the
grain size exceeds some nominal minimum. A minimum of 0.0015 inch is -

convenient since analyses have been performed with the corresponding
strength of 36,000 psi.

All of tht rungster inserts fired in the test phases were, according to
thedefinition of Paragraph 3.2.1, long cylinders. The shoit:-cylinder
lengths for thu test inserts are shown in Figure 8-13. The test insert
deaign data are shown in Table 8.2.

Comparing the design data ir. Table 8.2 with the limiting lengths in
Figure 8-13 shows that the inserts were all long cylinders. Since the
ixr.erts of the rocket motor Iasts were not well restrained, the axial and
hoop stresses should be approximacely equal and fracture- from either should
be equally likely.

Using the long cylinder data of Figure 3-14, for unrestrained inserts, none
of the inserts should have sufferel a tensile fracture on the first firing
with the exception of the insert of rocket motor test 13. Thus for the
first firing predictions, there is perfect correlation between aaalyical pre-
dictions and observed test results. Howeve-, the predictions for subsequent
firings, assuming an average grain size of 0.0015 inch and the accompanyiig
strength of 36,000 psi, indicated that all of the ar, cast insvrts would
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have fractured. (No predictions could be made for the gas pressure bonded
material.) Referring to the appropriate curve of Figure 3-21, the rocket
motor inserts would not survive for A's greater than 1.36 and the develop-
ment inserts would not survive for A's greater than 1.2. The inserts which
had A's in excess of these values by not more than 37 percent did survive all
subsequent firings without fracture. The insert of rocket motor test 8
was the only one which fractured on subsequent firing. It fractured on the

U second firing. It's A ratio, as shown in Table 8.2 , was 3.56. This is
coneiderably above the predicted safe design value and considerably above
the values for the inserts which did survive all firings:

SL There seem to be two possible causes for this discrepancy. One is that
the analysis is faulty kind the other is that the strength and grain size

r [assumption for subsequent firings is inaccurate. For the insert of rocket
motor test nozzle 7, = 1.58, a minimum strength of 54,500 psi is required
for the insert to survive all firings. For the insert of development
nozzles 2 and 4, '= 1.64, a minimum strength of 89,500 psi is requiredf for survival. Looking at the grain growth data obtained from the sectioned
inserts after firing, Paragraph 8.2.4, it would appear that some grain
growth would have occurred during the first firing of the three inserts
under discussion. And some degradation of strength below the as-received
value would have accompanied this growth so that the necessary strengths
quoted above probably would not have been maintained.

If the inserts had been short cylinders, the rocket motor 7 insert would
L have been marginal to survive a strength loss to 36,000 psi according to

curve 2 of Figure 3-21, but the development inserts 2 and 4 could not have
survived a similar strength loss.

It appears then that there is insufficient correlation between analytical
predictions and test results for tensile fracture on second or subsequent
firings for these tungsten inserts.

SAccording to Figure 3-17, all of the tungsten inserts would have undergoneS[' inner surface yielding by a wide margin on all firings. This yielding was

observed.

The reduction in throat diameter experienced for each cycle for all of the
tungsten inserts is shown in Table 8.3. It is interesting to note that
the throat shrinkage is relatively significant as long as the circumferential
integrity of the insert is maintained. All four of the thinnest inserts
continued to shrink during all cycles and the thicker inserts experienced
significant shrinkage until they fractured. These fractures were in the
r-z (radial-axial) planes and extended throughout the thickness and length
of the insert. These fractures, then, could be expected to relieve the

L rotational restraint on the insert and, as a consequence, reduce the
magnitude of the compressive hoop stress in the inner region of the insert,
thus reducing the degree of anelastic deformation observed. The test results

SC I8-29
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show that the anelastic deformation was virtually stopped when fractures
appeared in the thicker inserts, thus tending to support the above rationale.

it may also ted in Table 8.3 that the thinner inserts deformed more
and in a shorter time than did the thicker inserts. For the thinner inserts
there is less cross section in tension and thus less mass of the insert to
resist compressive deformation. And for the thicker inserts there is more
material which must be forced to move for the inner boundary to shrink.
The test results consistently support this as being the case.

8.2.4 MATERIALS PHENOI4ENA - TUNGSTEN INSERTS

There were a total of six tungsten inserts fired during the program. These
inserts and their duty cycles are summarized in Table 8.4.

The arc cast and extruded tungsten inserts were made from a single bar of
material obtained from Climax Molybdenum Company. The chemistry provided
by the supplier was: it

C Fe Ni Si
0.001 < 0.002 <0.001 < 0.002 Weight Percent

with the balance W by difference. With a starting ingot 7-1/4 inches in

diameter, the processing was:

(a) Extruded at 31000F to 2-3/4 inches diameter.

(b) Recrystallized at 30000F for 1 hour.

(c) Machined to 2-3/8 inches diameter.

The gas pressure bonded tungsten used in the rocket motor tests was con-
solidated by Allied Chemical Corporation as a pilot plant production item.
No chemical or processing data are available for this material. Its use
was not carried into the development tests.

There are several materials and related items associated with these inserts.
Grain growth, carbide formation and flow, and composition of deposits are
the particular items which will be included in this discussion.

Although a precise thermal history of the material is qaite desirable when
examining these phenomena, no such history is available. For this reason,
analytical predictions will often be used as an indication of the approximate
temperature levels reached.

a. Rocket Motor Test 7 Insert. This insert was obtruded after three
starts and a total firing time of about 87 seconds. A photograph of the
sectioned insert is shown in Figure 8-14. The blotchy material on the
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TAILE 8.4

TUNGSTEN INSERT SMIgARY

l et Insert Description D.tZ Cycle

Rocket Motor 7 180-il wall arc cast 26 seconds
and extruded t 4Cool to ambient

36 seconds
Cool to ambient
24-1/2 seconds
Insert obtruded

Rocket Motor 8 800-.il vail arc cast 61 seconds
and extruded Cool to ambient

61 seconds
Cool to ambientp 56 seconds

Rocket Motor 12 180-mil vail gas 50 seconds
pressure consolidated Cool to ambient
(cylindrical backside) 5-1/2 seconds

Rocket Motor 13 800-nil wall gas Five 5-second pulses

pressure coxsolidated with S seconds between
L• pulses. Cool

25 minutes.
Five 5-second pulses
with 5 seconds

between pulses. Cool
to equilibrium
(33 seconds). Fire
for 20 seconds

Development 2 2-piece arc cast and 20 seconds
extruded Cool 100 seconds

15 secondsV C'ool to ambient
15 &,conds
Cool 100 seconds
Four 5-vecond pulses
spaced 5 seconds apart
Cool to imbient
Stx 5-second pulsesspaced 3 seconds apart

Development 4 I-piece arc cast and 37 seconds
extruded Coal 103 seconds

10 seconds
Cool to ambient
27 secondsS~Cool 63 seconds

8-33 Four $-second firings
spaced 5 seconds opart
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flsurface is fused silica caused when the insert impacted an earthen embank-
menit after being ejected. Note that the contour of the section is well
preserved even though the insert was pretty well battered by the impact.

[Two samples were taken from the nozzle after firing was completed. The
results of X-ray diffrection analysis are shown in Table 8.5. It is
interesting to note that tungsten carbides were found in the exit cone.
These carbides had evidently flowed downstream from the insert during
firing. The smaple taken from the backup material adjacent to the insert
backside shoved no carbides. Visual inspection of the insert confirmed

Sthat there was no gross melting on the backside although there was some
carbide present. It may be concluded then that the insert obtruded because
it became very soft at the elevated temperature and there was sufficient
force to cause it to be ejected. It may not be concluded that carbide
melting on the backside was a major factor in the loss of the insert.

TABLE 8.5

X-RAY DIFFRACTIMON TA OF ROCKET MOTOR TEST NO. 7 SAMPLES

Percent of Compound in Sample
Sample OA12 03  ". 2C W03 WC A12 0C A14 C3  Remarks

1 70-80 low low trace trace Sample taken
from exit sec-
tion approxi-
mately I inch
downstresm of
insert.

2 10-15 trace 4-6 Sampic taker.
from ATJ behind
insert section.
Sample mostly
normal graphite.
One peak - Al
100 percent
intensity line
5 percent plus
or minus.

The duty cycle to which the nozzle was subjected urqestionably brought the
entire insert above the temperatures necessary for grain growth and tungsten-
carbide reactions to occur. Analytic-! .&.•ictions indicated that the flame-! ~front material at the throat wo0uld reach 2400°C (4350*F) In about 10 seconds
sad the backside wouId teach this teqierature in about 23 seconds. For each
of the three firing cycles, th:, entire insert would have been expected to
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have been above this toeperature. The average grain size in the throat
region is approximately 0.016 inch. This is about five times as large as
would be expected from the materials laboratory studies for three excursions
to 24000C.

Even no, there remains a patch of small grains evident in Figure 8-14.
This patch lies along a well defined striation line, and it is quite prob-
able that the initial microstructure in this region influences the rate of
grain growth.

b. Rocket Mtotor Test 8 Insert. Figure 8-15 is a view of the backsid,.
of the tungsten insert used in rocket motor test 8. This photograph shows
the deposits which resulted partly from the backside dlow. At the inner
surface and extending aft are the carbide deposits which have flowed '--r
the inner surface.

Figure 8-16 is a view from upstream. Deposits are evident. General rough-
ness of the contour, material loss from the upstream face near the inner
surface, and the radial fracture can all be seen in this figure.

Figure 8-17 shows the untouched fracture surface. The insert had been sec-
tioned prior to photographing. After sectioning, tht insert did not fall
apart at the fracture but was securely held together at or near the inner
surface. It had to be mechanically broken to part it. Fro,. the appearance
of the fracture surface, it can be deduced that the most probable mechanism
of bonding was by carbide's.

Figure 8-18 is a photograph of the sectioned insert which has been polished
and etched. Loss of upstream material by carbide formatic, is quite evi.dent.
Thi 4cotiton includes the fracture which is seen as the channeling at about
the middle of the upstream surface.

Figure 8-19 is an enlargement at the lower portion of the section shown in
Figure 8-18 . The surface carbide layer is quite evident. Carbide migration
into the grain boundaries can be traced to a considerable depth. Carbides

Lwere detected to a depth at about 3/16 inch. Toward the aft region of the
insert near the inn r surface, a small grain within i grain can be clearly
seen. This small grain was being dissolved at a very rapid rate when the
insert cooled odf. Grain growth in this region, being extremely rapin, has
resulted in rn•aidom directional grain enlargement probably between grains of
minimnto crystal wisorientation aý is suggcsted by this included grain which
has almost been snnihilated by the larger surrounding grain.

Ihe treawndous variation in grain site cln be seen from the flaefront sur-
face to the -ft backside corner. In the region near the hottest surface,
exaggerated grain growth is ,.vident along the insert length. the average
grain crcia section is approximately 3.5 x 10.3 in.2. The resultinS grains
in this portion of the specimen tend to be somewhat longer in the radial
direction thb,:. in ihe axiil direction.
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FIGURE 8-15. 3(cM.IDE VIEW OF INSERT OF ROCK-ET ?W TEMST NO. 8
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FIGURE 8-16. VIEW FROM UPSTREAM OF INSERT OF ROCKET MOTOR TEST NO. 8
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FIGURE 8-17. FRACTURE SURF ýt OF INSERT OF ROCKET MOTOR TEST NO. 8
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rLGIME 8-18. SECTIONE~D INSERT OF ROCKET MOTOR TEST NO. 8
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Analytical predictions indicate that the flamefront material would reach
24000 C (4350 0 F) in about 21 seconds and that the backwall temperature would
achieve this value in about 60 seconds. Thus, according to these predictions,
the entire insert would have exceeded this temperature in each of the three
firing cycles.

The grain size in the area farther removed from the flame surface and lying
along a striation line of enlarged grains is approximately 1.1 x 10-3 in. 2

and exhibits a more equiaxed structure indicative of more uniform grain
boundary movement. Within this region a band of relatively small crystals
is apparent.

The region adjacent to the outside surface is in contact with a graphite
support and therefore expected to be cooler. The grain size in this portion
of the nozzle is approximately 3.4 x 10-4 in. 2 .

The nozzle material at the lowest temperature is that at the outside surface
at the aft end of the insert. As expected, the grain growth in this region
is less than elsewhere although some grcdth is evident. This material,
surrounded by finer grained material, is not understood. It is to be
expected that grain growth would be le~s than that in material closer to
the interior structure. The larger grained material lying radially outward
from the finer grained material could be the consequence of a local varia-
tion in raw material stock (compositional or structural variations) which
could be more amenable to grain growth.

X-ray diffraction analysis data for samples taken from the insert are given

in Table 8.6. The sample taken from the recessed upstream face showed a

preponderance of alumina. The sample taken from the backside showed high

concentrations of tungsten carbides. There was considerable backside leak-

age behind this insert which was evidenced by exit section erosion. The

sample taken from the material which appeared to flow at the downstream

edge of the insert (see Figure 8-1.5) was composed almost entirely of tung-

sten and tungsten carbides. This material came from the flamefront mate-

rial. The hydrocarbons reacted with the insert material and the elemental

tungsten melted and the mixture flowed from the contoured surface to form

the ragged tail on the insert.
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TABLE 8.6

X-RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS OF ROCKET MOTOR TEST NO. 8 SAMPLES

2

Percent of Compound in Sample
Sample UA1 2 03  aA120 3  W WC C.W2 C C Rtmarks

1 50 25 15 10 Trace Unknown compound,

low percent, also

present
2 5 25 15 50 5

3 Trace 65 5 30 Sample taken from
material which
appeared to flow
at downstream
edge.

c. Rocket Motor Test 12 Insert. The second firing of this insert
(see Table 8.4 ) was conducted to examine alumina deposition and to check
for thermal shock in the material after grain Srowth had beer. induced on
the first firing. Alumina deposition is quite evident in Figure 8-20.
There was a complete cone of deposits at the termination of firing, but
most of this cone was lost when the nozzle was disassembled. Ba':kside
deposition which resulted from backside gas flow can also be seen in
Figure 8-20. This insert had a cylýndrical backside in contrast to the
other tungsten inserts which all had donical backsides.

Figure 8-21 shows a section of the fired nozzle with an enlargement of a
V portion of the section. Material loss caused by carbide formation from the

upstream portion of the insert can be noted. The typical hexagonal struc-
ture of the gas pressure bonded material has been preserved even though
considerable grain growth has occurred. It was noted that the grain growth
did not progress across these hexagonal boundaries on either of the two gas
pressure bonded inserts fired.

No grain growth correlation was made nor could it reasonably be attempted.
No laboratory data were generated as noted in Paragraph 4.2. The hexagon-
like structure typical of the gas pressure bonded material was still evident
since grain growth was predominately within the particles. This is the same

A type of behavior observed in the laboratory sample which was heated.
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FIGURE 8-20. INSERT OF ROCFET MOTOR TEST NO. 12
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FIGURE 8-21. SECTIONED INSERT OF ROCKET MOTOR fEST NO. 12
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d. Rocket Motor Test 13 Insert. Figure 8-22 is a view from upstream
showing fractures and loss of material at the inlet region of the insert.
It is postulated that the loss of inlet material and widening of the frac-
tures at the inlet are both due to carbide formation and runoff. The insert
did not fall apart when the nozzle was disassembled; rather, the two halves
of the fractured insert-were well bonded together with carbides.

Figure 8-23 shows the fracture surfaces of the iasert. Note the sharpness
of the backside contour, the aft end contour, and the outer region of the
forward contour. There was a very thin carbon-carbide layer on all of these
surfaces. No evidence of backside leakage was found although some minor
leakage did occur.

Figure 8-24 shows a polished and etched section which lies just below the
fracture surface. An enlargement of a region of this section is also shown.
The region of grain growth.is detectable in :his photo as that region with
the salt and pepper appearance. The enlargement shows that the grain growth
has not obliterated the hexagonal pattern characteristic of the gas pressure
bond material.

e. Development Test 2 Insert. This insert was a two-piece item with
the split between the two pieces at about the sonic line. Figure 8-25
is a view from upstream showing deposition, carbide, preservation of round-
ness of the throat, and the interface between the two pieces of the insert.

Figure 8-26 is a polished and etched section of the insert. Apparent general
surface roughness is a combination of deposits and streaking of the flame-
front material. The toothed effect which is evident in the photo at the
aft feather edge of the insert was caused by taking samples for X-ray
diffraction analysis and not by this streaking.

Figure 8-27 shows an enlargement of the polished section in the region of
the interface of the two pieces of the insert. It can be noted that there
is some very slight loss of material at the inner corner of the downstream
element. A few huge grains are noticeable at the inner surface of the
upstream element. The adjacent grains are quite small by comparison.
This irregular grain growth pattern is not evident in the downstream piece
where there does not appear to be much variation in grain size through
the thickness of the component.

Striations are much more evident in this insert than in the arc cast and
extruded inserts fired in rocket motor tests 7 and 8. The grain growth has
been much less in this insert and the initial character of the material
has been better preserved.
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FIGURE 8-22. VIEW FROM UPSTREAM OF INSERT OF ROCKET MO(TOR TEST NO. 13
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FIGURE 8-23. FRACTURE S',RFACE OF IrNSRT OF ROCKFT 407OR TEST NO. 13
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FIGURE 8-25. UPSTREAM VIEW OF INSERT OF DEVELOPMENT TEST NO. 2
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FIGURE 8-26. SECTIONED INSERT OF DEVELoPMENT TEST NO.
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Some ver:, large grains wcr(: (rvid(nt near the interface of t~h, two pieces oe-
t i nsertr. These graiins were of the order cf 0.07-inch Ln siZ(e. I1-1,.

r.atorial back of the iarg(r ;iirs at the flamefront material vari(d in

grain size from; about 0.0025 to 0.004 iihch with the grains ntearer the
flamefront generally exhibiting a slightly larger average size. This is
the size rangg, which might be anticipated for 3 or 4 excursions to 2400°C

accorJing to th, laborator, data presented in Paragraph 4.2.

X-riy diffraction data art bi\,cn in TablL 8.7.

TABLE 8.7

X-RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS DATA DEVELOPMENT
TEST NO. 2 SAMPLES

(2) bLACKISH CRUST (6) BLACK CRUST INSIDE
".\ 3VR (,) cONE

'I N7 SHINY GREENISH STAIN - -

2 ~ (7) WHITISH CRUST

/-,\(10) GRAY CRUST OUTSIDE

(5) YELLOW BLUE AREA

(4) GRAY YELLOW (3) BLUE STAIN AREA ON END
CRUST IN STIDE

(9) GRAY CRUST OUTSIDE

Percent of Compund in Sample

Sample •W 2 C GLA1 2 0 3  W03  AI4C3  WC Unidentified*

1 85-90 2-5 5-10 - _

2 5-10 80-90 - 2-5 2-5
3 - 45-55 45-55

4 - 90-95 - 5-10
-5 - 45-55 45-55

6 20-25 60-70 - 5-IC 5
7 5 n 7n_•n".. 5-10

8 - 00 - -

9 40-50 trace 5-10 - 40-50
10 55-65 trace 5-10 - 30-35

No A14 0 4 C or AI 2 0C present.

Unidentified portiona were the same (identical peak positions' for -ach

CsOamplEiIng.
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Figures 8-2 i and 8-30 are c lIlargement s of the pt Ii shed sect cions shown in

Figure P 28. The great difference in grjmn size b(etwpen thec two figures
is quite marked. In Figure 8-29, wihich shows the larger grains, there is
an abrupt decreasc in grain zize in thr radial direction -- the grains are
huge near the inner surface and abru,)tly beco-ie much smaller outward from
this region. The grain size in this region is approxiunately 0.03 inch
for the large grains and back of these grai'Li varies ridialy from about
0.004 inch to about 0.0027 inch. On the other side of the insert,
Figure 8-30, -ehind the. larger grains at the flamefront surface, the grain
size varies bNtween 0.003 inch and 0.0035 inch.

T' it )ortion of the insert with the largest grains, shown in Figure 8-29,
r ac ed a higher temperature than the remainder of the insert. Close
inspecrtion of Figure 8-28 reveals corroborative evidence to this effect.
There is discernable streaking on the flamefront surface near this region
and the upstream edge of the insert has been slightly rounded.

According to analytical prediction, the tlamefr~nt material realized a
temperature of 4700°F or greater four times and the backside maLerial
achieved a temperature of 4700°F or greater twice during the duty cycle.
These temperatures w.uld be more than sufficient re cause both grain
growth ana backside carbide reactions.

In Figure. 8-30 the stiations are not all parallel. In this case, this
insert was fabricated from the end of the tungsten billet. The arc melting
of the tungsten into the ingot form cvuld be expected to produce this
effect at the end of the bar which was first melted.

There was no backside leakage behind this insert since a good fit was
obtained with the backup graohite. Still carbide formation was evident
on the backside of the tungsten insert. X-ray diffractio., data for
samples remove.d from this insert " - - Table 8,8. !t is root.
in t Lo•!eu Li~at tm• samp- - r ,.c oackside of the insert
(sample 1) was almost i11 carbide. This carbide was observed to exist
uniformly ovee the backside surface to an estimated depth of 0.002 inch.
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TABLE 8.8

X-RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS DATA DEVELOPMENT

TEST NO. 4 SAILES

(3) BLUISH COLORED AREA UNDER CRUST (4) OUTSIDE ON OBTRUSION LINE

(2) BL\CK CRUST ON OUTSIDE (6)LIGHT GREEN INSIDE EDGEIDE CENTER / (7)LIGHT GRAY INSIDE EDGE
GRAY OUTSIECNR

.. .. - -- (8) DARK GRAY INSIDE

.-N (9) MEDIUM GRAY CRUST INSIDE

(5)INSIDE (10) WHITE SPOTS INSIDE

Percent Compound in Sample
Sample aA1203  WC aW2C AI 4 0 3  W03  R-AI 2 04 W

I - 75-85 10-15 - 5 -

2 90-95 trace 2-4 2-4 -

3 - 5-10 85-90 - 1-3

4 - - 5-10 - 90-95 -

5 2-5 2-5 2-5 trace 5-10 - 80-90

6 2-4 - - 2-4 90-91

7 80-90 - - - 10-20

8 70-80 - 2-5 trace 2-5 10-.20

9 20-30 2-5 2-5 2-. 2-5 50-60

10 60-70 2-5 - - trace 20-30

g. Discussion. One factor which obscures the tungsten grain growth
phenomenon is that large grains grow faster than small grains. Once grain
growth is initiated, larger grains can be formed by the violation of a
single grain boundary. If grain growth be viewed as m-rely a succeasion
of doubling grain size, i.e., two grains combine to form a single larger
grain, then the grain size goes up by powers of two. A region which has
experienced the causitive mechanism to a degree sufficient to produce only
half the effect that another region has experienced would have only one-
fourth the grain size of the other region. In effect, this is whnt happta.

The causitive mechanism is a combination of temperature and time, and
extremely high temperatures appear to produce a given grain tiize in lern
than a proportionate time than do lower temperatures,
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Initial microstruccure or substructure is prubably an influencing factor in
grati growth. As can be noted in Figures 8-14, 8-19, 8-27, and 8-29
some non-monotonic grain size gradients as well as some abrupt changes in
grain size were produced in the inserts. Some of these effects appear to
be associated with the striations evident [n the material. These striations
are associated with the processing of the material. The abrupt changis in
grain size in Figures 8-27 and 8-29 appear to bE associated with isotherms.

A rough correlation can be made between the laboratory data and the experi-
mental data for the two develop:nent tests. The smaller grains which exist
behind the large grains in the flamefront material are in the size range
which might be expected for the nunber-of temperature excursions to 2400 0 C
which were experienced. An attempt was made to correlate the observed grain
growth with the number of excursions to and total time above certain temperature
levets. These data are presented in Table 8,9. In this table, there is a
wide: discrepancy between the rocket motor test data and the development test
data. Degradation of the entrance sectiors - the rocket motor test nozzles
had the effect of increasing the heat tr. coefficient at the insert and
thereby increasing the temper ture 1 rI which t&e insert actually attained.
It would appear, then that graic growtt is quite smnsitive to these higher
temperatures. This is confirmed by the insert of levelopment test number 4.
1here this insert becomes Locally hotter, -rain growth was quite exaggerated
and abruptly fell off behind the hotter region

The observation of carhidt formation on th, backside of the inserts of the
rocket motor tests wk,.is son.2what bscured by backside leakage. The com-
bustion products wert vv&.laole in thest cares to induce carbide formation.
It can, in general, be concluded that the backside carbide formation was
almost in proportion to the degi.ee .f backside leakage.

The correlation of carbide formnaron is much better for the development test
ifiserts. The backsides of these two inserts were at or above the criti..al
temperature of 24750C (443 00F) only briefly. Uniform carbide coatings were
observed on the backsides of the two inserts to an estimated depth of about
2 mils. No incongruent melting was observed as might be expected had the
inserts been held at this or higher temperatures for longer times.

No attempts were made to determine any effects of alumina on any of the
tungsten material. The equipment available to probe for the presence of
grain boundary materials was not sensitive enough to detect compounds having
low atomie oumber constituents.
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8.3 EXIT SECTIONS

All exit sections performed well in the rocket motor and development tests.
The flamefront materials of these sections were polycrystalline graphites,
or a combination of polycrystalline graphite followed by carbon cloth
phenolic for all nozzles. As discussed in Sections 5 and 6, erosion of
exit sections occurred on some tests because of backside gas leakage
of tungsten inserts. This is not considered to be an exit section problem

I since its solution lies in the throat region. No other erosion and no
"U cracking of these exit sections was observed.

The problem of gas leakage was attacked by providing a better fit between
I. the tungsten insert and the ATJ backup. This reduced the exit section

erosion as evidenced by the results of tests 12 and 13 of the rocket motor
• [series and the results of the development tests.

Because experience had shown that exit sections of subscale rocket nozzles

present no inherent problems, no analysis was performed for the rocket
motor test nozzies. It was felt that analyses developed for these sections
would be usefu', only in lending a degree of sophitication to design tech-
nology which already existed. This confidence has been justified by the
successful performance of the exit sections.

i,

A note of caution is in order at this point. Flightweight nozzles, composed
of minimum sections would have additional consideratiens attendant to th(Lr
designs. These considerationE include methods of retention of the flame-
front materials, large expansion ratios resulting in large diameter com-
ponents, small wall thicknesses, and thin outer shells.

The methods of retention may result in high localized contact stresses or
the creation of stress concentrations.

t
I• Large diameter, thin wall components can behave as shells, wherein the

temperature distribution is approximately linear. Recalling from
Paragraph 3.2.1 that the thermal stresses are proportional to the product of

t !•the temperature difference across the wall and a loading function, in, the
loading function takes on its maximum value for a linear temperature
distribution and can thus be two or three times greater tL.dn for a thicker

f section. The temperature difference then needs to be only one-half or one-
third its value for thicker sections in order to develop the same stress
response. Although the temperature in exit sections is not so extreme as
for other components, it does not need to be in order to produce the same degree[• of structural response.

Thin outer shells may not produce the same degree of radial restraint as is
~ produced by thicker sections of lower modulus materials such as is obtained in
t •throat sections. Thus, the reduction of tensile response by backside restraint

is lessened and this can be important for flamefront materials which have tensile
• [ strengths much lower than their compressive strengths.
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8.4 INSULATION

To determine the ability of the ablation analysis in predicting ablation
characteristics and the limitations imposed on the ablation analysis by the
lack of accurate ablation property data, the ablation analysis was applied
to the demonstration and development motor firings. The predicted and
measured ablation characteristics were compared using the following
correlations:

(1) Pyrolytic graphite (PG) backwall temperature response

(2) Heat dissipated during soak back

(3) Final char thickness

These correlations represent important parameters in defining duty cycle
limitations and rocket motor design criteria and are also easily acquired
from the motor firings.

The pyrolytic graphite backwall temperature response, although directly
related to heat dissipated after i-sert equilibration, gives a good indi-
cation of the behavior of ablation during equilibration and the total heat
absorbed by the heat sink during firing (verification of analytical con-
vective and radiative boundary conductions). The measured and predicted
pyrolytic graphite backwall temperatures are shown in Figures 8-31 and 8-32
for the development and demonstration motor firings, respectively. In
Figure 8-31 the correlation between the analytical prediction and measured
values is very good during the firing and soak periods. However, during
the period immediately following shutdown, the thermocouple measurements
experience a large decrease in temperature. This phenomena has been discussed
in Paragraph 2.4 and is considered to be caused by an instantaneous increase
in pyrolysis gas mass flow (the increase in pyrolysis gas mass flow is caused
by the large chamber pressure decay during shutdown). The deviation in the
predicted ablation analysis and measured temperatures before shutdown is
attributed to the delay in pyrolysis mass flow through the developed char.
This is evident by comparing the analytical prediction, assuming no ablation,
with the actual results. The difference between the measured and predicted
results during the soak period is largely caused by the deposition phenomena
and the convective boundary condition employed in the analysis. The convec-
tive boundary condition employed in the development nozzle thermal analysis
causes approximately 6 percent and 3 lezcent more heat Lo be absorbed by the
pyrolytic graphite washers than actually occurred during the first and second
firings, respectively.

The throat backwall thermal response for the demonstration test is shown
in Figure 8-32 . The effect of the start transient and alumina deposition
on the backwall temperature is evident during the first 30 seconds of firing.
(The rate of pressure rise and the time to reach a nearly steady chamber

8-62
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pressure was considerably less for the demonstration than for the develop-
ment firing as shown in Figure 8-33 . The deviation between the predicted
and measured temperatures in the 40- to 50-second period is attributed to
the pyrolysis gas mass flow rate that results when the effects of gas momen-
turn change and gas storage are not considered. The thermal analysis, using
the radiation and convective boundary conditions employed in the demonstra-
tion nozzle, predicted approximately 9 percent more heat to be absorbed
by the throat washer than actually occurred.

The ability of the thermal analysis in predicting the thermal response dur-
ing the soak period can, in part, be determined by comparing the measured
and predicted cooldown rates. Figures 8-34 and 8-35 present the measured
and predicted cooldown rates for the pyrolytic graphite development and
demonstration firings, respectively. Only the soak back heat transfer
mechanismG that were found to be important in raragraph 2.4 were included
in the thermal analysis of Figures 8-34 and 8-35 (i.e., two-dimensional
conduction, ablation, intersurface radiation, and radiation to
space).

The enthalpy change of the throat washer during soakback for the develop-
ment and demonstration nozzles was found from the thermocouple trace after
insert equilibration. After the equilibration period (insert approaches a
radial isothermal condition) the change in pyrolytic graphite backwall tem-
perature (dT/dt) is related directly to the enthalpy change of the washer
(dH/dt = c dT/dt). In Paragraph 2.4.3 it was found that the heat dissipated
by ablation is considerably larger than the heat removed from the pyrolytic
graphite washers by the other cooldown mechanisms. Therefore, the measured
and predicted enthalpy change of the pyrolytic graphite washers is almost
entirely a result of ablation.

In Figure 8-34 the effect of heat content level at the initiation of heat
soak on ablation performance is shown when complete cooldown to ambient
condition was not reached. The predicted enthalpy change at the end of
the first soak period is slightly less than the initial enthalpy change
at the initiation of the second soak period. Also, the enthalpy change
during the second soak periou reaches a peak at approximately 50 seconds;
whereas the first soak period enthalpy change is always decreasing. That
is, at the end of the first soak period, the ablation rate was approaching
steady state. By firing the motor a second time (see Figure 8-34), the
enthalpy level of the washer was increased, thereby increasing the heat

e transferred to the pyrolysis zone; consequently the ablation rate and
radial temperature gradient in the char increased.

In Figure 8-35 , the effect of initial char thickness and heat content level
on the ablation phenomena is shown. During the first cooldown, the motor

: reached ambient conditions; therefore, on restart, the enthalpy change
versus time will be of the shape as that obtained during the first soak[ period, but will be of a lower level.
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By comparing Figures 8-31 and 8-32 during the first soak period, it can be

seen that the backwall temperature for the demonstration nozzle (see
Figure 8-35 ) after equilibration is higher than that of the development nozzle
(Figure 8-34 ). Therefore, as expected, the enthalpy change during the

first soak period is larger for the demonstration nozzle (Figure 8-35)
than that of the development (Figure 8-34).

The correlation between the predicted and, measured enthalpy change that is
indicated in Figures 8-34 and 8-35 is largely dependent on the accuracy
of the thermocoupl: data and the ablation property values employeA in the
thermal analysis. As indicated in Figures 8-36 and 8-37 , the predicted
char depths arc larger than those measured, yet the predicted enthalpy
change is of the same level as that indicated by the thermocouple data.
This indicaLes *hat both the predicted ablation rates and the corresponding
amount of energy absorbed by. the ablation phenomena are in error. These
errors arc of course reflected by inaccuracies in the ablation properties.
Of the ablation properties employed in the analysis, the Arrhenius rate
constants, char thermal conductivity, and carboneous char-reinforcement
chemical reactions are considered of primary importance. The accuracy of
the thermocc.ple data used in determining the enthalpy change is highly
questionable as evidence by the scatter in Figures 8-34 and 8-35 . This
thermocouple discrepancy may be attributed to the pyrolysis products and
the tifm it which the thermocouple is at high temperatures. The latter

has been found to affect both the thermocouple calibration and contact
rtsistanct'.

The predic.ed final char dep'h, after the first cooldown to ambient is shown
in Figures 8-36 and 8-37 for the demonstration and development nozzle
firings, respectively. The scri-'mpirical determined char depths in both
figurt-s were basud on the fin-41 %ured char depth and the equation r = k t
where t is the curmilakive firtnk, an. Use of this equation in determining
the char depth is valid enly whun th, nozzle cooled to an ambient condition.

The predictrd char depth is ovurly conservative as noted in Figures 8-36
and 8-37 • Th. correlation presented in Figure 8-36 , houever, is
approximate, since, during the last 25 seconds of firing, the slurry orifices
plugged and the propellant combination was oxygen rich causing the throat to
undergo excessive corrosion-erosion. Therefore, the heat that is to be
dissipated by ablation is less (loss of heat sink material and reduced
heating during firing). The conservatism of the .analytical predicted char

depths is felt to be influenced primarily by inaccuracies in the ablation
property data and the conservative prediction of the heat absorbed during
firing. As Figures 8-31 and 8-32 indicate, the predicted heat absorbed
during firing is higher than the measured, therefore causing the predicted
char depth to be larger than measured. Also, the ablation analysis did
not include the highly endothermic carbon-silica reaction. The heat

absorbed by this reaction was required to be dissipated by
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virgin pjrolysis in the analytical model, resulting in a conservative

prediction of char depth. From post-test analysis, the char was found to
have a considerable amount of SiC indicating that this reaction should be
included in the analysis.

8.5 ALUMINA DEPOSITION

Rocket motor nozzle materials performance can be significant and advan- t
tageously affected by alumina deposition since the nozzle thermal response
of an aluminized solid propellant rocket motor is a strong function of
this deposition. This relationship between alumina deposit and thermal
response is discussed in Paragraph 2.4 of this report. A physical model
was developed to describe deposition behavior by utilizing the various
test data of this program coupled with laboratory results from this and
prior programs. A complete description of the model is presented in
Paragraph 2.4.

The primary purpose of this paragraph is to correlate results of the
physical model with the semi-empirical calculations of alumina deposition
as determined from the rocket motor and development tests. The latter
calculations are derived from Equation (3) of Paragraph 8.2.1, and are
plotted as a function of firing time for the edge grained pyrolytic graphite
rocket motor nozzles in Figures 8-38, 8-39, 8-40, and 8-41. Deposition
for those rocket motor nozzles having tungsten throats (i.e. tests 7, 8,
12 and 13) could not be calculated in the aforementioned manner since
plastic deformation of the tungsten throats during firing, coupled with
the throat obtrusion process, masked any deposition with a significant
positive &Pc response. Alumina deposition calculations were also
impractical on nozzles such as rocket motor test-14 where many short cycles
with cooldown periods insufficient to obtain throat measurements were
employed.

There are three basic factors related to deposition behavior that can
be acquired from the rocket motor tests. These are:

(1) Measurement of deposition thickness versus

time at the throat utilizing the aforeme,.tioned
technique

(2) Visual observation of flow separation in exit cone

(3) Visual observation of sparks in periphery of
the plume.
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As can be seen in Figures 8-38 through 8-41, there is a period in thefiring in which alumina is being stored at the throat (increase in
deposit thickness). This period (defined as PerIod 1) is.hown in
Step (3) of Figure 2-5. Liquid alumina flows from the entrance section

Lt [to the pyrolytic graphite insert and solidifies, causing a mass storage
of alumina. The mass storage period is followed by a period at which the
alumina mass entering the throat is equal to the mass leaving (defined
as Period 2); the length of this period being depeodent on the upstream
alumina behavior and the rate at which solid alu.Lnk at the throat is
liquifying. As noted in the deposition figures, Period 2 may be followed
by a mass loss or a mass stored period (defined at Period 3). Period 3
represents Step (4) and/or (5) in Figure 2-5 an4 alternatives I and 2 ofParagraph 2.4.2a may apply; that is, if during Period 3 mass is stored, the
mass leaving the entrance is transient in thv. positive sense. This may
be caused by (1) an increased impingement rate, (2) by tn increased
liquification rate, and/or (3) increasing local wall sý.ear in the entrance
or upstream throat insert sections. The depletion of mass in Period 3
is caused by an increase in local solid liquification rate and/or a
decrease in upstream mass flow. If Period 3 is a mass .loss situation,
Step (5) of Figure 2-5 follows; whereas, if Period 3 is a mass storagesituation, Period 2 follows.

When the nozzle undergoes pulsing, the deposit behavior is described by
alternatives 3 and 4 of the physical model (Paragraph 2.4.2) since entrancei surface regression may be experienced during the previous pulse and/oran initial deposit may be prescat during start up. By comparing total
deposit present on the throat (It -6dt), Figure 8-42, it can be seen that as
the number pulses increases, 0 6dt increases. This effect can be attributed
t3 surface regression and/or t...tial deposit "seeding" at start up. Thatpeculiar decrease in f f 6dt for Cycle 2 of the heat treated pyrolytic
graphite nozzle is P result of an early throat regression during this cycle.
The reason for the regression is unexplainable, and therefore rt 6dt for
Cycle 2 of rocket motor test 4, as shown in Figure 8-42, must be considered
a questionable data point.

The effect of throat insert material on the deposit behavior is clearly
evident in Figure 8-42, where it is shown that as the gas side surface
material thermal conductivity increases, total deposition also increases.
That is, the heat conducted away from the d~tposit is dependent on the
thermal conductivity of the surface material and interface contact
"resistance. Therefore, as the thermual conductivity of the surface materialincreases, the heat and thus time required to melt the deposit also
increase.
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r The effect of pyrolytic graphite stack thickness upstream of the throat,
ji i.e., entrance section location of pyrolytic graphite-ATJ interface, can

Sbe found by comparison of Figure 84l with the initial pulses of FiguresV 8-38 , 8-39, and 8-40. The transient deposition thickness, the ff 6dt,
and the time of deposit rpmoved are all greater for nozzles shown in
Figure 8-41, than the comparable nozzles having smaller pyrolytic graphite
throats axially (Figures 8-38 through 8-40). This may be explained with
reference to Step (3) of Figure 2.5 . From Step (3), it can be seen that
the deposit thickness is very dependent on the pyrolytic graphite location
(thermal conductivity of pyrolytic graphite-ATJ). The presence of pyrolytic

I igraphite at high inlet area ratios provides both a larger distance over

i. . which the impingement may be experienced and also a greater heat sink
effect. That is, with pyrolytic graphite at large area ratios where the heat

fT flux is small, a'signLficantly longer time is required to melt the deposit
than if the pyrolytic graphite were replaced with ATJ. The deposition
resulting in second and third pulses (when applicable) of Figures 8-38,
8-39, and 8-40 are influenced by the previous pulses (i.e., surface regres-
sLon and initial deposition) and therefore are not included in the above

- correlation.

Deposition calculations were also made for development test 3, Cycle 1,
for comparison with Figures 8-38 through 8-41. This deposition is plotted
as a function of time and is shown in Figure 8-3 of Paragraph8.2.1. No
deposition calculations were possible for the demonstration nozzle due to
a masking of the deposition by nozzle throat erosion.
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SECTION 9

CONCLU S IONS

(U) The objectives of this program were to %fine and investigate the problems

associated with restartable solid propellant rocket nozzles. The problems
were to be investigated analytically and experimentally, with verification
to be attained from nozzle firings. The scope of the program was limited

to a first effort in the investigation of restartable nozzles.

9.1 (C) SUW.ARY OF RESULTS

The major achievemerts deal with an increase in the understanding of material
behavior and the development of analytical techniques for predicting nozzle

responses. Initially in the program, some potential problem areas were

outlined for investigation. These problems were those associAted with restart

operation without the benefit of any prior detail investigatio;. As such,

several of these problem areas were found to be nonexistent:

(U) (1) Adverse radial temperature gradients during
cooldown and restart to impose more severe
thermal stresses.

(C) (2) The requirement for spriags or other devices
for edge grain pyrolytic graphite throat sec-
tions. After examination of nozzles after
several restarts, the use of these devices

was unnecessary,

(C) (3) The -ooldon mechanism of the nozzle .. fter
firing wi found tu be chiefly by conduction
and convection caused by pyrolysis (ablation)

9-1
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of the .nsulation materials. In the throat
and entrance section, this is the principle
.ooldown mechanism with radiation being an
order of magnitude lezs.

(U) (4) The behavior of alumina deposits was an ini-- L
tial problem area. This was effectively
studied in both the laboratory and in the
rocket motor tests. The detailed phenomena
of deposition is still not understood. How-
ever, the behavior of deposits on the nozzle
an-' their influence of duty cycles was
studied. Also, in atmospheric firings, it
was found that hydrolysis of the deposit aids
in'its removal. The consequence of space
environment testing (vacuum) is not known.

(U) (5) The result of repeated thermal loading on
materials properties was studied. No
adverse changes in polycrystalline and
pyrolytic graphite were encountered.
Heat treatment and annealing of pyrolytic
graphite appears to aid nozzle performance;
however, the data are meager and not con-
clusive at this time.

(U) Other studies were made as the program progressed and new problem areas
uncovered. Materials investigations produced data on tungsten-carbon
reactions. Above 2475 0 C, incongruent melting occurs between tungsten and
carbon. The solubility of carbon in the melt is high, and only a small
amount of carbon is required to maintain a liquid. The use of a diffusion
barrier appears to be promising. The first data on the high temperature
c-direction compressiye deformation of pyrolytic graphite were generated
in this program. Large permanent deformations occur above 26000 C under
stresses as low as 7000 psi in very short times. Studies were made en the
effect of tungsten grain growth on elastic properties. For the materials
used, there appeared to be a degradation in tensile strength with increasing
grain size (caused by thermal cycling), while the elastic modulus and coef-
ficient of thermal expansion are not significantly altered over a wide
range of grain size. However, it should be pointed out that this reduction
may have been caused by segregation of impurities from the grains co the
grain boundaries. All specimens exhibited intergranular fracture, implying
brittle behavior. The effects of working and grain boundary impurities
were not studied, and the only correlation made was with grain size as
a variable. The reader should not assume from these studies and results
t.at grain size alone can determine the elastic properties of tungsten.

9-2
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(C) The. radiation, conduction (soak back), ablation and convective (pyrolysis
gvs Uiow) modes of nosule cooldown were analysed in order to predict thermal
transients and ablative char growths in restartable nozzles. It was found
thlt ts.a principal mode of cooldown for the throat insert was that of able-
tion while radiation. depending on the exit area ratio, is an order of mag-
nitude lower. The radial temperature gradients in the throat insert during

L-ý.oldown are very small. As a result, the thermal loading is also quite
small. The exit aone eooldovi is due maaly to radiation to space, whereas
the entrance section benefits largely from ablation, with radiation compar-
.• •le to ablat'.on during thV first 2 to 4 minutes after shutdown. The
effect4 of a'amina deposition on the nozzle throat during firing have been
investigated, • it was found that an analysis neglecting alumina is appli-
cable at firing ti"".s --,eater than 30 seconds for a 5/8-inch ID pyrolytic
sgre'P.*einsert. ,%t times less than 30 seconds the difference in surface
"r.•Ferature by riegler'- , and including alumina deposits is of the order
of 1000 0 F. These ate m atyses may be employed to determine similar
effects for larger size nozzles. However, the difference is expected to
decrease with Inc--,.sing nozzle scale. These thermal analyses result in
duty cycle limitations of various nozzle configurations and in curves
directly applicable to nozzle design.

(U) In the structural analysis, simple methods have been developed for predictingStlie elast'.. behavior of nozzle inserts. Failure is based on brittle tensile
"racture originating at the outer surface of the insert or on spallation

at the inne. surface. The effects of outer surface restraiat to thermal
Sgrowth an-J of internal pressure have been included. The effects of restraint

can be quite -gnificant while the effects of internal pressure are so
small that they easily become lost in the scatter of data. An analysis for

t : predicting to ,.istence and locations of plastic zones within the nozzle
inserts hr 6een developed. It is possible to get plastic zones to *xist
for some depth at the inner and outer surfaces of the insert. It appears
that it is impossible to achieve an interior plastic zone or to make the

- two surface zones join. Large contact stresses are possible between washers
which make up the nozzle insert. These stresses are highest at the inner

* F• •urface of the insert during firing. This is also the hottest portion of
Sthe nozzle, and, as a r ;.:At, plastic deformation can occur in this region.

SThe important factoL which must be considered in thermal fatigue of the
refr&ctos ? nozzle -materials have been delineated. Corrosion initiated
cracking appears to a pitential problem for restartable nozzles.

(C) %"he inclusion of 'he changes of tungsten properties with grain growth due
to thermal cycling leads to the prediction that, without considering the

o i constralnt provided by the backup structure, a tungsten insert will fail
after only slight grain growth. There is a small probability of the tungsten

surviving the second application of the maximum thermal loading.
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(C) It has been determined that starting (firing) from the initial conc!,tion of
unifozm ambient temperature provides the most severe thermal loading. A
restart from any cooldown temperiture distribution is less severe as far as
thermal loading is concerned.

9.1.1 (U) ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT RESTART ANALYTICAL CAPABILITY

(U) It may be Zenerally concluded that the state of the art of restartable
nozzle3 has been greatly advanced even though there remain many unanswered
questions. Any assessment of restart analytical capability must be tempered
with an understanding that there is an uncertainty in 9he precision of
material properties, both thermal and mechanical. The ability of an analysis ,
to predict the behavior of hardware is, of course, directly related to the
accuracy of these properties.

(U) The capability for analyzing corrosion is poor. This is true not only or
restartable but also for single firing nozzles. From the test results
obtained, some empirical data on corrosion rates have been compiled. But
these data-must be restricted tc: the chcsmistry, temperature, and times for
which they were gatherecd and contain no fundamental information such as
reaction rates with particula& species.

(U) Thermal analytical capability is very good. Techniques for handling the
various modes of heating and cooling are available. The ability to treat
tne effects of ablation of the insulators and the pyrolysis gases as they
influence the thermal behavior exists. From these analyses, not only can
the temperature history of a nozzle be determined, but they can also be
used for predicting heat sink capacity requirements, insulation require-
hents, and time restrictions on duty cycles.

(U) Structural analytical capability is considered to be good although many
areas remain to be investigated. Brittle tensile fracture on the outer
insert surface or spallation on the inner surface can be simply predicted.
Stacked PG washers can be analyzed. This is a significant contribution to
the state of the art. The existence and location of plastic zones zan be
predicted. However, the residual state of stress after removal of load
cannot be assessed.

9.1.2 (C) ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT RESTART CAPABILITY WITH MATERIALS INVESTIGATED

At this time, the restart capability of several materials of interest to
nozzle systems can be inferred. For insulation material, no current limi-
tations exist. The basic requirement is a low char rate, which asbestos
phenolic and low resin silica phenolic possess. However, some riew resin
systems which are thermally stable to higher temperatures may provide
improved performance. A very strong virgin material and strong char are the
structural requirements, and the above materials are adequate in this regard.
Thus, it may be assumed that the restart capability of these materials is
very good.
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j . (C) Polycrystalline graphite used in the entrance section cannot be considered

I I as adequate, structurally, for restart applications. To date, it has shown

poor performance. However, carbon and graphite cloth pherolic have showni

good structural performance at the expense of increased erosion. The

erosion resistance of these materials is not so good as the- graphites.

Another consideration, however, is the cooldown of the entrance. In this

respect, the reinforced phenolics appear -o be more efficiect than theU. graphite system. This efficiency decreases after several restarts, since

the char layer of these moderately conducting materials becomes quick thick.

Although the .,ame material systems as applied to the inlet were used in

the exit cone of the nozzle, thv performance was much better. Polycrystal-

Sline graphite can be used downstream of the throat section very adequately
for its good erosion resistance. Carbon cloth phenolic appears to be an

excellent material for large area ratios. There do not appear to be restart

limitations on thise materials when applied to the exit cone.

(C) Polycrystallinc graphi6'e as a throat material is limited to short pulses,

of the order of four to six seconds with adequate cooldown between pulses

in this environment. Except for its poor resistance to corrosicn, it

appears to have no particular restart limitation. However, grain boundary

corrosion could lead to cracks which may induce thermal fatigue failure

since all of the thermal cycling is done in the brittle range for this

material. Pyrolytic graphite, when used in the edge grain configuration,

is an excellent material and has no particular limitation except cnemical

corrosion. This limits it to firing times in a duty cycle of less than

60 seconds. For these long firing times, surface regression can become

a problem and gapping due to svuface plastic deformation can induce sub-

sequent surface loss on restart. Changes in the materials properties during

I firing and soak down are currently not known. However, the use of partially

Lrarzsformed (heat treated) and fully transformed (4:anealed) material have

shown excellent resul*s in nozzle firings,

(C) For tungsten, there is the possibility of fracture after a small number of

pulses due to the property changes which occur during thermal cycling. It

has excellent erosion resistance; however, dimensional changes during longjL firings and carbon diffusion, while hot, can seriously limit its aplicability,
Leakage behind the insert, especially after several firings, is also a

limitation. Little is currently known about its thermal fatigue behavior.

C Thus, compared to the polyerystalline graphite for short times and pyrolytic

graphite for firing times up to 60 seconds, tungsten has some serioas

restart limitations.

S 9.2 kC) RESIDUAL PROBLEM AREAS

In discussing further work, problems exist which would increhse both the

breadth and depth of the investigation.
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(C) There definitely exists a strong need for further work in the materials
area. This includes both the generation of materials property data as -

well as the behavior characteristics of candidate materials. What happens

when very large tungsten grains are grown? The data presented show that
the modulus of elasticity starts dropping at a certain grain size. Is
it possible that the modulus will drop so low at very large grain size
that the structural response will be even less than the lowered strength

SK of the material? Even more basic, what is the influettce of grain boundary
contamination on elastic properties as a function of grain size?

(C) Restart tests have indicated that tungsten is a primary candidate for a
throat material. Design optimization geared toward elimination of Insert
backside gas leakage, iphibition of the tungsten-carbon backside reaction,
and a retardation of the obtrusion process is paramount. The obtrusion
process will in all probability be eliminated if the first two problems
are satisfactorily solved.

(U) Experimental data is needed to determine the erosion threshold of the tung-

sten. This has been done by analytical techniques which predict the time
at which the tungsten flamefront temperature surpasses its melting point,
but no experimental data to corroborate this exist since no tungsten throat
regression was achieved in the restart tests.

(U) Carbide formation and melting and the effective-ness of diffusion barriers
for tungsten in a restart situation needs further investigation.

(U) A wide field of investigation exists for pyrolytic graphite. Heat treat-
ment and annealing bring about alterations of the material. These changes
related to degree and method of treatment are not understood and need
further investigation. A further investigation is indicated to determine

the relative performances of annealed, stress relieved, and as-deposited
pyrolytic graphite. At present, only an analytically predicted performance
comparison can be made based on relative thermal and structural properties.
Actual test results to date under controlled and comparable conditions are
of a quantity insufficient to substantiate any analytical hypotheses.

(C) Techniques for machining annealed pyrolytic graphite must be developed
if it is to be considered further as a nozzle throat material. Present
methods are entirely inadequate. A detailed laboratory evaluation of the
physical and thermal characteristics of the pyrolytic graphite in the
annealed state is desirable, both for a corroboration of what little work
has been done in the past on this material and as a basis for evaluation
with the other forms of pyrolytic graphite.

() The c-direction compressive deformation of pyrolytic graphite needs addi-
tional investigation tv extend the present data. Higher temperatures
achieved at h'gher heating rates coupled with higher stressed applied at
the instant of attainment of test temperature should be included in such
an extensior.
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(C) Other materials should be examined. Boron pyrolytic graphite, doped tung-

sten, and tungsten alloys should be investigated for their potentiAl appli-
cation to restartable solid rocket nozzles.

(U) Alumina deposition and removal is an urgent area for furthe: work. The
problem is complicated because not only alumina is involved. Aluminum
carbide exists at the surface of at least the carbonaceouq materials and
probably to soaw degree at the surface of tungsten. This is cnvered bya thin layer of aluminum oxy-carbides, and the alumina deposit lies on this
layer. The stability of the oxy-carbides is an imporC.i't factor in this4. total deposit. Also, the influence of the environment should be studied.

(U) Refinement is needed in the analysis of the convecti-e cooldogn due to
the ablation pyrolysfs gases. An improvement is needed iti determining
the gas temar- .. e in vhe chamber as a function of time. both during
firing or cooldown. Since the convection is a major mechanism in
the cc nosule, errors in the convert.on calculation can cause
cons: 'in the cooldown time.

(C) Zronuon-c..;,%t.ion and ablation of the surface materials need to be under-
stood. Anovled8• in this area Is presently limited. Thic knowledge is
needed not only to predict surface regress"or. but alaso to predict the
heat which is carried away by the material lost. This, of course, affects
the accuracy of the thermal analys.s.

(C) Thermal contact resistance betwetn noasle components influence the tem-
perature history of the nozzle. These contact resistances are not well
known. They must change during firing as thermal expansion and pressure
aloas change the contiact presnures between components. They must also

change during cooldown, and what is the effect on subsequent restart?
For thin sections exposed to the flnw, these contact resistances have
a great influence on the temperatures of these sections.

(U) N-ed ewists for the improvement in material property data. It must be
realized that reproducibility of material ts a major factor. The lack of

L industry-wide standards as well as the difficulty of production of con-
sistent material by a single manufacturer are factors which must be, con-
sidered when assessing the applicability of publithed material data. The
ability of an analysis to predict behavior of a piece of hardware is no
better than the properties used.

(U) Time dependent structural bhavior should be investigated. The deformations
'which occur and the resulting residual stress distribution which exists
at time of restart should be analyzed and experimentally verified.

S (U) Thermal fatiget, including the effects of corrosion induced cracks, should
be investigated.
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(C) The failure of graphite entrance sections to perform adequately after several

restarts remains a large problem area. Also, the structural analytical
capability in this region of the nozzle to poor. Further efforts are
required in both areas.
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APPENDIX A

CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER

V

A. 1 BOUNDARY LAYER SOLUTION

The presently operating numerical routine is an adaption of the analysis ofileferenie A.1 -'hich employs the integral equations of momentum and thermal
eaergy vritten in the form

Momentum

A1 4 Jr..I UVhAl

* I Thermal Energy

I I I (A. 2)

where

V ( g* S '-( ,..A.

| p A-I

IL+
S• ;' 2 /'.
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and

H [1
-C is the turbulent skin friction coefficient 2 V/ M u; Ch is the Stanton
number qw/Pe ue 'awH - a.); q, J the heat flui per unit are%- H ii the
total enthalpy (u2 + V2)72 + ; Cih1 ; Hn e - (1 -fb) (4 +v,)/2; r
is the recovery factor; r is the local nozzle wall radius; y is the distance
perpendicular to the nozzye surface; u is the velocity component parallel
to the nozzle surface; Z is the distance along the nozzle centerline; and
Pis the fluid density. k, the location of the outer edge of the thermal

boundary layer, is allowed to differ from 6, the location of the edge of
the velocity boundary layer. It is implicitly assumed that A >6, which r
is the normal case when Pr( 1I.0. The "e" subscript denotes an inviscid
stream condition. To include thermochemistry effects, it is noted that the
use of enthalpy rather than tomerature ds a fundamental dependent variable
is made throughout, contrary to Reference A.I.

To determine the 0, , and 6' thicknesses, it is necessary to assume values
of u/ue and (H - Hw)/(Re - H) as a function of y and a suitable density-
erthalpy relation. The profile assumptions made in Reference A.1, and
retained in the present calculations, are that

.H. (A.3)

where n 1 1/7 for both profiles. The program is designed to employ different
values of n, if desired. These assumptions are strictly accurate only in
the case of a smooth, nonporous wall with a zero pressure gradient, unity
Prantdl number, and ue X/Ve Z O5 .

As was discussed in Paragraph 2.1.2, a linear density-enthslpy relation of
the form

;M (A.4)

is ws~umed. The viscosity is reprsented by

t 4_1 (A.5)

wherew I 0.60. Hr is an enthalpy factor which facilitates an accurate
viscosity fit.
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The turbulect, skin friction coefficient expressions employed in Reference A.1
are related to the experimental expressions derived by Coles (see Reference A.2
for a sumiary of his work) from adiabatic supersonic flat plate data. The
adiabatic (no wall heat trans!fer) skin friction relation is written as a
function of a "sublayer teoperature" defined by

the Cf (equivalent to the incompressible coefficient), being related to the
"Cf adiabatic by a relation involving the density-viscosity product, The
jU is a complicated function of the momentum (or eneray) thickness Reynolds'
number, the functional form depending on the Reynolds' number range under
consideration. Once the adiabatic skin friction value is obtained, it !.s
necessary to determine the actual skin friction - with heat transfer by a
further assumption. The analysis of Reference A.1 chooses to present two
options: (1) the skin friction value for a nonadiabatic wall equals the
adiabatic wall value, and (2) the nonadiabatic wall is determined from the
incompressible value by the arithmatic mean temperature relatlon

I: C4  - - _ ____(A.7)

where W) is the viscosity power (Equatior. (A.5)). The first option, although

relatively accurate for heated air nozzle flows, is quite bad for the cor-
relation of liquid propellant (N204 - N2U4) nozzle heat transfer. It may
be inferred that the situation for even higher temperature solid propellants
would not improve. The second option (Equation A.7)) seems to be somewhat
more accurate than the first when correlating liquid propellant motor tests;
however, the experimental heat flux in the region near the throat.(see
Reference A1, page 27) is still significantly higher than the theoretical
value.

The applicability to high temperature nozzle flows of the skin friction
laws employed in Reference A.1 may be questioned on two counts. The first
uncertainty Is whether high temperature thermochemistry flows may be

represented by the above skin friction model which was empirically defined
by testing of a thermally and calorically perfeet gas air stream.
Equation (A.6) my be "generalized" by writing h (enthalpy) instead'of T.
keeping tet form of the equation unchanged; however, the correctness of this
substitution is definitely open to autottsi. The suitability of Equation (A.7)
is questionable because it ignores the affect of streew kinetic energy -n the
skin friction •alue (which is relatively sumll up to th4 throat but does

p increase in importance In the supersonic expansion region).
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Anot,.er complaint which may be raised conce'-ns che excefsive complexity of
the incompressible skin friction versus Reynolds' number expreisions used
in Refererce A.1; such complexity is not varranted because of the empirical
nature of the theory with attendant data sc.tter.

It was decided, therefore, to employ a simpler incompressible skin friction
versus Reynolds' number reiation and couple this to an incompressible-to-
compressible skin friction transformation based on the reference enthalpy
idea.

The incompressible skin friction law derived in this contract's wor, is
written ae (see Figure A-I)

=Ok

where

0{ - 0.0253
10 jO -4I200

- 0.401

cd - 0.00935 ') 20054 104

'- 0.214 .O

o•( 0.00508 ! I04 1 106

- 0.141 
-C 10

Ris the tomentum thickness Reynolds' number pe Uehi',e. TheC•and
coefficients accurately fit the implicit skin friction correlation given
for zero Aoving oy Sivells and Payne (Re4ecenc- A.3). It Js of some interest
to note that Spence (Reference AA4) has also shown that a pcww" law of this
form with coefficients of similar mainitude will follow from certa!n velocity
power law and boundary layer substructure assumptions.

The reference enthalpy concept states that skin frictim in a compressible
flow may be represerntd by a suitable incompreasible expression with the
*nthalpy-reiated qu~tntiter evalvited by using

+ s) + fA.4

h* Ls c-ny a function of the dissance .4long the nozzle surfac,.; i.e.. h is
-conttant throughout V4 bovndary layer thicktiess at a particular dowmstreaz
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location. Although this relation was originally derived to correlate
theoretical laminar flat plate calculations (Reference A.5), it seems to
have a u.ide range of validity, as is evident by its successful applicatiol,
over a large temperature range to both laminar and turbulent boundary layers,
with and without wall heat transfer. The reason for its applicability to j

turbulent boundary layer flow is suggested by the analysis of Jurggraf
(Reference A.6), who derived a relatlon for temperatu're similar to Equa-
tion (A.9) byý assuming that the characteristic temperature for turbulent
flow is the value st the edge of the laminar sublayer. Assuming that the
idealization of dividing the boundary layer into a laminar sublayer and
turbulent outer layer is valid, this finding gives some support to the
reference temperatu:.e or enthalpy expression. It should also be mentioned
that Spence (Reference A.4) showed that employement of the reference enthalpy
expression in Ohe uet:ermination of the reference density p* involved in the
coordinate transformation

(A.10)

reduced a wide range of experimental compressible flow velocitY profiles
u/ue = f (y/6) to, very closely, a single profile u/ue = g (y16). Because
the specification of a proper refe-ence condition amounts to the shrinking
of a large field of compressible skin friction versus Reynolds' number,
Mach number, and wall temperature values to a single incompressible
Reynolds' number dependence, it is seen that Equatioa (A.9) has a definite
pra.gmatic value. Any theoretical exte-..3ion to flows with wall blowing and
roughness would necessitate a complete re-evaluaciLn of this procedure,
however. As shown by Tetervin (Reference A.7) evaluation of tIs compressible
skin friction employing the incompressible expression can be achieved by -

transforming Equation (A.8) from

C I e.At

to

CC
whereO* = (pe/p*)O . This direct transformation holds for a general flow
with free stream gradients, a range of applicability which is not obvious
from the usual raeaas of derivation (transformation back and forth between
flat plate Cf/2 dependencies on Rx and Re).
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Employment of Equation (A.4) enables Equation (A.11) to be written as

o XH(A.12)

This is the relationship employed in the nwmerlcal program. The a., • values,
which are applicable over discrete ranges of Re,, are assumed to be applicable

Sjover the oame ranges of R9.

The Stanton number employed in the energy integral, Ch, is determined from
* Von Karman's relation (Reference A.8)

if ( (A.13)
4 I•/.t ( - I + (1.

Pr is the Prantdl number /LC /K. This relationship was employed in 2
Reference A.1 and is consideed as good as any in representing Reynolds'
analogy between skin friction and heat transfer.

The actual routine in which Equations (A.1) and (A.2) are integrated was
left unchanged from the method employed in Reference A.I. This method is
an adaption of the Adams-Moulton method for the simultaneous solution of
several ordinary differential equations. The various integrals employed in

I the analysis (displacement thickness, etc.),are the same as in Reference A.1
L except for differences caused by using an arbitrary n (velocity distribution

power) rather than 1/7, and the density-enthalpy relation of Equation (A.4)
f rather than the thermally perfect density-temperature equation lPie = Te/T"
L." The process of integration of the conservation equations at a particular

axial location is considered complete when the ratio of the thermal to
velocity boundary layer thicknesses converges tc a particular value. The
integration technique was carried out in a machine language subroutine (FAP)
rather than in FORTRAN, thus preventing changes in the solution system and
requiring some care in making modifications to the rest of the program.

Solution of Equations (A.1) and (A.2) is carried out coupled with a deter-
mination of the inviscid, nonturbulent stream flow given by a combined
inviscid flow field-chemical equilibrium scheme. Paragraph A.2 discusses
this method.

A.2 FREE-STREAM NOZZLE FLOW

The program contans the option of using the one-dimensional mass conserva-

r tion relation

(A.14)
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or a tw,-dimensional theory based on the integral relations method of Holt
(Referet:ce A.9). im is the mass flow in Ibm/sec, pis the fluid density, A
the nozzle cross sectional area (6 **<< rw), and U is the flow velocity
parallel to the nozzle centerline.

The analysis of Reference A.10 basically follows the Dorodnitxin strip method i
of integral relations (heference A.10 which is actually a generalization of
the Karman integral theory of boundary layer analysis. Solution of the
various conservation relatiý,,a describing the flow field is auhieved by L
integrating from the nozzle axis of symmetry out to (N - (n-l))/N times the
widiA.of the flow field of interest, where N is the total number of strips
used and n is the strip number under consideration. For example, for a
moe-strip division of the nozzle, integration is carried out over the total

"- hale width of the nozzle. For a two-strip division, the integration is
successi'vely carried out to 1/2 and 1 Limes the total half width. Thus,
for every conservation equation used, N integral relations !an be written.

The conservation relations assumed are the conservation of mass and the
"irrotationality condition

Masi;

"+ (A.15)

Irrotationality

_ (A.16)

V and r are, respectively, the velocity and coordinate perpendicular to the
nozzle centerline. Integration of Equations (A.15) and (A.16) across r from
0 to r (a general point in the flow field) gives

+ & ~ + rA ~V) 0  (A.17)
0
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71is the radial coordinate normalized to the wall radius, i.e.,?)- r/rw.
The 7)subscript denotes evaluation at a general radial location while the

I 0 subscript denotes the nozzle centerline value.

For a single integration strip the integration is carried out from the nozzle
centerline to the wall, and a linear variation of pU and V as a function of
7is assumed. Some analysis has been performed with a two strip division

(see Referenca A.1) but due to its excessive complexity, it was not
employed. On completing the integration and substitution of the linear
profiles,

+~ 0
I ~ Ž.+4 q.~:Ž. +(A.19)

Jul r (A.20)

and, in addition

I' , (A.21)

the 1 subscript denotes the value at the wall (actually at the edge of the
I displacement thickness, but since.V<(r.. there is little error in assuming

that the integration is carried to the wall). Vo = 0 by symmetry.

The chemical equilibrium, minimum free energy routine is the same as the one
described in Paragraph 2.1. A range of pressure points between the chambrr
value and a suitable exit cone value is selected, program computes
the corresponding state points includingpq =p %U 2 + V2 . These streamline

state points are connected to the nozzle flow through the employment of
Equations (A.19) and (A.20).

f Although Holt defined proper criteria, assuming a perfect gas, by which
Equations (A.14) and (A.20) may be applied through the sonic point, it is
better, in view of the equilibrium chemistry model, to utilize a separate
sonic region analysis.

The method of Hall (Reference A.1i) is a solution of the mass conservation
and irrotationality relations in the region near the sonic line, where the
velocity perturbations in the axial and radial directions are small compared
to the critical sound speed at the throat. These velocity perturbations are
expanded in inverse powers of R, the radius of curvature of the nozzle profile
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at the throat measured in throat half-heights. Successively improved solu-
Stions result from the use of higher order terms in the expansions; terms of

order 1/R 3 are included. The involved relationships are given in Equa-
tions (83 ) through ( 90) of Reference A.AL Although they were derived in
terms of a calorically and thermally perfect gas, it is assumed that the
'ymay be evaluated from

(A.22)

Integration of Equations (A.1) and (A.2) along Z gives the momentum and
thermal energy defect thicknesses, plus the local skin friction and heat U
transfer values.

A complete listing of the boundary layer convective heat transfer program
is not given here for several reasons. The first reason is that documenta-
tion of the program is not yet finished so that a complete listing of the
variables and their corresponding Fortran statements is not yet available. li
Budget and time limitations and higher priorities attached to other aspects
of the program have prevented a complete documentation during the course
of the work. Another reason is that important segments of the numerical Ii
analysis, notably the integration routine of the conservation equations,
were originally programmed by JPL (Reference A.1) in IBM machine language,
not in Fortran, so that understanding the inner workings of the program in
detail is a difficult procedure for most readers. It is hoped to eventually
re-program these segments in Fortran; however, in the interim a documentation
of the combined Fortran-machine language program is now underway at
Aeronutronic and will be sent to RPL, Edwards AFB, upon its completion.

A-10
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SAPPENDIX B

RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

IF
The restartable solid rocket nozzle has been divided into two characteris-
tic periods of operation for analyzing the radiative boundary condition.
During firing, the chamber and nozzle surfaces intercept energy emitted
by the combustion products. The amount of energy absorbed by the surfaces
is dependent on the surface temperature, surface emissivity, and emission

Sproperties of the free stream. During the cooldown period, radiative
energy exchange will occur between the surfaces of the motor components,
between the _eurfaces and the pyrolysis gas products, and between the sur-
faces and the ambient environment. A description of the radiation analyses

developed to predict the radiative boundary conditions of a restartable
solid rocket motor is presented below. The results of applying these
analyses to specific rocket motors were presented in Paragraph 2.4.

Si• B.1I COOLIOWN PERIOD

SIto wasnecessaryto formulateI analytical sclutions for three specific types

[ of cooldown radiative transfer:

1 (1) Transparent media (gray walls)

L (2) Absorbing media (gray walls)

(3) Absorbing media (black walls)

The third case is a special case of the second. A fourth possibility,
St?:ansparent media (black walls), can be deduced directly from the first

! [ case. Analyzing the cooldown behavior of a nozzle requires a breakdown
of the nozzle into nodal points (finite volumes), each of which will be
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used in the conduction computer program. Nodal points on the interior
surface of the nozzle are such that an energy balance requires the specL-
fLcatLon of the radiant heat flux to each nodal point on the nozzle
surface. Therefore, it is required that the three types of radiative
transport be analyzed in such a manner to facilitate the application of
the results to a numerical conduction soluticn.

B.1.1 TRUNSPART MEDI (GRAY WALLS)

When the free stream of a nozzle is transparent to therm.l radiation, the
radiant inttrchange between a point on the surface and its surroundings
can be expressed by the method devised by OppenheLm (B.1). For a gray
surface, the net radiant heat flux to an elemental area (dA1) may be
written as the difference in the Li'cLdent and emitted plus reflected
radiant energy.

H, -3 (B.1)

The energy leaving dA1 Le

3 , e~EI",i r (B.2)

4where El C Tl and Ej and r 1 are the eissivity and reflectivity of dA1
respectively. The energy incident on dA1 is the energy leaving adjacent
surfaces in the direction of dA1 , or

+ (3.3)

If the temptratures, emissivities, and shape factors (Fl..n) are specified,
the radiant heat flux may be found by solving simultaneously a combination
of Equations (B.2) and (B.3) written for each surface. It may be noted
that combining Equations (3.1) and (B.2) reduces the heat flu- 9o a form.

Determination of the shape factors, Fl.n, is required for the solution of
Equation (B.3). An analysis similar to that described in Reference D.2
has been programmd for compvter solution.

A shape factor, FdA1.2, is defined as that fraction of the total radiant
energy which leaves a diffuse area dA1 and is incident on an area A2.
Then from Reference B.3 the shape factor is

Axz (B.5)

|P
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where R is the distance between areas dAl and dA2, and 81 and'02 are the

angles between R and the normals to area dkl and dA2, resp~ectively. For
a geometry similar to that of a nozzle, Equation (B.5) is simplified if
cylindrical coordinates are employed and a new angle, J6, is defined
according to Figure B-1., i.e., the angle between the axis of the nozzle
and a line, tangent to the area in question, that intersects the axis ofathe nozzle.

Expressing cos 92, cos 01' R and dA in terms of the coordinate system
described previously, an integral of the form,

[ F I ~ ciU~rdp (B.6)

is obtained from Equation (3.5). The quantities f (A)dl and g ( A, •,r)
"L will vary depending on the location in the nozzle. That is, the exspression

f( )dl when dA2 is on the injector face is different than when dA2 is on
the surface of the nozzle. Alio, there are many different expressions
for g( A, #,r) which are dependtnt on the conditions listed below:

(1) ddA (dA2 , JdA - dA, and 1 dA > . 1dA1 () 12' 2'1 2

(2) AdA > 9O°, 2dA >goo

(3) dA1 on injector face and dA2 on injector face.

With the expression, g(V:. p,r), known as a function of nozzle position,
i_ the integral

S ( r)d , (B.7)

i: eas ily eval uted from standard integral tables.

t' The limits of integration in Equation (B.7) are defined as the percent ,f
t'e total area of d&2 (see Figure B-1) that is seen by dAl. An algebraicpI expression is easily obtained for the limits of integration by considers-

tion of the intensit, vectors originating at a-point dAl on the entrance
section of the nozzle. Since the cross section of the throat is circular

- in a plane perpexdicular to the nozzle axis and the intensity vectors frnm
t dAl passing through the throat describe a cone, the croas section of the

intensity vectors at any point tn the exit cone will also be circular in
a plant normal to the axis of the nozzle. The intersection of the inDen-
sity vector cone with the nozzle surface at the axial position of dA2.
defines tshe limits of integration at pcint 2.

B-3I
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With the integral, Equation (B.7), evaluated at the proper limits, the
r shape factor may be evaluated numerically as follows

5 (B.8)

H Equations (B.2), (1.3), (B.4), (B.7), and (B.8) were 1-ogramed for the
Philco 2000 higha rtpeed digital computer to obtain tbc shape factors and
radiant heat fluxes for the internal su.-face elemuwits of any combustion
chamber and nozzle configuration.

The internal surface of the nozzle is divided txp into finite areas by the
conduction-ablation ptogram (Appendix C), permitting a numerical energy
balance oo each node. To avoid solving Equatior' (B.2), (B.3) and (B.4)
at each time increment in the finite difference conduction solution, the
surfact nodes have been interconnected by resistors, Rl.2. The resistors
erable the rzdiant heat flux between any two nodes to be expressed as

%,_, .(B.9)

and for gray u-alls

c6(,,f (B.10)

then

R1--1 -: , 9 -2 (B.11)

The net radiant heat fluLx to any node ie then the sum of the heat flux to
each separate node

;LT 4,T ýT t o o
Ri2 I-3 g-)

If in the transient state the radiant heat flux at time t - m4t is
evaluated at the temsperatures found at time t - (m-l)At, use of Equations
(B.11) and (B.12) will, therefore, eliminate the complicated solution of
Equat'ons (S.2). (B.3). and (B.4) and permit a finite difference solution
to the conduction equations.

The quantritv, A 4 vwhich is a function of both the shape factor,
F..n, and th emissivity, C ,is determined by use of the radiation p-ogra
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just described ane in a manner prescribed by Reference B.4. The method
given in Reference B.4 t3 straightRorward an,. only the end restilt is given
in this report. -

Setting TI = I and T2 , T3 , . . .,Tn equal to zero, the heat fluxes are
calculated by the radiation program with the specified emissiv4ities as
input. Siuce area 1 is the only surface thac emits, the heat flux at
point 2 represents the heat flux between I and 2. Therefore, from
Equdtion (B.10),

and (B.13)

The same procedure is followee for T2 , T3 , . . . . Tn.

B.1.2 ABSORBING MDIA (GRAY UALLS)

The presence of an absorbing media in a ro'ket nrzzle may seriausly alter
the radiative tranrrfer during c(.oldown, depending, of course, on the
opacity of the mixture. The chemical species that affect the optical
properties of typical pyrolysis products below 3000OF are primarily con-
densed carbon, water vapoz, carbon rioxide, and carbon monoxide. Of
these, condensed carbon ij likely to be of major importance.

During cooldnwn, a nonzero (- ,-r pressure will result from the degassing
of the ablative matetials in 6,,r nozzle. For testing at either atmospheric
or spacp pressuie3, the assumption Df an opJ.aJlly thin media vill suffice
for a large range in path length and partiL concentration. From Refer-
c-nces B.5 and '%6 the emissivity (or absorptivity, if O. = C is assumed)
of an optically thin particle cloud may be written as

9- Y NR -T.(B.14)

where N is the rarticle density, R is tho path length, and at( X) is the
total cross section ( at( X) represents the energy absorbed and scattered
by a particle of a certain size and shape. For the optically thin case,
Equation (B.14) reduces to

R (4B (13.15)
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[For the case of gray walls and an absorbing media, the network method of
Oppenheim is employed with slight alterations to include the effects of
the absorbing media. That is, the radiant interchange between two ele-ments is reduced by the amount of energy absorbed or scattered by the

media. The energy incident on an area element has the added contribution
of that energy emitted and multiple scattered by the cloud in the direction
of the area. With this, Equation (B.3) becomes

T+ (B.16)

From Reference B.7 the last term in Equation (B.16) may be written as

tC3 OSaiUS) d (B.17)

This is equivalent to saying that the gas volume involved between two areas,
A1 and An, is determined by the solid angle originating at dA1 and inter-
secting An. The total volume is then the sum of the individual volumes.

The term, E:, in Equation (B.17) is related to Equation (B.15) by the
following expression

A/ R - (B.18)

where E is the emissive power at the wavelength, X, and aT 4 is the total
blackbody energy over all wavelengths.

Substituting Equations (B.15), (B.17) and (B.18) into (B.16) and then
combining (B.16) with (B.2) yields

S~(B.19)

Let to$ ,C A (B.20)

and _ (B.22)
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Returning Zo the radiation computer program discussed in the previous
paragraph, it may be noted that dFi.n has already been calculated for the
nozzle configuration. Evaluation of the integrala in Equation (B.19)
requires a knowledge of the variation in temperature and the absorption
coefficient (N o t) in the nozzle. Since dGl.n can be reduced to finite
difference form in much the same manner as dFl.n (i.e., dAn = f(A)Z),
the cloud volume is then divided into incremental hollow conical volume
elements. (The intensity vectors leaving a point on the surface of a
nozzt6 encloses a definite volume of gas with suspended particles before
reaching an Prea dA2 on the nozzle surface. When dA2 is revolved around
the nozzle axis on the circumference of the nozzle, the resulting gas
volume is a hollow conical volume.) To solve Equation (B.19), a tempera-
ture and absorption coefficient representing the average for the conical
volume is used and assumed constant for the integral of that particular
surface element, dAn.

It may be noted that the nozzle surface may not necessarily represent the
absorbing media's boundary, as Equation (B.17) states. That is, the con-
densation of carbon particles may occur on a local basis in the nozzle.
If this is the case, Equation (B.19) is invalid and an added approximation
is required in the evaluation of the radiant heat flux. If the shape
factor from the area dAI to An (An representing an area on the nozzle
where the absorption coefficient reduces tc zero somewhere in the path
length between dAI and An) is small, then, evidently, the last term in
Equation (B.19) is even smaller than the third. If FdAI.n is large,
dAn in the first integral of Equation (B.19) must be replaced by an
imaginary surface area at the plane of initial condensation. In many
cases when the shape factor is large, the ratio of the distance between
elements and cloud path length is near unity and use of Equation (B.19)
is permitted.

The assumption of average temperature and absorption coefficients between

dAI and dAn reduces Equation (B.19) to

-~&~El 4 r, ~ (E,3M~ 6 'b, ~n
(B-23)

where the subscript (1-n) signifies that the quantity is evaluated between

areas 1 and n, and G is defined by Equation (B.22).

B.1.3 ABSORBING MEDIA (ijLACK WALLS)

An absorbing media surrounded by black walls is treated as a special case
of the preceding gray wall analysis. There are two reasons for subdividing
the gray and black wall analyses: (1) the fact that no radiation energy
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is reflected by a black wall eliminates the use of Equation (B.23) and
(2) the black wall analysis is very simply applied as a boundary condition
to the conduction program used in this program.

T Applying a radiative energy balance to a black surface element in much tee
same manner that was done ini the previous paragraph yields,

~ ~ F~1 .~LE~EA) -L~4)(B.24)
S".---..1 .2hG E

Equation (B.24) can be further subdivided into the heat exchange between
surface elements

-(B.25)

and between a surface element and the absorbing gas

~ ~ d-~ G,~ ~[E , T (r, >j (B.26)

Equation (B.25) is of the same form as Equation (B.11) where

IV (A G (B.27)

Therefore, Equation (B.25) is applied in exactly the same manner as was
Equation (B.11) for the transparent gas-gray wall case.

T Assuming an isothermal gas, Equation (B.26) reduces to

~ (hr'9 (rr)(B .28)S•. •,.,• = (H,'•,_ , Ct,-Tcj) '
and

V.

T
(B.29
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B.2 APPLICATION OF COOLDOWN RADIATIVE ANALYSES

The total absorption cross section, ct, of a carbon particle cloud has
been presented by Stull and Plass in Reference B.8 for various sized
particles. In the rocket nozzle, it is likely that the products of abla-
tion are saturtted with carbon and as the gas expands in the nozzle
(for vacuum exhaust), carbon will condense out. It is expected, therefore,
that the particle size will change in expanding through the nozzle, pre-
senting difficulties in the evaluation of Bt.

The product, N Ut, has been calculated for the ablation prodults of various
ablative materials. In performing these calculations, thermochemical con-
siderations were required to determine the am6unt of solid carbon en- -.

countered in the chamber and nozzle volume. The data of Reference B.8
were applied to the predicted solid carbon amount, resulting in Ne' t.
Nit for the pyrolysis products of carbon bloth phenolic. This is shown
in Figures B-2 and B-3 at various soak back temperatures and pressures.

The dependence of N U t on particle size is negligible as shown by Figure
B-2. This phenomena was also reported by Thring .9 for hydrocarbon flames.
Therefore, it is concluded that knowledge of particle size is not important,
and the major difficulty lies with the determination of the pressure and
temperature decay during cooldown.

The importance of carbon cloud radiation during cooldown was determined
using the temperature and pressure decay measurements presented in
Section 2.4. Using the pyrolysis temperature presented in Figure 2-9
(or 2000°F at 140 seconds after shut down) and a soakback pressure of
20 psia the term NatR (cloud emissivity - N Rat) reaches a maximum
of 0.029 at F = 1.5. At 140 seconds, the measured surface temperature
in the annealed P.G. throat insert is approximately 1620°F (see Figure 2-9).
Therefore, the radiative and convective interchange between the throat
insert and the free stream is negligible compared to the heat dissipated by
ablation. However, for rocket motors employing a good heat sink material
in the entrance and a heat barrier material in the throat, the pyrolysis
temperature may be low enough that the thermal analysis must include carbon
cloud radiation. For the materials studied in this program, the effect
of carbon cloud radiation and convection during cooldown may be omitted
from thermal considerations, leaving only the radiative interchange between
flame front surfaces and radiation to the ambient environment as the soak-
back boundary conditions.

B.3 FIRING PERIOD

Little is known of the emission properties of high temperature alumina
clouds and what data do exist can only be applied after making very
questionable assumptions. Experime1 tal data on alumina emission properties
have been obtained for optically thin clouds with temperatures reaching 52000 R.
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Optically thin cloud measurements do not provide emission data sufficient
to snalyze the important effects of scattering associated with a high
temperature alumina cloud. Reference B.6 postulates an approach to
"account for the scattering and multiple scattering effec* of finely
dispersed alumina particles. However, this approach requires the exper-
imental determination of scattering coefficients (see Reference B.6 for
details). An analysis based upon optically thin cloud emission data to
predict the radiative heat transfer to rocket motor flame front surfaces,
which eliminates the offect of scattering, is given in Reference B.6. in
this analysis, the maximum cloud total hemispherical emissivity can approach
unity. From recent alumina cloud emission data, (References B.IO and B.11)
it was found that the maximum total hemispherical emissivity is between
0.25 and 0.35. Comparing the results of References B.10 and B.1lwith the
semi-empirical predictions of Reference B.6 indicates the importance of
scattering in radiative transfer.

Early in this program, the alumina cloud hemispherical emissivity was
calculated using the analysis of Reference B.6. As the data of Rcferences
B.10 and B.lLbecame available, however, the technique employed in the caiLula-
tion of emissivity was revised to include scattering. The revised technique
incorporated the expression derived in Reference B.6 to include the chamber
pressure, particle concentration, path length, and temperature effect on
emissivity, with the maximum measured emissivity 6m; i.e.,

and N 1.59 x l0-4 pm
-Tr'3

where

L = weight ratio oi particles to gas

p P = static pressure

T static temperature

M gas molecular weight

path length

Sr - particle radius

absorption coefficient (data obtained from Reference B.5).

B- 13
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The maximum cloud emissivity is related to the absorption and scattering [
cross sections of the dispersed alumina particles by (Reference B.1) 1

cý

where c is the cloud geometric factor

Qa - absorption cross section

Qt - sum of the absorption and scattering cross ý.ction

These cross sections are dependent on particle size, particle concentration,
and temperature. However, due to the lack of cross section data, the maxi-
mum emissivity used in this program was assumed to be 0.3 as reported in
Reference B.1.

B.4 SURFACE EMISSIVITY

For simplification, the emissivites of the flame front surfaces were re-
garded as a function of material only. The emissivities employed in this
program were 0.9, 0.7, and 0.4 for PG, ATJ, and tungsten, respectively.
The emissivities of solid and/or liquid alumina wall coatings are consid-
erably different from those of the nozzle surface materials ( -.3) and
should be includtd in the raiiiative boundary condition. However, to
include the effect of deposition on wall emissivity, the surface coverage
of A1203 must be determined its a function of position and time. At the
present time, it is impossible to predict the deposit behavior; therefore,
to be consetvative, the effect of deposits on wall emissivity was omitted.
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APPENDIX C

CONDUCTION-ABLATION HEAT TRANSFER

This appendix presents a detailed discussion of the analysis used in pre-
dicting the thermal response of a solid propellant rocket motor nozzle
subjected to any stop-start duty cycle. This discussion describes the
manner in wnich the phenomena associated with transient conduction and
abiation were handled in the development of the analytical model.

The formulation of an analytical model to predict the performance of a
nozzle under stop-start conditions requires definition of the mechanisms
invoived in thermal and chemical degradation of materials, radiative and
coavective heat transfer, and alumina deposition. By definin- the vricjs
mechanisms associated with stop-start, an analytical model can be con-
structed which will predict such characteristics a6 Lia.•urature distribu-
tions, char thickness, heat absorbed during firing, and change in heat
content during soak for the structural and insulation components of the
rocket motor nozzle.

The approach taken in developing an analytical model consisted of using
an existing three dimensional transient conduction computer program as
a foundation in the analysis. The mechanisms associated with restart
were included in the computer program as subroutines.

C.l INTERNAL ENERGY BALANCE

The abletion phenomenon is a very coiplicated form of heat transfer. To
devise a conduction-ablaticm analysis (and, correspondingky, an analytical
Otool to predict char growth and temperature prcfilesi requires a firm
understanding of pyrolysis and the ablative :rodes of heat transfer. The
internal ablation-conduction portion of the ablat-.om --ode used in this

r C- I
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analysis is the well known "charring ablal " concept of Munson and
SpindlerC. l

The three dimensional transient conduction computer program utilizes a
finite difference scheme in solution of the Fourier conduction equation.
The program applies an energy balance to each finite volume (node) in
the system. In two dimensional form this energy balance Is:

(C.l

In this equation, the first two terms account for the radial and axial
conduction, respectively; the third term accounts for the energy
associated with the transpiration of the pyrolysis gas through the char-
the fourth term accounts for dtcomposition, cracking, and any other
chemical reactions experienced in the ablator; and the last term accounts
for heat storage in the scid.

G.2 PYROLYSIS

To solve Equation (C.1), te pyroiysis i'ate of the ablator must be
specified. Specification-of this phenomenon is very important in the
evaluation of ablator perftro.-ance under- stop-start conditions. F_•
example, under stop-start conditions. the pyrolysis zone heating rate
is variab.'- dl/d:-, and will effect the type and degree of reactions
experienced in this zone. Therefore, the pyrolysis law used in the
ablation analysis mslt be dependent on heating rate. temperature level,
and post-thermal history. The most widely accepted pyrolysis law to
date which includes the above dependencies is that c-i Friedman:

A C- e- -) X EL 1- (C .2)

The constants A, n, and E, commonly defined as the rate constant, degree
oi reaction, and activation energy, respectively, are determined
emp rica ly.

It has be-en Senerslly c cIudd that pyrolysis in an internal abilating
material is reaction rate cont. r'ed. This ph nomenon is then dependent
upon (1) the rate at which the chemicai resction products leave the
pyrolysis zone, (2t temprature level, (3) total pressure, and (-) heat-
ing rate, ,T!it. In .erfarming TGA experi-.enrs to deter-•ine COC rate



co.1stants of Equation (C.2), it is desirable to simulate "he magnitudes
of Ltese four parameters existing at the locations where Equation (C.2)
is to be appliee. It is impossible, however, to exactly simulate the
remova. rate of the pyrolysis gas in TGA experiments. Therefore, it is
necessary to assume that the reniovai rates of the c:,emical reaction pro-
ducts in the TGA and roc'1. motor are equal.

Figlure C-I is a plot of various Thermal Gravrimetric Analyses (TGA) per-
formed on 2henolic resin composites. The orginal weight of the ablative
material (W ) is based on 100 percent phenolic (reinforcement free).
All TGA samples used in 'iguire C-I were post-cured except for that of
Coffman which explains the initiation of pyrolysis at low temperatures.
The TGA d&ta presented in Figure C-] were performed at low heating rates
(dT/dt< 360°C/hr) and under a variety of fiee stream condition3. Since
the decomposition'dependence on temperature is function of heating rate,
free stream pressure (see Figure C-2), and chemical composition (oxygen
content), and unpredictable error will result when the TGA data of
Figure C-1 are multiplied by the appropriate heating rate and applied
to rocket nozzle conditions in the form of an Arrhenius expression
(Equation C.2). Therefore, four Arrhenius rate laws were chosen for
this program all of which were obtained under a variety of free stream
conditions. Table C.1 is a summaary of these Arrhenius constants required
in Equation C.2.

TABLE C.1

ARRHENIUS PYROLYSIS RATE LAWS FOR PHENOLIC RESINS

E
n Activation

Degree of Energy
Investigator_ Reaction (1/sec) __Ll_

Farmer (Ref C.2) 1 4.67 15,200

Friedman (Ref C,3) 1 6.75 15,200

Friedman (Ref C.3) 5 2.78 x 10 55,000

Munson and Spindier
(Ref C.1) 1 1 x 106 22,100

C-3
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C. 3 GAS'l-CliAJ. REACTIONS

h-e heat absocbed by pyrolysis (heat of atecompo:ition) anJ trat~spi~ration
ofthe pyrolysis sz:;es through the char (gas enthiaipy chznge) reqtiiraswthe determi~nation .-,i the chemical composition of the pyrolysis gas at

various pyrolysis zone temperature levels. Knowing the chiemic-61 coui-
position of the pyrolysis gas as a function of temperacure, and knowing
che original chemical composition of the ablator, thermoche':,ical calcula-
tionts can be performed on the ablator, assuming thermochemical equilibrium
between gas and char. This assumption is valid if the interconnected
p ores in the char have a sufficiently large surfaice area ar'ý the flow
velocities are relatively small.

The average specific heat of tile pyrolysis prodrcts for asbestos, silica,
graphite cloth, and carbon cloth phenolics are shoiwn in 5igure C-2. The
chemical 5toichiornetry of phenolic used in the theircnochenicai rcalcula-
tio~is was approxi'mated as (C6H60)n. Asbestos and silica wece assamed
inert with respect to the char. This assumption is only vatid at tem-
peratures up to 1800 F. In the temperature region Of 1800 F to 2700'F
condensed SiO2 will react with the carbonaceous char to p.roduce condensed
SiC and gaseous CO. The reaction is endothermic and, depending upon any
'I'~ h1L'ýi,.ationb arising from the solid-solid reaction, can be far
more important from a heat absorption standpoint than the resin aegrada-
tion process. Above 2700 0F, SiC Ls unstable with respect to gaseous SiO
and the latter becomcs the important product species. Thus, if the char

0
temoerature exceeds ~800 F, silica-carbon reactions will occur and cause
the average srpecific heat to increase. Since the data shown in Ficyire C-2
do not reflect this increase, chtr thicknesses predi~cted using these
data and the ablatic-1 program will be larger than the measured char
thicknes6.

The heat of decomposition of phenolic was assumed to be 500 btu/lb as
reported in Reference C.i . The heat ot ablation, of which the heat of
decomposition is a part, is the property usually reported by various
iivestigator6. The complexity in determining the heat of decomposition
from the hear- of ahlation results in a very approximate value. Another
possible met'iod in determining the heat of decomposition of phenolic is
to utilize the polymeric structure of phenolic and to find the energy
required to b-reak the m~aterial down to the resultant pyrolysis products.
Touis method is approximate in that the chemical btr~ucture of phenolic is

questionable.
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r-A TiiERMOP!YSCAI. PROPERTIES

The thermophysica![ properties required in the solution of Equation C.1
include thlý specific heat, density, and thermal conductivity of the
rocket motor materials. Hcwever, the definition of thermal conductivity
and solid specific heat for an internal ablating mateiial is not difinite
until the mathematical model separates and defines the other modes of heat
transfer. The Giermal conductivity represented in Equation C.1 does not
include the effects of convection, decomposition, or any other chemical
reactions but does include internal radiation between voids in the char
au•' transpirin~g gas for ablating materials.

With thermal conductivity defined in this manner, experimental deter-
mination is difficult for a partially degraded material because of the
effect of pyrolysis of the material and the influence of the transpiring
pyrolysis gas. This problem has also been found by many other investi-

gators (Ref. C.1, C.4, and C.5), and has led them to the following assump-
tion: The thermal conductivity and specific heat of a partially d-graded
material caiL be found by a linear interpolation between the approp.iate
values ot the char and virgin materials. Mathematically this is stated as

Sc(C.4)

Thermal conductivities of the virgin material and the char of various
ablative materials are presented in Table C.2.

The laboratory conditions and specimens to be used in the determination
of char and virgin material thermal properties should reproduce as
closely as possible the temperatur- level, char porosity, and char
density that occur in actual .ýutor firings. Since the char thermal con-
ductivity is very dependent on char porosity and density, the effect of
coking in the char by the pyrolysii gas must also be included. However,
this program was not a basic investigation of materials properties;
therefore, properties available .rom the literature were employed-
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I ABU� C 2

VIRGIN AND CHAR THER-IAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF
ASBESTOS AND SILICA PriENOLIC

Thermal ConductIvity

Temperature (BSu/in seccz x 106)

Material Investigator Remarks OF Char Virgin

Asbestos Schmidt 40% Resin 200 1.9

Phenolic Ref C.10 See Table C.3 700 3.5

Acrojet 40% Resin

Ref C.11 Sp Gr Virgin= 1.84 Independent 15.0 4.2

Char = 0.91. of temperature*

Atlantic Sp Gr Virgin= 1.58 70 4.6 8.3
Research Char = l.2& 1200 5.4
Ref C-12

SchwArtz 42R eeo -,n 70 6.2
Ref C.13 See Table C.3

Mixer 45% Resin 100 5.4

Ret •. 11 400 4.?

Silica Vidya 30% Resin ,,ý-pendent 9.6 4.1

Phenolic Ref C.5 See Table C.3 of temperatui&*

Tapco Virgin:j to plies 200 2.9 5.5
Rcf C.18 See Table C.3 400 3.4 6.4

700 3.4

Hitco Virgin:J_ to plies 200 5.1
Ref Cl5 500 5.2

Atlantic 50% Resin 70 5.9 5.4

Research Sp Gr Virgin= 1.51 1200 6.6

Ref C.12 Char - 1.25

Schwartz 257 Resin 70 7.2

Ref C.13 See Table C.3

Super Temp 30' Resin 70 5.2
Sp Gr Virgin- 1.70

Vaiue to be aised that is independent o0 temperature.
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•'ii de~:•-iý' .:. ,i pt.( ,(: ~ ýicat-- Of th :I, ~ C,.aterl;ýi a;nd C aý Uf
various n tO•iai, a: t> ented 7 'a c C.7. Teese pr0o!eu1eti

w er, a so I >b.a i d fýo:- th e literature.

The iack' nr 1 er:.a -,ph f;', Cc prope-rty data for abl ting ::,ate,-ials was
a serious obic<. area in this progra-.v Therefore, tna results obtained
fro.n the ablation portion of the ther'mai analysis sho, d be couisidered as
Only approxil-,ate.

C.3 GAS MOM1NTU kAND ýIASS BALANCE

To complete the internal portion of the ablation model, relatiorships
must be formulated, based on mass and momrientum considerations, to account
for the axnount, location, and motion of the pyrolysis gas. To solve
Equation C.1, a finite difference technique is rect ired which divides that
part of the ablator undergoing chemical Leactions kchar and pyiolysis
zone) into incremental volumes. The local rate of pyrolysis is determined
from Equation C.2. The loLal rate of pyrolysis gas formation per unit
crcss-sectional area is then given by

where p 1, is found from Equation C.2 and VI is the node vol.Lrme.I|
The pyrolysis gas miss flow leaving the incremental volume is the sumn
of all the gas prodaced in the upstream ncCes plus that generated at the
node in question, plus or minus the -,ass storage rate resultii'g from
permeability. porosity, and free stream nresstre ch-:;

rrtL-I = * -

i~a (C.51

If the chemical reactions that ocý-ur between the pyrolysis ýai and char
or the char and reinforcements involve a gas, the abov :m"ass b3hi•nce had:
an added ter:n ta account fr the gaseous mass additioa o. depletion.
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The momentum equation that could be employed in the ablation analysis is
based upon a simplified theory of slow flow through porous media

and the permeability coefficient empirically defined in terms of
porosity is

Incorporation of the momentum equation in the ablation model requires
that porosity be specified as a function of the density change of the
ablator knd that an equation of state be used. However, in this program,
it was found that the inaccuracies produced in the ablation analysis by
the use of the approximate thermophysical properties presented above
did not ju.tify the inclusion of momentum considerations and the mass
storage term of Equation C.5 in the ablation model. That is, the effect
of momentum and mass storage of the pyrolysis products is important when
the combustion products static pressure changes rapidly (i.e., at startup
and shutdown); whereas, the heat transferred to the pyrolysis zone via
the char is very dependent on the char thermal conductivity.

C.6 FLAME FRONT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

In general, chemical potentials will exist between the flame front surface
of a rocket motor and its fluid environment. Such potentials are normally
dissipated by chemical reactions which transfer solid surface material
into a moce mobile fluid phase. The resultant surface regression is
controlled by the rates of mass transport of the reactants and products
to and from the surface and/or by chemical kinetic reaction limitations.
It is usual practice to regard surface sublimation as a special case of
corrosion. However, it is more difficult to assess the heat and mass
transfer when chemical reactions and sublimation occur together. That is,
both solid-gas and gas-gas versions of the same reaction can occur, and
the reactions are not confined to the solid surface. Unfortunately, the
precise analytical solution of the general case cannot be achieved with
currently available techniques. However, a good qualitative understanding
uf the important mechanism of corrosion does exist.

C-l!



in the development of a surface regression model, a reasonable approach
is to assume initially that chemical corrosion can be uncoupled from the
other mechanisms of surface regression. Considering the present
limitations in detailed knowledge of surface regression mechanisms, no
ither alternative is deemed possible. Using the corrosion theories pre-
sented by VidyaC.5 and RocketdyneC.1 9 , the surface regression due to
chemical corrosion can be determined. The contribution of sublimation
to the surface regression of chars may be assumed negligible in comparison
with the other surface regression mechanisms.

The most practical and widely accepted solution to the corrosion problem
is the theory developed by Denison and BartlettC. 2 0 and C.21. To obtain
a practical solution to the multicompornent boundary layer he.L and mass
transfer equations with chemical reactions, Denison and Bartlett made
the following assumptions: (1) The diffusion coeffIcients for the
varionus molecular species in the boundary layer are equal, and (2) the
Pradt! and component Lewis numbers are unity. This enabled them to
derive expressions for the rate of heat transfer to the wall and the
rate of chemical corrosion of the wall surface. Then the heat flow to
the surface, including transpiration and radiation, is

'1T1e first Lera tepreaei'tL.# the heat conducted from the surface. The
second jruw:wvtit both lhv heat LCOlsferLrt by convection and the chemical
encxgy () I'tjcothjllhIjItloit of [free itream gases at the wall. The third,
fwoiatin * jII I 111ti1 t. c sitt"i t'i~erv.te respectively, the energy resulting
I-row Liut f•!lC II .-1 tlIt• ioy,•olysing nm with the boundary layer gas and the
cu IUlP, C iit.4 IIV oIl•tI IIIt -OJItPIIical nid m uchnfnical. removal of the surface.
'ithe ilNl i iv,,i Ill , cad i lntlott loi- idahry condition.

'h.! , C .11 'a I Cim C-,,l l co rtonion cun be specifled only if (1) chem-
IC c l *0 1 ''4 1 11 1', uotiis•in ldl Io ton malch•tnical eIrosion, spallation,

11 14uI •h ,lI (), 1 $0i I,'lhw ' niouchivitriLca equitltriuum is assumed or
I lt, th . . Pt I k 1 .11 1 I l.in4 am p.'t ii iflld (k Inatical Ly -controlled).
lhrit 1 , -:1. 1,- M om (i t "n iirm'to itint.ola•al remutltnlug front mechanisms
oithim Ih1101 6h,11,1411611 CO '• i'1 .ii h'All result in a chemical, alteration of the
I,(lflda y 1,0y.s by itia ! I .t wit those chiemlcal species originating in
ohe rrid P mtrontt, tIi wotild otthatwine rencL with the wall material at the
fr lialce, * li tic i C it On rb mt ' chniitsit l arot oI, spailation, and chunking

Adoo eiq lip ̂ V ISGO



nmass loss in evaluating chetiical corrosion is invalid since chemical
I •attack of this mass by the combustion products is not necessarily a

surface or boundary layer phenomenon.

The technique employed in applying the conduction-ablati'ýn analysis to
this program, however, eliminated the flame front surface regression
boundary condition. Instead of including surface regression, a design

surface temperature was selected for the heat sink materials. This sur-
face temperature represented a thermal level above which excessive surface
regression (see Paragraph 2.6 for discussion) would result. This approach

S,- then reduces Equation C.7 to

4..
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ABSTRACT (Continued)

which requires knowledge of only the chamber pressure and throat diameter has been
devised. Tests showed the analysis techniques developed to be satisfactory. With
these analytical techniques, limitations on duty cycles can be determined. These
limitations are couplings of firing times and cooldown times. The rc-':-t:, of
rocket firing tests are presented. The current capability of analyzing restartable
nozzles is assessed and major problems which require further investigation are
dcfined.
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